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Kurzfassung 
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, die Hochtemperatur-Oxidationsbeständigkeit von Kesselbaustählen zu 
verbessern. Diese Stähle werden in niedriglegierte (9 Gew.%), mittlere (12 Gew.%) und hochlegierte 
(18 Gew.%) Chrom (Cr)-Stähle eingeteilt. Die isothermen Oxidationsuntersuchungen werden mit 
Hilfe der Thermogravimetrie in Laborluft im Temperaturbereich von 700-750°C durchgeführt. Die 
Oxidschicht, welche auf den Stählen wächst, wurde analysiert und die Oxidationsmechanismen 
wurden aufgeklärt. Der Cr- Gehalt und die Diffusion von Cr aus der Legierung in Richtung der 
Oxidationsfront hat einen großen Einfluss auf den Schutz der Stähle. Der Schwerpunkt liegt auf der 
Wirkung einer Kugelstrahlbehandlung auf das Oxidationsschutzverhalten von mittleren- und 
hohlegierten Cr-Stählen. Es wurde festgestellt, dass Kugelstrahlen einen erheblichen Einfluss auf die 
Diffusion von Cr und das Oxidationsschutzverhalten der mittleren Cr-legierten Stähle hat. Dieser 
Effekt ist noch stärker bei hohlegierten Cr-Stählen ausgeprägt, bei denen Kugelstrahlen die 
Oxidationsgeschwindigkeit erheblich senkt, da sich auf der Oberfläche eine schützende Chromoxid-
Schicht gebildet hat. Auf die kugelgestrahlten Stähle wird das „Dislocation-Engineering“ angewendet, 
um die Oxidationsbeständigkeit der Stähle zu verbessern. Dies wird durch das Vorglühen der 
kugelgestrahlten Stähle unter Hochvakuum für unterschiedliche Zeiträume bei der gleichen 
Temperatur wie der Oxidationstemperatur erreicht. Die vorgeglühten Stähle werden einer Oxidation 
bei 750°C unterzogen. Mit Hilfe von Focused Ion Beam (FIB) und 
Transmissionselektronenmikroskopie (TEM) wurden die Oberflächen dieser Stähle untersucht. Es 
wurde festgestellt, dass das Vorglühen über kurze Zeiträume zur Bildung eines stabilen Netzwerks von 
Versetzungen führt. Die Dislocation-Engineering-Methode hat sich als sehr effektiver 
Oxidationsschutz der mittleren Cr-legierten Stähle erwiesen. Die Diffusion von Cr wurde durch dieses 
Netzwerk verbessert und eine Schutzschicht aus Chromoxid hat sich auf der Oxidationsfront dieser 
Stähle entwickelt. 
Basierend auf den Oxidationsmechanismen, die in den Experimenten beobachtet wurden, wird ein 
Modell für das gleichzeitige Oxidschichtwachstum (interne und externe Oxidschichtbildung) 
entwickelt. Dieses Modell wird in das bestehende Simulationstool Incorr eingearbeitet. Dieses Tool 
simulierte bisher nur das Phänomen der inneren Korrosion. Es funktioniert grundsätzlich durch das 
Lösen des zweiten Fick'schen Gesetzes mit Hilfe der Finite-Differenzen-Methode (Diffusionskinetik) 
in Kombination mit thermodynamischen Gleichgewichtsberechnungen. Der wichtigste Beitrag dieser 
Arbeit ist das Einfügen des externen Oxidschichtwachstums in die Simulation. Die Wirkung vom 
Kugelstrahlen auf die Mikrostruktur der Legierung wird auch berücksichtigt und in das Modell 
implementiert. Durch die Modifizierung von Incorr kann das gleichzeitige Oxidschichtwachstum auf 
den untersuchten Stählen simuliert werden. Die errechneten Ergebnisse zeigen eine gute 
Übereinstimmung mit den experimentellen Ergebnissen. 
Unter Verwendung einer weiter fortgeschrittenen Finite Elemente Methode (FEM) wurde das Netz 
von quadratischen zu wabenförmigen Strukturen modifiziert. Die Simulation des internen 
Oxidschichtwachstums wird unter der Verwendung von FEM durchgeführt und die Ergebnisse sind in 
der vorliegenden Arbeit dargestellt. 
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Abstract 
The goal of this work is to improve the high temperature oxidation resistance of boiler steels. These 
steels are categorized as low (9 wt.%), medium (12 wt.%) and high (18 wt.%) Cr steels. The 
isothermal oxidation studies are done with the help of thermogravimetry in lab air in the temperature 
range of 700-750°C. The oxide scales grown on the steels are analysed and oxidation mechanisms 
were understood. Cr- content and the diffusion of Cr towards the oxidation front in the alloy has a 
major ascendency on the protection behaviour of the steels. Main emphasis is kept on the effect of 
shot-peening on the oxidation behaviour of medium and high Cr steels. It is found that shot-peening 
has a considerable influence on the diffusion of Cr and protection behaviour of medium Cr steels. This 
effect is more pronounced in high Cr steel, where shot-peening has largely reduced the oxidation rate. 
A protective chromia layer is found to be formed on the surface of the shot-peened high Cr steel. 
‘Dislocation engineering’ is applied on the shot-peened steels to improve the oxidation resistance of 
the steels. This is done by pre-annealing the shot-peened steels under high vacuum for different times 
at the same temperature as the oxidation temperature. The pre-annealed steels are subjected to 
oxidation at 750°C. With the help of Focussed Ion Beam (FIB) and Transmission Electron Microscope 
(TEM), the subsurfaces of these steels are analysed. It is found that the pre-annealing for shorter times 
has resulted in forming a stable network of dislocations. The dislocation engineering method has 
proved to be very effective in protecting the medium Cr steels against the oxidation. The diffusion of 
Cr has been enhanced through this network and a protective chromia layer is developed at the 
oxidation front of these steels.  
Based on the oxidation mechanisms observed from the experiments, a model for the simultaneous 
oxide scale growth (internal and external oxide formation) is developed. This model is incorporated in 
the existing simulation tool Incorr. This tool simulates the internal corrosion phenomenon only. It 
works basically by solving Fick’s second law using the finite difference method (diffusion kinetics) in 
combination with thermodynamic equilibrium calculations. The major contribution of this work is the 
addition of external scale growth in the simulation. The effect of shot-peening on the microstructure of 
the alloying system is also considered and implemented in the model. By modifying the Incorr the 
simultaneous oxide layer growth on the studied steels is simulated and the results are found to be in 
reasonable agreement with the experimental results.  
The modification of the mesh from a square shaped grain structure to the honeycomb shaped structure 
was implemented by using a more advanced Finite Element Method (FEM). Simulation of the internal 
oxide scale growth is performed using FEM and the results are presented in the work. 
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1 Introduction and problem definition 
Ever since the first ever power plant was built in the late 19th century, the need for electricity 
has resulted in the construction of more power plants all over the world. Today, the major 
portion of the electricity is produced using coal-fired power plants [1-3]. Fuel efficiency and 
environmental issues drive the need to increase the operating temperatures of the power plants 
[4-7]. As the temperatures of the power plants increase the need to develop alloys which can 
withstand the detrimental effects of high temperature exposures during service also increases. 
The major problem concerning current alloys in power plants is their corrosion/oxidation be-
haviour at service temperatures and atmospheres. Selection of the alloys and the development 
of the alloying systems as well as understanding of their corrosion/oxidation mechanisms has 
been the subject for many researchers for the past decades [8-13]. 
The development of high-temperature alloys based on Fe, Ni, and Co alloyed with Cr has 
led to a gradual increase in secondary alloying elements for strengthening purposes accompa-
nied by decreasing the Cr percentage in the alloy [14, 15]. This process has reached a situa-
tion where the strength became more satisfactory than the oxidation resistance of the alloy. 
The growth of non-protective Fe-oxides on boiler steels when exposed to high temperature 
environment in power plants often controls the service life of components. In general, the 
growth of these oxides is parabolic in time, but sometimes it is also linear. These oxides are 
very porous, brittle in nature and have a high point defect concentration. This can cause se-
vere degradation and material failure. Much research work has been done to reduce the 
growth rates of these oxides by adding Cr to the alloy [16-20]. The key technology that drives 
high efficiency power plants is the development of advanced materials and coatings with a 
considerable increase over traditional alloys in creep strength and corrosion resistance. Major 
attempts have been made for the 9-12wt.% Cr ferritic steels containing boron, cobalt, tung-
sten, and other elements for both boilers and steam turbines that are capable of operating at 
temperatures up to 625°C [21, 22]. To operate beyond this limit, vastly improved austenitic 
steels are being evaluated. 
The aim of the submitted work is to improve the oxidation behavior of boiler steels and to 
develop a simulation tool for the computation of the corrosion behaviour for applications in 
power plants using experimental data obtained in the framework of the project ‘COORETEC’. 
Microstructural details of the high temperature oxidation behaviour of 9wt.% and 12wt.% Cr 
ferritic martensitic and 18wt.% Cr austenitic alloys will be examined. 
1 Introduction and problem definition 
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The structure of the work is as follows. After giving the state of literature and theory of 
oxidation of the Fe-Cr alloying system in chapter 2, the used experimental methods and alloys 
will be discussed in chapter 3. 
High temperature oxidation experiments will be carried out in order to characterise the 
mechanisms of the oxidation of the different materials which appear in a temperature area of 
700-750°C. The influence of Cr content on the oxidation behaviour is investigated and will be 
discussed in chapter 4. Depending on these results, a model for the external scale formation 
on these materials will be developed.  
Further improvement in the oxidation kinetics of the 12wt.% and 18wt.% Cr alloys is 
done by applying surface modification techniques such as shot-peening on the materials be-
fore the oxidation, and its effect on the oxidation behaviour which will be examined in the 
same chapter.  
For further improvement of the oxidation kinetics of the 12wt.% and 18wt.% Cr steels 
and experimental verification of the effect on the oxidation behaviour of the materials the 
concept of dislocation engineering was examined and will be discussed in chapter 4. The idea 
is based on the action of interfacial defects (dislocations introduced by shot-peening) in the 
creation and annihilation of point defects supporting the diffusional growth of scales. For the 
scale growth by cation diffusion, cation point defects (vacancies/interstitials) can be formed/ 
annihilated by the dislocation climb in the metal resulting in an enhancement/reduction in the 
diffusion of substitutional elements. 
A prediction of the service life of boiler steels in corrosive/oxidative atmospheres re-
quires a full understanding of the degradation mechanisms of the material due to high temper-
ature oxidation. The intended model should be useful to simulate such degradation processes 
under complex conditions and hence, to contribute to new mechanism-based life-prediction 
methods. The development of the simulation tool KinCorr (Kinetics of Corrosion) is based on 
the ability to compute solutions of the diffusion equation numerically using local thermo-
chemical equilibrium computation, with simultaneous consideration of different parameters 
for the description of the influence of the microstructure on oxidation kinetics, e.g. the grain 
size. The aim of this simulation is to predict the oxidation kinetics (e.g. oxide layer thickness, 
internal oxidation depth, chemical composition profiles of the alloying elements and corrosion 
products) of the boiler steels for longer periods of time. From the experimental results, a mod-
el for the effect of shot-peening on the oxidation behaviour was developed and is presented in 
1 Introduction and problem definition 
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chapter 5. Implementation of most advanced Finite Element Method in simulating the honey-
comb microstructure of the grains and the oxidation behaviour of the studied materials is done 
in this chapter. 
A concluding discussion of the whole experimental study in combination with the evalu-
ated simulation results is given in chapter 6 and the future aspects and conclusions will be 
presented in chapter 7. 
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2 Technical background and literature review 
 
2.1 Alloys for high temperature applications 
Almost all metals of technological interest oxidise and corrode at high temperature [23]. The 
material properties such as strength, creep resistance, fatigue and corrosion resistance define 
the alloy composition at high temperature applications. High temperature applications such as 
power industries, petrochemical industries, furnace and thermal elements, gas turbines and 
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell necessitated the development of such alloys having superior properties. 
Materials used in power industries undergo oxidation and corrosion from boiling water and 
steam from one side and hot corrosion from the other side due to burning of coal and gas [24]. 
Aerospace and gas turbine materials undergo degradation due to oxidation and sulphidation at 
high temperatures. Chemical and petro-chemical industries require materials that can sustain 
high temperatures coupled with severe oxidising, sulphidising, carburising and other reducing 
atmospheres. Oxidation can result in sudden loss of strength in furnace materials due to mate-
rial loss. For the past 50 years researchers have developed several suitable alloying systems 
for the above applications. These include materials of high melting point, high Young’s mod-
ulus, good creep resistance, high-temperature strength, and microstructure stability at high 
temperatures. From the corrosion point of view there is a need to study the properties of the 
alloys to know how fast a metal can react with atmospheres at high temperatures, the mecha-
nism of the reaction, the corrosiveness of the environment, how to protect the metal to such 
environment and alloy selection for such applications. Oxidation is the most predominant cor-
rosion problem. Besides, other forms of corrosion are sulphidation, carburisation and nitrida-
tion. Sulphidation occurs when the atmosphere is having a high sulphur activity. In a sulphur 
dioxide environment both oxidation and sulphidation can occur depending upon the partial 
pressure of oxygen. Both carburisation and nitridation can occur in similar mechanism. When 
oxygen activity is reduced in a carbon/nitrogen atmosphere, it could lead to carburisa-
tion/nitridation while an increase in the oxygen activity would lead to oxidation [25].  
The selection of alloy systems is based on the ability to form a protective layer against 
corrosion attack. This protective layer should offer a high diffusion barrier to the motion of 
the species that control the oxidation process. The electrical conductivity of the oxide layer is 
a measure of the diffusivity of the moving ions. A very low conductivity indicates negligible 
deviation from stoichiometry and, hence, a low diffusivity, which effectively increases the 
oxidation resistance. A relatively high conductivity oxide will mean/indicate much faster dif-
2 Technical background and literature review 
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fusion of the diffusing species [26]. The oxidation resistance of a metal is improved by the 
addition of suitable alloying elements to the base metal. The alloying element must be present 
in sufficient concentration to produce the desired oxide layer. The most common alloying 
elements added to iron for this purpose are chromium, aluminium and silicon [27].  
Alloys in power plants 
In a power plant, the heat energy either from fuel combustion or nuclear fission is used to produce jets 
of steam. The kinetic energy of the steam is converted into electrical energy by using a turbine and a 
generator. Fig. 2.1.1 shows the route followed by the steam and water. 
 
Fig. 2.1.1: Schematic of a power plant steam cycle. 
Water is pumped into the boiler, where it is converted into steam, then superheated. It is in-
jected through nozzles onto the blades of the high pressure (HP) turbine.  Following this, it is 
reheated and sent to the intermediate pressure (IP) turbine and then to the low pressure (LP) 
turbine. The rotatory motion of the turbines is used to drive the generator to produce electric 
power, and eventually the exhaust steam is condensed and further recirculated. 
The Carnot efficiency ܧ஼ of such a cycle is given by: 
                                                         ܧ஼ ൌ భ்ି మ்భ் .                                                                    (2.1) 
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ଵܶ and ଶܶ in the above equation are representing the absolute temperatures of the heat source 
and the heat sink, respectively. It is, therefore, desirable from both economic and environmen-
tal points of view to use operating temperatures as high as possible. Progress in power plant 
alloy design has allowed T1 to be increased from 370°C in the 1920s to 600°C or higher (pre-
sent situation) and there is a drive towards further increases. However, an improvement in 
thermal efficiency of the plant not only reduces the fuel costs but it also reduces the release of 
SO2, NOx and CO2 emissions. The latter is very significant with regard to the world-wide 
agreements to reduce CO2 emissions and the fact that a 1% increase in efficiency of an 
800MW machine would lead to a life-time reduction in CO2 of approaching 1 million tonnes 
[28]. These environmental factors have provided an added incentive to building ultra super -
critical plants in recent years. The main enabling technology is the development of stronger 
high-temperature materials, capable of operating under high stresses at ever increasing tem-
peratures. 
Under such conditions, there are several life limiting mechanisms, including corrosion, 
oxidation and fatigue. Steels of 2.25Cr1Mo type have been used in power plants since many 
decades [29-32], however, recently 9-12CrMoV for the production of pipes and headers capa-
ble of operating at inlet steam temperatures of up to 650°C were used [21, 33]. Among the 
fully commercialised 9wt.% Cr steels, the P91 steel has the highest allowable stress and has 
been extensively used all over the world as a material for steam pipes for ultra supercritical 
plants operating at steam temperatures up to 593°C [34]. Alloy P92 is developed by partly 
substituting Mo by W and can be operated up to 620°C [33]. Beyond 620°C the usage of the 
9wt.% Cr is limited due to its corrosion resistance, therefore, the 12wt.% Cr and austenitic 
steels have to be used. For the conditions and heat treatment of power plants, steels are chosen 
in providing a fine and stable microstructure containing fine carbides. An austenitisation 
treatment to dissolve existing precipitates is carried out above 1000°C, the exact temperature 
depending on the steel composition. The steel is then air cooled. In 2.25Cr1Mo, this results in 
a predominately bainitic microstructure, but the 9-12wt.% Cr steels are fully air-hardenable, 
and martensite is formed. Tempering is then carried out, typically at around 700°C, to pro-
duce fine carbides and reduce the stored energy in the microstructure so that there is only a 
very small driving force for microstructural change during service. 
Several austenitic alloys consisting of Fe-Cr-Ni were used in the finishing stages of su-
perheater/heater tubing, where oxidation resistance and fireside corrosion becomes important 
in addition to creep strength at 600°C and above. The high carbon content and the high solu-
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tion-annealing temperatures promote a large stable grain size, which provides better creep 
properties. The steels fall into four categories: 15Cr, 18Cr, 20-25Cr and higher stainless 
steels. Alloy modifications based on the 18Cr-8Ni steels, such as TP304H, 316H, 347H and 
Tempalloy A-1 are among the few austenitic steel grades which are used frequently in Eu-
rope. The various stages in the evolution of these steels consisted of initially adding Ti and Nb 
to stabilise the steels from a corrosion point of view, then reducing the Ti and Nb content to 
promote creep strength rather than corrosion, followed by Cu additions for increased precipi-
tation strengthening by fine precipitation of a Cu rich phase. Further trends have included 
austenite stabilisation using 0.2% nitrogen and W addition for solid solution strengthening 
[35]. 
Several Ni-based alloys like Alloy 617, Ni-Cr based Hastelloy X with further alloying 
additions of cobalt, molybdenum, and aluminium were intended to apply in service at temper-
atures in excess of 750°C. These alloys have exceptional creep strength at temperatures above 
800°C, enhanced by solution strengthening from the molybdenum and cobalt additions. They 
have good cyclic oxidation and carburisation resistance, imparted by the chromium and alu-
minium additions. The alloys retain toughness after long-term exposure at elevated tempera-
tures. They furthermore exhibit good weldability and lower thermal expansion than most aus-
tenitic stainless steels. 
 
2.2 Basic theory of high temperature oxidation 
 
2.2.1 Basic thermodynamics of a chemical reaction 
The internal energy of a system at any given temperature is defined by 
                                     ܷሺܶሻ ൌ ܷ଴	 ൅	׬ ܥ௩	்ଶଽ଼ ݀ܶᇱ,                                                              (2.2) 
where ܷ଴	is the internal energy of a material at 298K and ܥ௩	is the specific heat at constant 
volume [36]. The following thermodynamic equations are well explained in the literature [37, 
38]. The heat content or enthalpy ܪ of a material is given by 
                                    ܪሺܶሻ ൌ ܪ଴	 ൅	׬ ܥ௣	்ଶଽ଼ ݀ܶᇱ,                                                               (2.3) 
where ܪ଴	is the enthalpy of the material at 298K and ܥ௣ is the specific heat at constant pres-
sure. From the basic laws of thermodynamics, the enthalpy of a system is given by equation 
2.4. 
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                                                  ܪ ൌ ܷ ൅ ݌ܸ,                                                                      (2.4) 
where p is the pressure of the system and ܸ is the volume of the system. The product ݌ܸ is 
regarded as the external energy as opposed to the internal energy and is equal to the work 
done by the system at constant pressure in increasing volume ܸ for itself. For condensed 
phases like liquids and solids, pV is negligible so that ܷ ≅ ܪ. ܪ଴	 in equation 2.3 represents 
the energy released when the individual atoms of the material are brought together from gase-
ous state to form a solid at 298K which is considered as the reference state. If the system re-
leases energy then ܪ଴	is written as negative, and positive when the system gains energy. All 
the energy that a system processes is not available as work during a chemical change. That 
part of energy which becomes available as work is called free energy. The part which cannot 
be released as work is called bound energy. Entropy can be defined as the relation between 
total energy and free energy given by equation 2.5.  
                                               ܵ ൌ ׬ ஼೛்ᇲ
்
଴ ݀ܶᇱ                                                                          (2.5) 
In general, the entropy of a material is zero at 0K and increases as T increases. It is a 
measure of the disorder introduced in a solid, as it is heated above 0K. The Gibbs free energy 
ܩ is defined in terms of enthalpy ܪ and entropy ܵ as 
                                                ܩ ൌ ܪ െ ܶܵ		.                                                                        (2.6) 
As mentioned earlier, the free energy represents the available part of the energy which 
can be converted to work. As the temperature increases, ܪ increases, but since ܶܵ increases 
more rapidly than	ܪ, ܩ decreases with increasing temperature. The most stable state of a ma-
terial is the one which has the minimum free energy. For a process occurring spontaneously 
the free energy must decrease. Changes in their thermodynamic quantities are always defined 
as the final value minus the initial value.  
                                                ∆	ܩ ൌ ܩ୤୧୬ୟ୪ െ ܩ୧୬୧୲୧ୟ୪.                                                           (2.7) 
For a spontaneous process, the free energy change ∆	ܩ during the process must be nega-
tive. At constant temperature and pressure, condition for a spontaneous change can be written 
as 
                                            ∆	ܩ ൌ ሺ∆	ܪ െ ܶ	∆	ܵሻ ൏ 0.                                                        (2.8) 
Only if there is no change in the entropy of a system during a process, the enthalpy 
change	∆	ܪ can be used instead of ∆	ܩ as a criterion of stability. If an oxide reaction is occur-
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ring as in equation 2.9 the stability of the reaction can be determined by calculating the Gibbs 
free energy. 
                                                 ܯ ൅ ଵଶ 	ܱଶ ൌ ܯܱ.                                                                  (2.9) 
From equations 2.4 and 2.6 at constant temperature and pressure, the Gibbs free energy 
can be postulated as 
                                      ܩ ൌ ܪ െ ܶܵ ൌ ܷ ൅ ݌ܸ െ ܶܵ.                                                       (2.10) 
For a system in which compositional change is possible through chemical reaction, the 
reversible internal change is provided by the basic laws of thermodynamics. 
                                      ܷ݀ ൌ ܶ݀ܵ െ ݌ܸ݀ ൅	∑ ߤ௜	݀݊௜௜ ,                                                     (2.11) 
where	n୧ is the number of moles of component ݅ and ߤ௜	is the chemical potential of the species 
and is defined as  
                                                                             ቀௗீௗ௡೔ቁ்,௣ 	ൌ 	 ߤ௜.                                                                                                  (2.12) 
The combination of equations 2.10 and 2.11 yields equation 2.13: 
                                         ݀ܩ ൌ ܸ	݀݌ െ ܵ	݀ܶ ൅	∑ ߤ௜	݀݊௜௜ .                                                (2.13) 
For an isothermal isobaric system which is in thermodynamic equilibrium, ܩ must be 
minimum, i.e., 
                       																																					݀ܩ ൌ 	0,                                                                       (2.14) 
integration of equation 2.12 leads to 
                                                     ܩ ൌ 	∑ ߤ௜݊௜௜ ,                                                                   (2.15) 
with the condition for equilibrium at constant temperature and pressure  
                                                     ∑ ߤ௜݀݊௜௜ ൌ 0.                                                                  (2.16) 
For an isothermal system of fixed composition of species	݅, the chemical potential of a 
species ߤ௜ can be calculated by 
                                              ߤ௜ ൌ 	ߤ௜଴ ൅ 	ܴܶ	lnܽ௜.                                                             (2.17) 
Here, ߤ௜଴ is the standard chemical potential of the species. ܴ is universal gas constant and 
ܽ௜ is the activity of the species. If the species belongs to the gas phase, the activity must be 
replaced with the partial pressure of the species. Based on simple assumptions, ݊௜ can be re-
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placed by ߴ௜ which is called the stoichiometric constant of the chemical species ݅. Then equa-
tion 2.16 can be modified as the condition for equilibrium. 
                                                    ∑ ߤ௜݀ߴ௜௜ ൌ 0.                                                                   (2.18) 
Combination of equation 2.15 and 2.18 yields to 
                                         ∆ܩ ൌ 	∑ ߴ௜ሺߤ௜଴௜ ൅ 	ܴܶlnܽ௜ሻ,                                                       (2.19) 
                                                ∆ܩ ൌ 	∆ܩ଴ ൅ 	ܴܶlnܭ,                                                         (2.20) 
ܭ is called as the equilibrium constant of the reaction. At equilibrium, ∆ܩ ൌ 	0, hence,  
                                                 ∆ܩ଴ ൌ 	െܴܶlnܭ.                                                                (2.21) 
For the oxidation reaction 2.9, the equilibrium constant can be calculated by 
                                                    ܭ ൌ	 ௔౉ో
௔౉	ሺ୮ోమሻ
భ
మ
 ,                                                                (2.22) 
where ݌ைమ is of partial pressure of oxygen. At this precisely defined temperature-dependent 
value	݌ைమ, the metal and its oxide co-exist at equilibrium. This value is called the dissociation 
pressure of the oxide and will be denoted as ݌ைమሺMOሻ.  
 
2.2.2 Basics of oxidation kinetics 
Up to a certain extent, equilibrium thermodynamics governs the oxidation of metals. That 
means, thermodynamics determines which compounds will be formed, but the reaction rates 
are determined by the oxidation kinetics. The oxidation of a metal includes several fundamen-
tal stages referred as elementary steps. These elementary steps include adsorption of gas mol-
ecules on the alloy surface, oxide nucleation and growth, oxygen dissolution, oxide scale 
growth, internal oxidation, formation of cavities and microcracks [27].  
Once the formed oxide separates the two phases, the oxidation progresses by means of 
ionic transport through the oxide layer. These transport mechanisms of ions consist of cation 
and anion motion. The schematic Fig. 2.2.1 shows the oxidation process through ionic 
transport for two exceptional cases (a) cation and (b) anion motion. 
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Fig. 2.2.1: Interfacial reactions and transport processes for high temperature oxidation mechanisms: 
(a) cation motion and (b) anion motion [39]. 
In the above Fig. 2.2.1, it can be seen that the ions and electrons are migrating through 
the layer in order for the reaction to proceed. It needs to be noticed that there is an important 
difference in the scale growth by cation transport and anion transport in that cation migration 
leads to the scale formation at the scale-gas interface, whereas anion migration leads to scale 
formation at the metal-scale interface. For a thicker scale, the ionic species have to travel 
longer distances while for thinner scales the transport distance is less. 
If the thickness of the oxide scale is increasing with respect to the oxidation time, the ox-
idation rate can be fitted mathematically using the following laws. 
Linear rate law 
During the stage of linear oxidation, the oxidation of a metal proceeds at a constant rate and 
follows the linear rate law, i.e., equation 2.23 
                                                          ݔ ൌ 	݇ଵݐ,                                                                    (2.23) 
where ݔ is the thickness of the scale and ݇ଵ is the linear oxidation rate constant. The linear 
rate law is generally observed under conditions where a phase-boundary process is the rate–
limiting step for the reaction. Examples are during the steady state of oxidation where the 
oxide layer is very thin with the reactions occurring at the surface playing a rate determining 
role. The ionisation of metals in case of cation conductors or ionisation of metal and oxide 
formation in the case of anion conducting scales are rapid and follow the linear kinetic law as 
well. 
Parabolic rate law 
Various high temperature alloys exhibit parabolic oxidation as a function of time. As per this 
law, the oxide growth occurs with a continuously decreasing oxidation rate. The rate of the 
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reaction is therefore inversely proportional to the scale thickness or the weight of the oxide 
formed. This is represented as  
            ௗ௫ௗ௧ ൌ 	
௞೛
௫ ,                                                              (2.24) 
after integrating the above equation it yields to 
                                                 ݔଶ ൌ 2݇௣ݐ ൅ ܥ,                                                                  (2.25) 
where ܥ is an integration constant. 
Logarithmic law 
In the case of most of the metals heated at low temperatures, the oxidation kinetics usually 
obeys a logarithmic behavior where initial oxide formation is characterized by a rapid reaction 
that slows down quickly to a very low reaction rate. The logarithmic reaction rate law is given 
in equation 2.26 
                                                ݔ ൌ ݇ logሺݐ ൅ ݐ଴ሻ ൅ ܣ,                                                        (2.26) 
and related inverse logarithmic oxidation rate law is given in equation 2.27 
                                                  ଵ௫	 ൌ ܤ ൅ ݇ᇱlogሺݐ ൅ ݐ଴ሻ,                                                     (2.27) 
where ݇ and ݇ᇱare the  oxidation rate constants for a logarithmic and inverse logarithmic pro-
cess. It is generally agreed that logarithmic and inverse logarithmic oxidation results from the 
effect of an electrical potential gradient within very thin oxide layers in assisting ionic 
transport across the scale. 
Wagner theory of oxidation 
As explained previously most of the high temperature alloys exhibit parabolic kinetics of   
oxidation. Wagner has given a model to describe the parabolic oxidation rate [40, 41]. The 
main assumptions he made are given below. 
(1) The oxide layer is compact and adherent 
(2) Migration of ionic species, ions, electrons or electron holes across the scale is the 
rate controlling process 
(3) Thermodynamic equilibrium is established at both the metal/scale and scale/gas in-
terfaces 
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(4) The oxide scale is stoichiometric, hence the ionic fluxes are independent of position 
within the scale 
(5) Thermodynamic equilibrium is locally established throughout the scale 
(6) Oxygen solubility in the metal is neglected 
Since the thermodynamic equilibrium is established at both interfaces, metal/scale and 
scale/gas, an activity gradient of both metal and oxygen occurs across the scale. Consequent-
ly, metal ions and oxygen ions tend to migrate across the scale in opposite directions. As the 
ions are charged, this migration causes an electric field across the scale consequently resulting 
in transport of electrons across the scale from metal matrix to gas atmosphere. The relative 
migration rates of cations, anions, and electrons are therefore balanced and no net charge 
transfer occurs across the oxide layer. Fig. 2.2.2 gives a summary of the conditions. 
 
Fig. 2.2.2: Schematic of scale formation according to Wagner’s model of oxidation [24]. 
The parabolic constant of the oxide growth according to Wagner is given by 
                                               ݇ᇱ ൌ 	 ଵோ் 	׬ ܦ୑
ఓ౉ᇲ
ఓ౉ᇲᇲ ݀ߤ୑,                                                          (2.28) 
and                                        ݇ᇱ ൌ 	 ଵோ் 	׬ ܦଡ଼
ఓ౔ᇲᇲ
ఓ౔ᇲ ݀ߤଡ଼.                                                             (2.29) 
Here ߤ୑ and ߤଡ଼ are the chemical potentials and ܦ୑	and ܦଡ଼ are the diffusion coefficients 
of the metal M and non-metal X through the scale respectively. 
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Limitations of Wagner’s model 
There are only few oxides strictly obey Wagner’s law. The reason is the basic assumptions of 
the model. The main assumption, a compact and adherent oxide layer formation is not possi-
ble for many oxides. Another assumption is that the oxide is more or less stoichiometric 
which is again rarely observed. Thermodynamic equilibrium at each boundary is also detected 
seldom. Further ionic transport in many oxides is partly accompanied by grain boundary dif-
fusion. Therefore, most metals show strong deviations from Wagner’s law upon high tem-
perature oxidation. 
Transport mechanisms in non-stoichiometric compounds 
For a long time, it was believed that inorganic compounds have a defined composition, de-
termined by the valence of atoms as per Dalton’s law and the atoms were arranged in an ideal 
and completely ordered structure, with all lattice sites occupied. However, it was recognised 
that many inorganic compounds, in fact, had a variable composition and today it is well estab-
lished that an exact stoichiometric composition exists only at a definite partial pressure of the 
components at a given temperature. Deviation from the stoichiometric composition is called 
non-stoichiometry. 
In non-stoichiometric oxides, defects are often confined either to the oxygen or the metal 
lattice. They can, therefore, be classified as those containing predominately oxygen defects or 
those having cation defects. Non-stoichiometric ionic compounds are classified as negative or 
positive semiconductors. 
Some oxides have an excess and others a deficiency of metallic ions, or equivalently a 
deficiency or excess of oxygen atoms. Fig. 2.2.3 schematically shows a metal excess zinc 
oxide (ZnO). Here Zn2+ is represented as possible occupiers of interstitial sites. Cation con-
duction occurs over interstitial sites and electrical conductance occurs by virtue of having the 
excess electrons excited into the conduction band. These electrons are called excess or quasi-
free electrons. Zinc oxide is termed as an n-type semiconductor since it contains an excess of 
negatively charged electrons. Other n-type semiconducting oxides include CdO, TiO2, Al2O3, 
SiO2 etc.  
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Fig. 2.2.3: Formation of metal-excess ZnO with excess electrons and interstitial Zn ions from perfect 
ZnO [39]. 
Nickel oxide, NiO shown in illustration Fig. 2.2.4, is a metal deficient oxide. For each nickel 
ion vacancy there are two trivalent nickel ions in normal lattice positions. By virtue of ener-
getically close valence states of the cation it is relatively easy for an electron to transfer from 
a Ni2+ to a Ni3+ thus reversing the charges on the two ions. The site Ni3+is thus seen to offer a 
low energy position for an electron and is called an electron hole. Electronic conduction oc-
curs by the diffusion of these positively charged electron holes and hence, this oxide is termed 
as p-type semiconductor. Ionic transport occurs by the diffusion of nickel vacancies. Other p-
type oxides are FeO, Cu2O, MnO and CoO. 
 
Fig. 2.2.4: Typical p-type metal-deficit semiconductor NiO with cation vacancies and positive holes 
[39]. 
Summarizing, the oxidation of some metals is controlled by the diffusion of ionic defects 
through the scale. A given ionic species can only be mobile if interstitial or vacancy defects 
exist in its sublattice. Likewise the interface at which new oxide scale is formed is determined 
by the ionic species which is mobile. In principle, a diffusion-controlled oxidation may be 
retarded by decreasing the concentration of ionic defects in the scale. 
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2.2.3 Solid state diffusion 
From the above subchapters, it is clear that for the growth of oxide scales, metal ions or oxy-
gen anions must move through the formed oxide layer. At the same time the movement of the 
oxidising elements to the metal-scale interface defines the oxidation rate and the oxidation 
products. In order to understand this diffusion mechanism, a basic understanding of the diffu-
sion is required. Diffusion can be defined as the mass flow process by which atoms change 
their positions relative to their neighbours in a given phase under the influence of thermal 
energy and a gradient. The gradient can be a concentration gradient, an electric or a magnetic 
gradient.  The thermal energy is necessary for mass flow, as the atoms have to jump from one 
site to another site during diffusion. The thermal energy is in the form of the vibrations of 
atoms and about their mean positions in the solid. Most of the diffusion phenomena of interest 
in metallurgy are described by two fundamental equations. These are known as Fick’s first 
and second laws [42, 43]. 
If n is the number of moles of atoms per unit area per unit time crossing a plane of area A 
perpendicular to the diffusional direction x, then Fick’s first law is written as 
                                                  ܬ ൌ 	െܦ	 ௗ௖ௗ௫ ,                                                                      (2.30) 
where ܬ is the net flux of the atoms, ௗ௖ௗ௫ is the concentration gradient and ܦ is called the diffu-
sion coefficient and is a constant characteristic of the system. The diffusion coefficient de-
pends on the nature of the diffusing species, the matrix in which it is diffusing and the tem-
perature at which diffusion occurs. The negative sign indicates that the flow of matter occurs 
opposite the concentration gradient. Fick’s first law can be used to describe flow under steady 
state conditions. Under steady state flow, the flux is independent of time and remains the 
same at any cross-sectional plane along the diffusion direction. 
As it does not include time as a variable, the second law has been formulated for diffu-
sion of a species with respect to time and distance. Here, at any given instant, the flux is not 
the same at different cross-sectional planes along the diffusion direction	ݔ. At the same cross-
section, the flux is also not the same at different times. Consequently, the concentration-
distance profile changes with time. Fick’s second law for unidirectional flow under non-
steady state conditions is given by  
                                                      డ௖డ௧ ൌ ܦ	
డమ௖
డ௫మ .                                                                   (2.31) 
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Even though ܦ may vary with concentration, solutions of the differential equation 2.31 
are quite commonly used for practical problems, due to their relative simplicity. The solution 
to the above equation for unidirectional diffusion from one medium to another across a com-
mon interface is of the general form 
                                           ܥሺݔ, ݐሻ ൌ 	ܣ െ ܤ	erf	ሺ ௫ଶ√஽௧ሻ.                                                     (2.32) 
Where A and ܤ are the constants to be determined from the initial and boundary condi-
tions of a particular problem. In the above equation ‘erf’ stands for error function, which is a       
mathematical function defined as follows: 
                                     erf ௫ଶ√஽௧ ൌ 	
ଶ
√గ 	׬ 	exp	ሺെߟଶ
ೣ
మ√ವ೟
଴ ሻ	݀ߟ.                                               (2.33) 
ߟ is an integration variable that gets deleted as the limits of the integral are substituted. 
 
2.2.4 High diffusivity paths in metals 
In general all metals exhibit several structurally different paths by which the atomic diffusion 
can take place. The defects which allow diffusion through the crystal are atomic defects such 
as vacancies or interstitials. Grain boundaries, dislocations and free surfaces are introduced 
only in order to help in attaining equilibrium concentration of point defects. It has been 
known that the jump rates of atoms along dislocations, grain boundaries and at free surfaces 
are much higher than in the lattice [44]. Because the diffusivity is high in these regions, the 
terms high diffusivity paths or diffusion short circuits were used to describe the very fast dif-
fusion phenomena which is shown schematically in Fig. 2.2.5. Lattice diffusion is character-
ised by its diffusion length	√ܦݐ. The deep penetrating diffusion fringes near the free surface, 
around the grain boundary, and the dislocation line illustrate the effect of high-diffusivity 
paths [45]. 
 
Fig. 2.2.5: Schematic illustration of high-diffusivity paths in a solid [45]. 
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High diffusivity paths are of interest for several reasons. First of all there are kinetic pro-
cesses which are limited by high diffusivity paths. For example, the grain boundary diffusion 
in polycrystalline materials display a key role at temperatures below 0.6 Tm (Tm is the melting 
temperature).The lattice diffusion represents the most severe constraint to the atomic migra-
tion, leading to the lowest diffusivities and the highest activation energies in a given material. 
Due to their distorted structure, the dislocation cores have smaller constraints for atomic mo-
tion than the lattice. High-angle grain boundaries with their less densely packed structure ena-
ble fast atomic diffusion. Surfaces offer the least constraints to the motion of the diffusing 
defects and as a result, both atoms and vacancies can promote the diffusion process. The 
comparison among the lattice diffusivity	ܦ, dislocation pipe diffusivity	ܦୢ, grain boundary 
diffusivity ܦ୥ୠ and the diffusivity at surfaces ܦୱ is given below: 
                                                 ܦ ≪	ܦୢ ൑ ܦ୥ୠ ൑ ܦୱ.                                                        (2.34) 
For the corresponding activation energies the following inequalities hold: 
                                                ܧ	 ൐ 	ܧୢ 	൐ 	ܧ୥ୠ 	൐ 	ܧୱ.                                                       (2.35) 
For example Sockel et al. [46] determined the lattice and the grain boundary diffusion co-
efficients of Oଵ଼ in polycrystalline chromia. The resulting grain boundary diffusion coeffi-
cients are four orders of magnitude higher than those for lattice diffusion. Sabioni et al. [47] 
measured Cr grain boundary diffusion in the polycrystals of Cr2O3. They found a difference 
between lattice diffusion and grain boundary diffusion coefficients of three to four orders of 
magnitude. Atkinson [48] measured the diffusion coefficients along dislocations. According 
to his calculations, diffusion of Cr in low-angle grain boundaries is about three orders of 
magnitude faster than lattice diffusion. 
 
2.2.4.1 Diffusion along grain boundaries 
Diffusion along grain boundaries is a transport phenomenon of fundamental and technological 
importance. The grain boundaries provide the most prominent high diffusivity paths. The 
grain boundary diffusivity usually follows an Arrhenius type of temperature dependence 
                                                   ܦ୥ୠ ൌ 	ܦ୥ୠ଴ 	exp	ሺି∆ாౝౘோ் ),                                                   (2.36) 
where ∆ܧ୥ୠ is the activation energy and ܦ୥ୠ଴ 	 the pre-exponential factor of grain boundary 
diffusion. 
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Typically, grain boundary diffusion in metals is four to six orders of magnitude faster than 
the lattice diffusion [49]. This difference increases with decreasing temperatures due to the 
smaller activation energy of the grain boundary diffusion compared to lattice diffusion. The 
pre-exponential factors are not very much different from those of lattice diffusion. Grains in    
polycrystals without texture are oriented randomly. As a consequence, a wide range of differ-
ent grain boundaries exists. The nature of a boundary depends on the misorientation of the 
two adjoining grains and on the orientation of the boundary plane relative to them. Grain 
boundaries are characterised by at least five microscopic parameters [50-52]: three for the 
rotation axis and two for the orientation of the grain boundary plane. There are two families of 
boundaries which are tilt boundaries and twist boundaries. Particular categories which are 
used to describe boundaries include: 
(1) Low angle boundaries with misorientations smaller than about 15 degrees, which 
consist of an array of discrete and clearly recognisable lattice dislocations 
(2) High angle boundaries with misorientations larger than 15 degrees, where a lattice 
dislocation structure is no longer evident 
(3) Special boundaries such as twins with particularly good lattice matching 
(4) General boundaries which rather represent the average type of grain boundaries 
found in the polycrystalline materials 
The most simple grain boundary is a low angle symmetrically tilted grain boundary. This 
boundary can be considered as an array of parallel edge dislocations. The regions between the 
dislocations fit almost perfectly into both adjoining crystals whereas the dislocation cores are 
regions of poor fit in which the crystal structure is highly distorted. The energy of a low angle 
boundary equals the total energy of the dislocations within the unit area of the boundary. This 
depends on the spacing ܮୢ of the dislocations and is given by  
                                                      ܮୢ ൎ 	 ௕ఏ ,                                                                         (2.37) 
where b is the Burgers vector of the dislocations and ߠ is the angle of misorientation across 
the boundary. At small values of ߠ, the dislocation spacing is large and the grain boundary 
energy ߛ is proportional to the number density of dislocations in the boundary, ଵ௅ౚ, i.e., 
                                                       ߛ	 ∝ 	ߠ.                                                                          (2.38) 
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As the misorientation between the two grains increases, the strain fields of dislocations 
progressively cancel each other so that γ increases slower than equation 2.38 predicts. In gen-
eral when misorientation exceeds 10 to 15 degrees the dislocation spacing is so small that the 
dislocation cores overlap. It is then impossible to identify individual dislocations. At this 
stage, the grain boundary energy is almost independent of the misorientation. The high angle 
boundaries contain large areas of poor fit and have a relatively open structure. The bonds be-
tween the atoms are broken or highly distorted and consequently the grain boundary energy is 
high [52]. The grain boundary energy plays a central role in the grain boundary diffusion and 
segregation of foreign atoms to the boundary. As a rule of thumb, the high angle grain bound-
ary energies are often found to be about one third of energy of the free surface. In low angle 
boundaries, however, most of the atoms fit very well into both lattices so that there is little 
free volume and the interatomic bonds are only slightly distorted. The regions of poor fit are 
restricted to dislocation cores. 
Most of the mathematical treatment of grain boundary diffusion is based on the model 
first proposed by Fisher [53]. The grain boundary is represented by a semi-infinite and an 
isotropic slab of high diffusivity isotropic crystal. The grain boundary is described by two 
physical parameters: the grain boundary width ߜ and the grain boundary diffusivity ܦ୥ୠ which 
is considered to be much larger than the lattice diffusion coefficient. The grain boundary 
width is of the order of an interatomic distance. ߜ	 ൎ 0.5	nm is a widely accepted value. The 
schematic representation of Fisher’s model is shown in Fig. 2.2.6. 
 
Fig. 2.2.6: Schematic geometry in the Fisher model of GB diffusion. 
Atoms which diffuse along the grain boundary eventually leave it and continue their dif-
fusion path in the grains, thus giving rise to a lattice diffusion zone around the grain bounda-
ry. The total concentration of the diffuser in the specimen is the result of two contributions: a 
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concentration	ܿ, established either directly by in-diffusion from the source or by leaking out 
from the grain boundary and the concentration inside the grain boundary, ܿ୥ୠ. 
Mathematically, the diffusion problem can be described by applying Fick’s second law to 
diffusion inside the grains and inside the grain boundary slab. For composition independent 
diffusivities we have: 
                             డ௖డ௧ ൌ ܦ ቀ
డమ௖
డ௬మ ൅	
డమ௖
డ௫మቁ                                                  for  |ݔ| ൒ 	
ఋ
ଶ ,         (2.39) 
                             
డ௖ౝౘ
ப୲ ൌ ܦ୥ୠ ቀ
డమ௖ౝౘ
డ௬మ ൅	
డమ௖ౝౘ
డ௫మ ቁ                                      for  |ݔ| ൑ 	
ఋ
ଶ ,         (2.40) 
then the concentration field depends on the variables ݕ and ݔ. After suitable initial and 
boundary conditions have been chosen, the mathematical problem reduces to the solution as 
following [54]: 
                                డ௖డ௧ ൌ ܦ ቀ
డమ௖
డ௬మ ൅	
డమ௖
డ௫మቁ                                                for |ݔ| ൒ 	
ఋ
ଶ ,         (2.41) 
 
                              
డ௖ౝౘ
డ௧ ൌ D୥ୠ  
డమ௖ౝౘ
డ௬మ   + 
ଶ஽
ఋ 	ቀ
డ௖
డ௫ቁ௫ୀ	ഃమ
                              for |ݔ| ൌ 	 ఋଶ .         (2.42) 
First part of the second equation of the equation 2.42 represents the concentration change 
due to diffusion in the grain boundary. The second term describes the concentration change 
due to the leakage of the diffusing species through the walls of the grain boundary slab into 
the grains. 
Harrisons classification of the diffusion kinetics 
Depending on the relative importance of the various elementary processes, different diffusion 
kinetics can be observed. Each regime prevails in a certain domain of annealing temperatures, 
annealing times, grain sizes, lattice and grain boundary parameters. According to Harrisons 
[55] these regimes can be divided into three regimes: type A, B and C as shown in Fig. 2.2.7. 
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Fig. 2.2.7: Schematic illustration of type A, B and C diffusion kinetics in a polycrystal containing uni-
formly spaced grain boundaries [54]. 
Type A kinetics regime 
Type A kinetics is observed after diffusion annealing at high temperatures or with longer an-
nealing times or materials with fine grains. Monte Carlo simulation work by Belova and 
Murch [56] has shown that the lattice diffusion length √ܦݐ, needs to be only a little larger 
than the spacing d between the grain boundaries. 
                                                                 √ܦݐ	 ൒ 	 ௗ଴.଼	                                                         (2.43) 
Then the diffusion fringes around neighbouring grain boundaries overlap and a diffusing 
atom may visit more grains and grain boundaries during a diffusion experiment. This results 
in a diffusion front almost planar with a penetration depth proportional to √ݐ. From a macro-
scopic point of view the polycrystal obeys Fick’s 2nd law for a homogenious medium with an 
effective diffusion coefficient ܦୣ୤୤. Hart’s equation for an effective diffusion coefficient in 
polycrystals is given by [57].  
                                                    	ܦୣ୤୤ ൌ ݃	ܦ୥ୠ ൅	ሺ1 െ ݃ሻܦ.                                             (2.44) 
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In the above equation, ݃ is the fraction of atomic sites in the grain boundary of the poly-
crystal, which can be written as 
                                                                     ݃ ൌ 	 ௤ఋௗ ,                                                           (2.45) 
where q is a numerical factor depending on the shape of the grain.  
Type B kinetics regime 
If the temperature is lower, and/or the diffusion anneal is shorter or the grain size is larger 
than in the previous case, the diffusion is dominated by the so-called B regime. The condition 
for this regime is  
                                                                 ݏߜ	 ≪ 	√ܦݐ 	≪ ݀.                                               (2.46) 
Here ݏ is the grain boundary segregation factor of the diffusing atoms. Again the grain 
boundary diffusion takes place simultaneously with volume diffusion around the grain bound-
aries, but in contrast to the A regime, the volume diffusion fields of the neighbouring grain 
boundaries do not overlap each other. Individual grain boundaries are thus isolated. 
Type C kinetics 
If starting from the B regime, going to lower temperatures or shorter annealing times, then the 
volume diffusion is almost frozen out and diffusion only takes place along the grain bounda-
ries, essentially without any leakage to the volume. In this regime type C, the condition is 
given by  
                                                                 ඥܦ୥ୠݐ	 ≪ ݏߜ.                                                      (2.47) 
 
2.2.4.2 Diffusion in dislocations 
The diffusion of atoms is more rapid along dislocations than through the lattice. Since all 
crystals contain dislocations, any diffusion rate measured will also contain a contribution of 
dislocations. This can be negligible for low dislocation densities at higher temperatures. How-
ever, it becomes more important at low temperatures because of low activation energy for 
dislocation diffusion relative to the lattice diffusion. For diffusion controlled processes such 
as metal oxidation, diffusion along dislocations can be a dominant mode of the transport of 
the atoms. In general, in a heavily deformed metal the dislocation density can reach 1016 per 
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m2 [58]. The average distance ߉ between dislocations depends on the dislocation arrange-
ment. It is given by 
                                                               ߉ ൌ 	 ۹ඥఘ೏,                                                               (2.48) 
where ۹ is of the order of unity. Following the Harrisons [55] grain boundary diffusion classi-
fication, three kinetic regimes of dislocation diffusion can be distinguished. The occurrence of 
a particular regime depends on the average dislocation distance and the lattice diffusion 
length. Type A kinetics is observed for  
                                                              √Dt 	൐ 	߉,                                                              (2.49) 
in this case, diffusion fields of neighbouring dislocations heavily overlap. Type B kinetics 
prevail for  
                                                    ܽ௥ 	≪ 	√ܦݐ 	≪ 	߉,                                                           (2.50) 
where ܽ௥ is the dislocation pipe radius. Then, the overlap of diffusion fields from neighbour-
ing dislocations is negligible. Type C kinetics occurs for 
                                                          ܽ௥ 	൐ 	√Dt,                                                                (2.51) 
when diffusion is restricted to the dislocation core. 
 
2.2.5 Plastic deformation of the surface 
Materials deform in response to an externally applied stress. This deformation can be perma-
nent or temporary. When the stress is sufficient to permanently deform the metal it is called 
plastic deformation. Plastic deformation can occur under tensile, compressive or torsional 
loads. There are two basic modes of plastic deformation called slipping and twinning. Slip is a 
shear deformation that moves atoms by many interatomic distances relative to their initial 
positions, twinning on the other hand changes the orientation of the twinned part of the crystal 
with respect to the untwinned parts [58]. Here, the movement of an atom relative to its neigh-
bours is only a fraction of interatomic distance.  
In order for large metal crystals to deform at their observed low shear strengths, a high 
density of dislocations must be present. The dislocation density increases with increased cold 
deformation. The exact mechanism by which the dislocation density increases by cold work is 
not completely understood. New dislocations are created by the cold deformation and must 
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interact with those already existing. As the dislocation density increases with deformation, it 
becomes more and more difficult for the dislocations to move through the existing forest of 
dislocations, and thus metal hardens with increased cold deformation. One such kind of cold 
deformation is shot-peening and it is discussed in detail as following.  
 
2.2.5.1 Shot-peening 
Shot-peening (SP) is a mechanical surface treatment in which small spherical peening media 
with sufficient hardness are accelerated in a peening device of various kinds and impact 
with the surface of the treated work piece with a quantity of energy able to produce sur-
face plastic deformation. The aim of the process is the creation of compressive residual 
stresses close to the surface for hardening of the same layer of material. These effects are 
very useful in order to completely prevent or strongly retard the failure of the part [59-63]. 
There exists a lot of literature about the ability of SP to improve the mechanical behaviour 
of the materials [64-67], and most of them affirm that the effect of shot-peening is mainly 
related to the induced residual stresses. Miller [68] pointed out that the shot-peening effect 
could be related to the grain distortion and to increased microstructural barriers. He pro-
posed that due to the multiplication of structural defects and dislocations, a crack would 
propagate with more d ifficulty in work-hardened surfaces. Recent results show that in 
some cases, the surface hardening can be considered as the main cause of modified behaviour 
of shot-peened materials [69, 70].  
In general, the shot-peening treatment can be considered to obtain nano-structured mate-
rials. The concept of nano-crystallisation by the shot-peening is that during the process of the 
collison of high energy particles, many pits as well  as extruded ridges around the edge 
of the pit are formed on the surface. When the ridge is hit by another particle, the contact 
area between sample and particle can decrease significantly, therefore the strain and strain 
rate can be increased. Additionally, the collision mode is also changed from single direction 
to multiple directions due to the ridge, which is more favorable to the accumulation of dislo-
cations. With the proceeding of the collisions, some areas will approach the critical condition 
of nano-crystallisation after several suitable collisions [71]. Recent researches have success-
fully shown that different shot-peening processes are able to introduce the nano-structured 
layers with different characteristics concerning their depth, the dimension of the crystals and 
microstructural properties. These methods are different for the needed technological facilities 
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as well as for the mechanics of the treatment itself. The following gives a very brief intro-
duction about each of these processes.    
 
2.2.5.2 Shot-blasting 
In this method, the specimen’s surface is sandblasted repeatedly by high-speed sand particles. 
In contrast to other SP methods, in shot blasting the size and also the geometry of shots are 
typically random and accidental and shot sizes are in general smaller in comparison with 
the shots used in air blast shot-peening. The sandblasted surface layer is heavily (plastically) 
deformed and consequently has a high density of dislocations. After annealing, the initially 
formed dislocation network or fine “sub-grains” change to nano-sized grains with sharper 
grain boundaries. It is observed that the mechanical properties of the sandblasted sur-
face are commonly inferior to those of a sandblast-annealed surface. This can be attributed 
to the different characteristics of nano-grains after annealing [72, 73]. 
 
2.2.5.3 Air blast shot-peening (ABSP) 
Air blast shot-peening is a SP process through which the shots are projected by com-
pressed air. The equipment is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.2.8. During air blast shot-
peening, when higher shot speed and larger coverage than at conventional operations is 
applied, the subsurface area is uniformly affected, the shot velocity has a narrow distribution 
and the impact direction of shot to specimen is almost perpendicular. Air pressure, shot size 
and shot materials are the process parameters that mainly affect the results of the treatment 
and the characteristic of the subsurface. 
 
Fig. 2.2.8: Schematic representation of the equipment of ABSP [74].  
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2.2.5.4 Ultrasonic shot-peening (USSP) 
The experimental setup of ultrasonic shot-peening is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.9. In this method 
the shots are resonated by vibration of an ultrasonic transducer and the impact directions of 
the balls onto the sample surface are rather random. Repeated multidirectional impacts at 
high strain rates onto the sample surface result in severe plastic deformation and grain 
refinement is progressively down to the nanometer regime in the entire sample surface. Obvi-
ous enhancement in the overall properties and performance of the materials is observed after 
the USSP treatment. 
 
Fig. 2.2.9: Schematic representation of USSP [74]. 
 
2.3 Oxidation of Fe-Cr alloying system 
 
2.3.1 Oxidation of iron 
Most of the power plant materials are made of Fe-based alloys. The oxidation behaviour of 
pure iron has been extensively studied and well understood [75, 76]. Iron oxidises to form a 
multi-layer scale consisting of FeO (wustite), Fe3O4 (magnetite), and Fe2O3 (hematite) with 
FeO next to the metal [76]. The oxidation mechanism in iron is mainly controlled by the cati-
on transport through wustite/magnetite and by anion diffusion through hematite and follows a 
parabolic oxidation behaviour. The phase diagram of the Fe-O system by varying the tem-
perature and amount of oxygen is given in Fig. 2.3.1. 
Paidassi [77] studied the oxidation behaviour of iron in air at temperatures between 700-
1250°C and found that the scale is always composed of three continuous, compact layers of 
FeO, Fe3O4, and Fe2O3. The relative thicknesses of these layers were found to be in the rela-
tion 95:4:1. FeO is metal rich and requires the lowest partial pressure. Fe2O3 is oxygen rich 
and requires a higher partial pressure of oxygen to form. 
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Fig. 2.3.1: Iron oxygen phase-diagram calculated using FactSage. 
The wustite phase is a p-type metal deficit semiconductor which can exist over a wide 
range of stoichiometry, from Fe0.95O to Fe0.88O at 1000°C [23]. With such a high degree of 
non-stoichiometry, the mobility of the cations and the electrons via vacancies and electron 
holes is extremely high in wustite forming a very thick oxide layer. The wustite layer has a 
relatively high plasticity and poor adhesion to metal forming a porous inner layer. The for-
mation of FeO is taken as a sign of the beginning of rapid degradation.  
Magnetite has a spinel structure. As explained previously, at higher oxygen partial pres-
sures, the oxide is metal deficient and at low oxygen partial pressures, the oxide has a cation 
excess, with iron ions on interstitial sites as the dominant defects. The degree of non-
stoichiometry in hematite is small. The oxide has been reported to be oxygen deficient, but the 
non-stoichiometry was not measured with sufficient accuracy to permit any definite conclu-
sions about the predominant defects. Hematite exists in α and	β, rhombohedral and cubic 
crystal structure. 
Generally, at T > 400°C, Fe3O4 is oxidised to α-Fe2O3. In the rhombohedral form, the ox-
ygen ions exist in a close packed hexagonal arrangement with iron ions. With such a structure, 
it is expected that iron ions would be mobile interstitially. On the basis of the knowledge of 
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the structure and the diffusion properties of the iron oxides, the mechanism of three layer ox-
ide on pure iron above 570°C is shown in Fig. 2.3.2. 
 
Fig. 2.3.2: Oxidation mechanism of iron to form a three-layered scale above 550°C showing diffusion 
steps and interfacial reactions [39] . 
At the iron-wustite interface, iron ionises according to equation 2.52. 
                                             ܨ݁ ൌ 	ܨ݁ଶା ൅ 	2݁ି                                                                 (2.52) 
The iron ions and electrons migrate outwards through the wustite layer via iron vacancies 
and electron holes, respectively. At the FeO-Fe3O4 interface, the magnetite is reduced by iron 
ions and electrons as shown in equation 2.53. 
                                     ܨ݁ଶା ൅ 	2݁ି ൅	ܨ݁ଷ ସܱ ൌ 4	ܨܱ݁                                                    (2.53) 
Iron ions and electron surplus from this reaction proceed outward through the magnetite 
layer, and at the Fe3O4-Fe2O3 interface, magnetite is formed according to:  
                                   						ܨ݁௡ା ൅ ݊݁ି ൅ 4ܨ݁ଶܱଷ	 ൌ 3ܨ݁ଷ ସܱ,                                            (2.54) 
the value of n is 2 or 3 for Feଶା and Feଷା respectively. 
If iron ions are mobile in Fe2O3 phase, they will migrate along with electrons over iron 
ion vacancies and new hematite will form at the Fe2O3/gas interface according to equation 
2.55 
                                       2ܨ݁ଷା ൅ 	6݁ି ൅ ଷଶ	ܱଶ ൌ ܨ݁ଶܱଷ.                                                  (2.55) 
At this interface, oxygen also ionises according to the equation 2.56. 
                                               	ଵଶ	ܱଶ	 ൅	2݁ି ൌ ܱିଶ.                                                            (2.56) 
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On the other hand, if oxygen ions are mobile in the hematite layer, the iron ions and elec-
trons, in excess of requirements for reduction of hematite to magnetite, will react with oxygen 
ions diffusing inwards through the hematite layer via oxygen vacancies forming new Fe2O3 
according to:                                                                              
								2ܨ݁ଷା ൅ 	3ܱିଶ ൌ 	ܨ݁ଶܱଷ.                                                        (2.57) 
The corresponding electrons then migrate outwards through the Fe2O3 to take part in the 
ionisation at the Fe2O3/gas interface. 
The addition of Cr into Fe is well known for having a significant effect in improving the 
oxidation resistance at high temperatures. The formation of a continuous Cr2O3 scale on Fe-Cr 
alloys leads to a decrease in the oxidation rate. Though Cr2O3 is the most stable oxide that can 
form on Fe-Cr alloys, iron oxides are growing at much faster rate as discussed earlier. For 
protective behaviour to occur, the initially formed, faster growing oxides have to be undercut 
by a chromia layer. In order to produce a complete layer of Cr2O3, a certain minimum volume 
fraction and therefore a certain minimum of chromium flux is required. 
 
2.3.2 Oxidation of Fe-Cr alloying system  
The oxidation kinetics and the morphology of the scale produced during the oxidation of Fe-
Cr alloys have been the subject of numerous papers in past years [78-82]. For normal oxida-
tion (when the partial pressure of oxygen in the system is greater than the equilibrium dissoci-
ation pressure of all possible oxides) the phase diagram has been found to give a good de-
scription of the oxidation behaviour of Fe-Cr alloys. During oxidation at 1000°C Fe-Cr alloys 
containing less than 13wt.% Cr produce scales which consist of outer layers of Fe2O3  and 
Fe3O4 and an inner layer whose composition is best described by Fe(3-x)CrxO4. Croll and 
Wallwork [83] constructed the iron-chromium-oxygen equilibrium diagram at 1000°C and 
showed that if the chromium concentration in the alloy is very low (0.2wt.% Cr), FeO doped 
with chromium is the stable oxide phase in contact with the alloy instead of the iron-
chromium spinel. This is shown in Fig. 2.3.3. 
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Fig. 2.3.3: Isothermal section of Fe-Cr-O phase diagram at 1000°C of several binary Fe-Cr alloys [83]. 
The scales formed on the alloys with chromium contents in the range 14-20wt.% are quite 
complex. Since the bulk concentration of chromium is in excess of the value needed for Cr2O3 
stability as an external layer, this phase first forms overlaid with iron-rich oxides due to inter-
nal oxidation effects. The subsequent depletion of the chromium from the alloy may be suffi-
cient to lower the chromium concentration in the alloy at the alloy-scale interface to below   
13wt.%, in which case internal oxidation of chromium occurs and iron enters the scale in high 
quantities. The resulting stratified scale consists of outer layers of Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 with an 
inner layer of FeFe(2-x)CrxO4. There is a change in the kinetics from parabolic to linear growth 
rate. Subsequently, the kinetics may again follow a parabolic growth rate if a self-healing 
Cr2O3 layer doped with iron forms at the base of the scale [84]. A chromium oxide scale, most 
often overlaid with a thin iron-rich oxide layer, forms on Fe-Cr alloy containing greater than 
20-25wt.% Cr with the exact composition depending on the experimental conditions. Howes 
[85] has obtained the direct evidence of void formation at the alloy–scale interface during 
oxidation of these alloys. This verifies that the outward diffusion of chromium is involved in 
the oxidation mechanism for Fe-Cr alloys of high Cr-content. 
Footner et al. [86] examined the kinetics of oxidation of Fe-Cr alloys, in the 0-50wt.% Cr 
range. As shown in  Fig. 2.3.4, the initial addition of Cr to iron results in a large reduction in 
the rate of reaction due to the elimination of the wustite phase as a scale component and the 
progressive appearance of chromium-rich oxides.  
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Fig. 2.3.4: Parabolic rate constants of Fe-Cr alloys at various temperatures according to Footner et al. 
[86]. 
There is a minimum oxidation rate at each temperature at about 20wt.% Cr and maximum 
at about 30wt.% Cr accompanied by a slight decrease in the oxidation rate as the chromium 
content in the alloy is further increased. The minimum oxidation rate at about 20wt.% Cr is 
considered to be due to the increased amount of Fe2O3 in the Cr2O3 scale decreasing the diffu-
sion rates in the scale as the oxide is transformed from p-type Cr2O3 to n-type Fe2O3. The iron 
content of the scale is measured, although no comment on the spatial distribution of the iron 
in the scale was made. It was shown that the minimum oxidation rate corresponded to an iron 
concentration in the scale sufficient to transform it from p-type to n-type semiconductor. The 
electron microprobe analysis of the Cr2O3 scale formed on the Fe-Cr alloys supports the sug-
gestion that Fe enters the scale only in the initial stages of oxidation. It was considered near 
the scale-alloy interface and the concentration decreased with increasing time. It can be con-
cluded from the existing literature that the oxidation rate decreases with increasing chromium 
content, and increases with increasing temperature. Together with chromium depletion under-
neath the alloy surface, three kinds of oxide layer growth on the specimens were observed: 
wustite, a spinel with composition between Fe3O4 and FeCr2O4, and a rhombohedral solid 
solution with a composition between Fe2O3 and Cr2O3. The effect of Cr in the oxidation reac-
tion can be concluded as 
(1) Reducing the wustite growth rate by decreasing its range of stability and elimination 
of wustite as a reaction product if enough chromium is present 
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(2) Slowing the M3O4 growth rate by forming FeCr2O4 rather than Fe3O4. This effect is 
smaller than the effect on FeO growth rate 
(3) Elimination of spinel as stable phase if the chromium content is high enough 
(4) When the chromium content is too high for a spinel formation, or when the spinel 
approaches the FeCr2O4 composition, the rhombohedral layer may exhibit a modified 
growth rate as a result of increasing its chromium content  
Diffusion and transport mechanisms in oxide scales grown on Fe-Cr alloys 
Spinels of the system Cr-Fe-O are of high technological importance in the steel industry as 
well as of basic scientific interest. The knowledge of the stability ranges of different phases 
occurring in the Fe-Cr-O system is critical for improvement of the oxidation resistance of 
alloys. According to the theory of oxidation of Wagner [40, 41], one would expect that diffu-
sion rates should be low in metal oxides of low electrical conductivity. For the oxide Fe3-δO4 
an end member of the solid solution (Crx Fe1-x)3-δ O4, data on the deviation from the stoichi-
ometry and on the influence of the non-stoichiometry on defect related properties such as the 
electrical conductivity and the diffusivities of cations are well established [87, 88]. The basic 
findings shown to be valid for magnetite are also expected to hold for the spinel solid solu-
tion, i.e., that the cation vacancies and the cation interstitials are the majority defects. The 
cation vacancies may occur on the octahedral and on the tetrahedral cation sites. Fe ions may 
occur as Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions while Cr ions are most likely as Cr3+ ions and interstitial ions may 
occur in three different sites, an octahedral and two tetrahedral ones, the latter different from 
each other with regard to the next nearest neighbor coordination. Therefore, the overall con-
centration of the cation vacancies consists of two terms and the concentration of the cation 
interstitials contains nine different terms. The nomenclature used in the following equations is 
given below. 
 ܯெ M atom on M site 
 ܯூ M atom on interstitial site 
 ெܸ Vacancy on M site  
 ூܸ  Vacant interstitial site 
  The formation of the cation vacancies may be described by the following equation 
                                      3ܯெଶା ൅ ଶଷ	ܱଶ ൌ 2ܯெଷା ൅	 ெܸ ൅	
ଵ
ଷ	ܯଷ ସܱ.                                     (2.58) 
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Calculating the equilibrium constant for the above equation, the vacancy concentration 
can be expressed as 
                                           ሾ ெܸሿ ൌ 	 ௄ೇସ 	 . ܽைమ
మ
య ൌ 	 ሾܸሿ଴. ܽைమ
మ
య  .                                                 (2.59) 
Where ሾܸሿ଴ is a defect constant and ܭ௏ is the equilibrium constant for the vacancy for-
mation. The rectangular brackets denote concentrations per lattice molecule. The cation inter-
stitials are formed via Frenkel defect equilibria: 
                                               ܯெ௡ା ൅	 ூܸ ൌ 	ܯூ௡ା ൅	 ெܸ.                                                    (2.60) 
Replacing the vacancy concentration in the formulation of the law of mass action for 
equation 2.60 by equation 2.59 leads to an oxygen activity dependence on the interstitial con-
centration of the form 
                                         ሾܯூ௡ାሿ ൌ 	4ܭூ. ܽைమ
ିమయ 	ൌ ሾܫሿ଴. ܽைమ
ିమయ	.                                               (2.61) 
Where ܭூ	is the equilibrium constant for the interstitial formation. Taking into account 
both defect formation reactions and neglecting the concentration of anionic defects, the devia-
tion from stoichiometry, ࢾ, can be written as  
                                                ࢾ ൌ 	 ሾ ெܸሿ െ	ሾܯூ௡ାሿ.                                                            (2.62) 
Replacing the concentrations of the cation vacancies and interstitials by equations 2.59 
and 2.61 results in oxygen activity dependence of the form 
                                         ࢾ ൌ 	 ሾܸሿ଴. ܽைమ
మ
య െ	ሾܫሿ଴. ܽைమ
ିమయ	.                                                        (2.63) 
Töpfer et al. [89] studied the influence of x on the deviation from the stoichiometry in 
(Crx Fe1-x)3-δ O4 and showed that at higher oxygen partial pressures cation vacancies are dom-
inant and at lower oxygen activities cation interstitials are the majority point defects. They 
have studied the variation in the stoichiometry at 1200°C by changing x from 0 to 0.5 and 
found that as the amount of Cr increases in the spinel deviation in the level of stoichiometry 
decreases. The diffusion coefficients of Fe, Cr were also measured in the spinels by varying 
the Cr concentrations in the spinel. It was found that as the Cr- concentration increases in the 
spinel, the diffusivity of Fe and Cr decreased. 
Chromia and chromium rich oxides form protective scales on a large number of high 
temperature alloys. Non-stoichiometry in Cr2O3 is very small and no reliable data has been 
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reported for temperatures below 1200°C [26, 90]. At high temperatures around 1000°C-
1200°C depending on the purity of the chromia, the oxide is an intrinsic electronic conductor 
[91, 92]. At lower temperatures it is an extrinsic conductor. Self diffusion of Cr in Cr2O3 was 
studied by several authors [93-96]. The results indicate that the dominant defects in Cr2O3 are 
changed with oxygen partial pressure. At higher oxygen partial pressures chromium vacancies 
and at lower pressures chromium interstitials dominate. The diffusion coefficient of Cr meas-
ured at 1100°C in Cr2O3 is nearly 10-17 cm2/s. At the same time the oxygen diffusion coeffi-
cient is also found to be in the range of 10-17 cm2/s. The reason for the slower diffusion in 
Cr2O3 layer is due to the predominant electronic equilibrium. If predominant point defects in 
Cr2O3 are triply charged vacancies, the formation of these vacancies can be expressed by the 
reaction 2.64. 
                                         ଷସ	ܱଶሺgasሻ ൌ 	
ଷ
ଶ 	ܱ ൅	 ஼ܸ௥ᇱᇱᇱ ൅ 	3݄.                                                 (2.64) 
Taking the electroneutrality condition ݄. ൌ 	3ሾ ஼ܸ௥ᇱᇱᇱሿ	into account, where brackets indicate 
concentration in mole fraction per mole of Cr2O3, the equilibrium concentration of chromium 
vacancies is given by 
                                                ሾ ஼ܸ௥ᇱᇱᇱሿ ൌ 	 ቀ ௄ଶ଻ቁ
భ
ర 	݌ைమ
య
భల .                                                             (2.65) 
From a similar consideration for triply charged interstitial defects, the concentration of 
chromium interstitials ሾܥݎ௜…ሿ	is proportional to		݌ைమ
ି యభల.  If the predominant defects for self diffu-
sion of Cr is either a triply charged interstitial or a triply charged vacancy, the diffusivity at a 
given temperature is proportional to either ݌ைమ
ି యభల or ݌ைమ
య
భల  [93]. This indicates the change of de-
fect structure of the chromium oxide layer with changing oxygen pressure. 
 To understand the effect of a chromia layer on the corrosion process, not only the diffu-
sivities of chromium and oxygen in the Cr2O3 layer are of interest, but also the diffusion of 
alien atoms is important. The outward diffusion of cations such as Fe, Ni and Mn from the 
alloy through the chromia layer plays a role in the growth of the outer spinel layer in the oxi-
dation of high-alloy steels at high oxygen pressures. Lobnig et al. [97] experimentally calcu-
lated the diffusion coefficients of Fe, Ni, Cr and Mn in chromia layers grown on the model 
alloys Fe-20Cr and Fe-20Cr-12Ni at 900°C. They found that the lattice diffusivity of Mn is 
about two orders of magnitude higher than the other lattice diffusion coefficients. The diffu-
sion coefficients for Cr, Fe, and Ni are in the same range and equal to about 10-16 cm2/s. Cox 
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et al. [98] estimated diffusivities of different metals in Cr2O3 assuming that the metals diffuse 
as ions along Cr3+ lattice sites. They predicted that the diffusion coefficients should decrease 
in the order	ܦ୑୬ 	൐ 	ܦ୊ୣ 	൐ 	ܦ୒୧ 	൐ 	ܦେ୰. 
 
2.3.3 Oxidation in the Fe-Cr-Ni alloying system 
The oxide scales formed on these commercial austenitic steels generally comprise of spinels 
of the general formula M1MଶଶOସ, where M1 is Fe, Ni or Mn, M2 is Fe or Cr, and the rhombo-
hedral oxides of the given formula M2O3 where M = Fe, Cr or Mn [84]. Several works have 
shown that the inner layers of nodules and scales contain these spinels and rhombohedral ox-
ides, rich in iron and chromium, while the outer layers are iron rich. In completely stratified 
scales various combinations of the chromic oxide, FeCr2O4 rich in chromium, FeO, Fe3O4 and 
Fe2O3 may appear, from the alloy to the outer surface. Wood et al. [80] proposed a mechanism 
for the scale growth on nickel-chromium steels as a result of electron microprobe analyses on 
oxidised 18-8 stainless steel. They presumed that the initially formed Cr2O3 layer was a p-type 
semiconductor which grew by cation diffusion.  Fe2+ and Ni2+ ions tend to reduce the oxida-
tion rate by reducing the number of cation vacancies per unit volume of Cr2O3. Nickel en-
richment to any large extent was not observed at the alloy-oxide interface. The enrichment in 
most cases is proportionally larger than for iron but due to their relative proportions in the 
bulk alloy its effect is negligible in alloys with the nickel content almost 8wt.% in common 
stainless steels. Hence, iron, and to a much lesser extent nickel, enter the scale by chemical 
solution in the Cr2O3 and transport along cracks and fissures in the scale, eventually emerging 
to form outer layers of iron-nickel-rich oxides. At this stage the oxidation rate increases mark-
edly and continues to do so until the specimen is completely oxidised or until a healing chro-
mic oxide layer forms again beneath the external scale layers. 
Hobby and Wood [99] showed that the commercial austenitic stainless steels are similar 
in their oxidation behaviour to ternary Fe-Cr-Ni alloys. However, Wood et al. and Douglas 
and Armijo [80, 100] reported that minor alloying elements such as manganese which pro-
motes the formation of a spinel phase and may not be protective, and silicon, which tend to 
form a semi-continuous layer of SiO2 at the base of the main scale, modify the oxidation ki-
netics and scale morphology. Benard [101] concluded that the influence of the addition of 
nickel to Fe-Cr alloy is most pronounced at a concentration of about 20wt.% Ni. The effect 
progressively decreases as its concentration is increased over this value. Thus, depending on 
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the specific experimental conditions, nickel addition generally improves the oxidation re-
sistance. 
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3 Materials and experimental methods 
 
3.1 Chemical composition and microstructure of the materials 
The oxidation behaviour of two ferritic martensitic steels of 9 and 12wt.% Cr and one austen-
itic steel of 18wt.% Cr were investigated in this work. In the following these steels will be 
denoted as Cr-9, Cr-12 and Cr-18 throughout the thesis. Shot-peening was applied on Cr-12 
and Cr-18 steel tubes by means of ABSP as shown in Fig. 2.2.8. The chemical composition of 
the materials is given below in Table 3.1.1. All the three samples were cut from seamless 
tubes. Two ferritic martensitic steels were supplied by V&M tubes, Düsseldorf and the aus-
tenitic steel was supplied by Mannesmann DMV Stainless steel. All the three steel tubes were 
considered to be used as super heater tubes in power plants on behalf of the project COORE-
TEC. 
Table 3.1.1: Chemical composition of the materials [wt.%] used for this study. 
Material C Al Cu Cr Ni Mo Co W Nb V Fe 
9 % Cr 0.12 - 0.09 8.63 0.18 0.38 - 1.62 0.05 0.19 Bal. 
(SP) 12 
% Cr 
0.12 - 0.08 11.27 0.24 0.27 1.52 1.46 0.05 0.23 Bal. 
(SP) 18 
% Cr 
0.10 - 3.01 18.64 8.83 - - - 0.43 - Bal. 
Alloy 
617 
0.07 1.14 - 21.93 54.2 8.6 11.6 - - - 1.0 
 
In addition to the three steels, one Ni-based alloy 617 was studied as a model alloy for the 
simulation of the oxide layer formation. The alloy composition is given in the Table 3.1.1. 
The role of alloying elements added in the alloys can be described as follows. W, Mo and Co 
are primarily solid solution strengtheners. V and Nb contribute to precipitate strengthening by 
forming fine and coherent precipitation of carbonitrides in the ferrite matrix. Vanadium also 
precipitates as VN during tempering or during creep. The two elements are more effective in 
combination at levels of about 0.25% V and 0.05% Nb [4, 102]. Chromium contributes to 
solid solution strengthening as well as to oxidation and corrosion resistance. Nickel improves 
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the toughness but on the expense of creep strength. The partial replacement of Ni by Cu helps 
in stabilising the creep strength which is used in the alloy Cr-18. Co is an austenite stabiliser 
and is known to delay recovery on tempering of martensitic steels [33, 103]. It also promotes 
nucleation of finer secondary carbides on tempering. 
The oxidation behaviour of all three alloys was tested at 700°C and 750°C in static labor-
atory air. 10×10×4 mm3 samples were cut from the tubes. A hole of 1 mm diameter was then 
made (near one edge) in the sample for hanging it in the thermo-balance by means of a quartz 
wire. All cut samples had a slight curvature. The samples were not ground before the oxida-
tion but oxidised in ‘as-received’ condition. The reason for this is to protect the shot-peened 
side from the external effects which arises during grinding and polishing. The four other flat 
sides were ground down to 1200 grit. The typical sample shape is shown in Fig. 3.1.1.  
 
 
Fig. 3.1.1: Photographs of (a) boiler tube and (b) prepared sample out of the tube for thermogravime-
try. 
The microstructural investigation of the samples was conducted by common metallo-
graphical techniques. Firstly, the samples were ground down to 1200 grit and then subjected 
to polishing. Pictures taken by using the optical microscope are presented in Fig. 3.1.2.  
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Fig. 3.1.2: Optical micrographs of the microstructures of (a) Cr-18 steel and (b) Cr-12 steel. 
In Fig. 3.1.2 (a) the austenitic steel exhibits an average grain of size of 10 µm represent-
ing the microstructure of Cr-18 and in Fig. 3.1.2 (b), martensitic Cr-12 steel with average 
grain sizes of 10 µm is given. 
Because of the prolonged and rather severe service conditions, it is of interest to examine 
the microstructural stability of power plant steels [104]. A particular important aspect of the 
microstructure is the presence of carbide particles. The microstructure investigation using the 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was done on both steels to verify the carbides and 
the effect of precipitate strengthening of the two different steels. Fig. 3.1.3 (a) and (b) repre-
sent the microstructure of the Cr-12 martensitic steel in which large numbers of (Fe-Cr) car-
bides are present along the grain boundaries. Fig. 3.1.3 (c) and (d) shows the microstructure of 
the Cr-18. These micrographs show the niobium carbides precipitates on grain boundaries as 
identified by using EDX which drastically improves the creep strength of the austenitic stain-
less steel. 
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Fig. 3.1.3: Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) Bright Field (BF) micrographs of (a, 
b) Cr-12 and (c, d) Cr-18 steel. 
Heat treatment 
Vacuum annealing of the shot-peened samples was done in a horizontal furnace which is con-
nected to a vacuum pump. Pre-annealing treatments were carried out in the furnace with 10-6 
mbar vacuum at 750°C (close to working temperatures in power plants). Titanium sponges 
and a zirconium foil were placed near the samples during the annealing process. They are 
used mainly as oxygen absorbers as they have high affinity towards oxygen. During the vacu-
um annealing remaining oxygen in the furnace will be absorbed by these materials. 
Alumina- Silica coating 
Alumina-Silica paste (Ceramabond 671 consisting of 65% alumina and 35% of Potassium 
silicate) is mixed with diluent solution. The SP Cr-12 samples were dipped in the solution and 
kept in the air for drying. After the samples had been dried they were subjected to vacuum 
annealing. Once the annealing was finished the alumina-silica coating was removed by means 
of dissolving in 0.1 M NaOH solution by heating to 50°C on a heating plate. This was done at 
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the group of High Temperature and Functional Coatings, Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und 
Raumfahrt e.V, Köln. 
Microhardness measurements 
Microhardness measurements are required to study the influence of the shot-peening on the 
microstructure of the steels. A Vickers microhardness testing device (Duramin Struers) was 
used for all the hardness measurements in this study.  
Thermogravimetry  
A thermobalance consists of a sensitive balance by which a sample is hanged into a reaction 
chamber. Two types of thermal balances were used in this study. A SARTORIUS microbal-
ance with a resolution of 10-5 g in combination with an alumina reaction tube and SiC furnace 
and a thermobalance of the electromagnetic type (Rubotherm) was applied in the study. The 
schematic of Rubotherm balance is given in Fig. 3.1.4. It works on the principle that the de-
flection of the permanent magnet as a result of the weight change is balanced by generating a 
magnetic field which in turn generates a current equivalent to the force required to bring the 
permanent magnet back to the original or zero position. The current required to do so is a 
measure of weight change and is amplified and recorded in terms of the voltage generated. 
The sample is located in the measuring cell and can be (un) coupled specifically (from) to the 
balance with a contactless magnetic suspension coupling. An electromagnet is attached to the 
bottom of the balance. The electromagnet, which is attached to the under floor weighing hook 
of the weighing cell, maintains a free suspended state of the suspension magnet via an elec-
tronic control unit. Thereby different vertical positions are possible. First the zero-point posi-
tion (ZP) in which the suspension part suspends alone and contactlessly and thus represents 
the unburdened balance. Second measuring-point position (MP), in which the suspension part 
reaches a higher vertical position, thereby couples the sample to the balance and transmits the 
weight of the sample to balance. The principle is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.4. Prior to the thermo-
gravimetric measurements the samples were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone, but not ground.  
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Fig. 3.1.4: Schematic representation of the Rubotherm magnetic suspension balance and the measuring 
principles of the balance. 
For microstructural investigations of the oxidation products after oxidation exposure, the 
specimens were galvanically coated with Ni to protect them from oxide scale spalling during 
subsequent sample preparation (grinding and polishing). The specimens were embedded in 
epoxy and then carefully polished using diamond paste down to grit 0.3 µm. 
 
3.2 Experimental techniques used for oxide scale characterization 
In order to understand the oxidation mechanism, the following important properties of the 
oxide scales should be known. 
(1) Scale morphology and topography 
(2) Scale elemental composition 
(3) Identification of scale constituents 
(4) Sequence of different oxide layers formed 
(5) Segregation of oxygen or other elements at grain boundaries 
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All this information can be obtained by detailed analyses, using a series of optical and 
electron optical techniques.  
 
3.2.1 Light microscopy 
Light microscope was used in order to investigate the microstructure of the samples such as 
grain size and the change in the microstructure caused by shot-peening. Cr-9 and Cr-12 sam-
ples were etched using Vilella’s reagent with the chemical composition of 5 ml HCl + 2 g 
Picric acid + 100 ml Ethyl alcohol. V2A etchant with the composition of 100 ml water + 100 
ml HCl + 100 ml of HNO3 was used for Cr-18 samples. 
 
3.2.2 Scanning electron microscopy 
A Philips XL30 SEM instrument and an ultra-high Field Emission Scanning Electron Micro-
scope (FESEM) by Zeiss (from the Lehrstuhl für Oberflächen- und Werkstofftechnology, 
Universität Siegen) were used in this study to characterise the oxides. Both SEMs are 
equipped with an additional EDX detector. 
 
3.2.3 Transmission electron microscopy 
TEM is unique among all material characterisation techniques essentially enabling simultane-
ous examination of the microstructural features through high resolution imaging and acquisi-
tion of the chemical and the crystallographic information from a small region of the specimen. 
The conventional TEM operates at voltages exceeding 100-200 kV. The theoretical resolution 
in a TEM image approaches the wavelength of the incident electrons but it is not generally 
attained due to spherical and chromatic aberrations. The typical line to line resolution in a 
TEM is around 0.2 nm. Since the electron beam is analysed after it is transmitted through the 
specimen, it requires very thin substrate material. Specifically for the information on the spec-
imens at the oxide/metal interface of a material Focused Ion Beam technique (FIB) is used to 
prepare the specimens. Metal/oxide interface regions were characterised using a Jeol JSM-
2200FS (TEM) operated at 200 kV which is situated at the Max-Planck-Insitut für Eisen-
forschung (MPIE), Düsseldorf. 
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3.2.4 Focused ion beam 
The dual beam FIB/SEM system Helios Nanolab 600 (University of Siegen) and Zeiss-
Crossbeam XB 1540 FIB-SEM (at Max-Planck Institute for Iron research, Düsseldorf) were 
used in this study to prepare the samples for the TEM investigation. These instruments are 
additionally equipped with an EDX detector which allowed elemental mapping on the FIB 
lamella which was cut from the desired sample. The Helios nanolab 600 FIB system is shown 
in Fig. 3.2.1. 
 
Fig. 3.2.1: Photograph of the Helios nanolab 600 FIB instrument. 
 
3.2.5 X-ray diffraction 
XRD measurements were performed in order to analyse the crystalline structure of the oxides 
grown on the samples upon oxidation. XRD patterns presented in this work were obtained by 
using a diffractometer of type PW 3040 X’Pert MPD from the company Panalytical in Bragg- 
Brentano geometry using Cu-K஑ radiation. The working principle of a diffractometer is given 
by Bragg’s law. In Bragg’s law, the interaction between X-rays and the electrons of the atoms 
is visualised as a process of reflection of X-rays by atomic planes. The atomic planes are con-
sidered to be semi-transparent, allowing a part of the X-rays to pass through and reflect the 
other part, the incident angle ߆ (called Bragg angle) being equal to the reflected angle. The 
Bragg condition for reflection can therefore be written as  
                                                             ݊ߣ ൌ 2݀ sin߆,                                                          (3.1) 
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where ݊ is an integer and ߣ is the wavelength of the X- rays used. 
Determination of the angles at which diffraction happens allows finding the spacing be-
tween various lattice planes and the crystal structure of the phase or phases present in a solid. 
Comparison of ݀ with the experimentally obtained ICDD database for various substances 
(International Centre for Diffraction Data) was used to identify the phases present in the spec-
imen. 
 
3.2.6 Auger electron spectroscopy 
Auger electrons are produced whenever incident electrons interact with an atom with an ener-
gy exceeding the energy necessary to remove an inner shell (K, L, M...) electron from an at-
om. The interaction or scattering process leaves the atom in an excited state with a core hole, 
which is a missing inner shell electron. These excited atoms are unstable and the de-excitation 
occurs immediately, resulting in the emission of an electron from the valance band, termed as 
Auger electron. Although primary excitation can be achieved by various energetic particles, 
most commercial equipment is made with electrons as the excitation source. Electrons with 
energy in the range 1-30 keV are generally used. Generation of an Auger electron requires the 
participation of at least 3 electrons, which therefore excludes the detection of hydrogen and 
helium. Auger electrons are emitted from the top 100-300 pm of the surface of the specimen. 
These signals are used to develop information on chemical composition from the top surface 
layers of the specimen. Auger electron microscope of type ErLEED 150 system from the 
company Omicron at the Institute für Festkörperphysik / Grenzflächen, University of Siegen, 
was used in this study. A maximum of 10-11 mbar vacuum was achieved in the system. 
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4 Experimental results and discussion 
From the existing literature which was discussed in section 2.3, it has already been shown that 
at moderate temperatures the oxide scale morphology of a Fe-Cr alloying system resembles a 
four layer structure in which an outer oxide of Fe2O3 formed by the outward diffusion of Fe 
ions and inner layers consisting of Fe3O4, FeCr2O4, as well as little amounts of Cr2O3 due to 
the inner diffusion of oxygen. Adding Cr in an appropriate amount to the alloy helps in form-
ing protective Cr2O3 or FeCr2O4 on the surface [23]. The condition of oxidation protection is 
fulfilled, when a compact protective oxide layer forms on the surface. Further oxidation is 
governed by the growth of this protective layer caused by the diffusion of ions through this 
layer. The protective oxides should be close to the stoichiometric composition and should 
have low defect concentration. One of such oxides is Cr2O3, which provides the oxidation 
resistance to many uncoated alloys. In the following chapter the effect of Cr content on the 
protective nature of the oxide layers formed is studied based on the alloy compositions given 
in Table 3.1.1. Furthermore the oxidation mechanisms of these alloying systems will be un-
derstood and implemented in the modelling and simulation of the oxide layer growth on the 
boiler steels. 
 
4.1 Influence of Cr content on the oxidation behavior 
 
4.1.1 Results on the influence of Cr content on the oxidation behaviour 
The phase diagram of the Fe-Cr-O system with varying Cr content at 750°C is illustrated in 
Fig. 4.1.1. The partial pressure of oxygen is varied on the ordinate and the amount of Cr is 
varied along the abscissa starting from 0 to 18wt.%. At higher partial pressures of oxygen, 
formation of Fe2O3 and Cr2O3 is possible according to thermodynamics. As the oxygen partial 
pressure is further decreased, a mixed oxide scale consisting of Fe3O4, FeCr2O4 and Fe2O3 is 
formed. The formation of a Cr rich Fe-Cr spinel is observed when the oxygen partial pressure 
is further decreased, and at very low partial pressure of oxygen around 10-24 bar. Cr2O3 for-
mation is again possible. 
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Fig. 4.1.1: Influence of Cr concentration on the phase stabilities in the Fe-Cr-O system at 750°C (cal-
culated using FactSage). 
 
Fig. 4.1.2: Influence of Cr concentration on the phase stabilities in the Fe-Cr-Ni-O system with 8wt.% 
of Ni at 750°C (calculated using FactSage). 
Fig. 4.1.2 represents the phase diagram of the Fe-Cr-Ni-O system at 750°C. At 18wt.% of 
Cr the phase composition nearly equals to the composition of the 18-8 austenitic steels. At 
higher partial pressures of oxygen, in addition to the Fe2O3 and Cr2O3, NiO is also stable at 
this temperature according to thermodynamics. As the partial pressure is decreased, a mixture 
of several Fe-Ni and Fe-Cr mixed oxides forms according to the above phase diagram.  
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Gold marker experiments were carried out to obtain a better understanding of the mecha-
nisms of the oxidation. Inert gold was deposited on the original metal surface of the Cr-9 
sample prior to the oxidation. In case of the mechanism being dominated by inward diffusion, 
the marker after oxidation is located at the oxide/gas interface. It is located at the metal/oxide 
interface, if the scale grows by outward movement of metal ions. After oxidising the sample 
for 75 h at 750°C, the gold marker was found within the oxide scale. The position of the gold 
marker within the oxide scale as shown in Fig. 4.1.3 (a) confirms both inward diffusion of 
oxygen and outer diffusion of Fe, and Cr. Furthermore XRD was applied on the sample in 
order to analyse the oxide layer. The results are shown in Fig. 4.1.3 (b). As the depth of the X-
rays for diffraction is not more than 15 µm the outer scales were analysed and found as Fe2O3 
and Fe3O4. EDX is also applied on the oxide layers of Fig. 4.1.3 (a). Combining the EDX and 
the XRD results, the oxide layer structure can be identified as shown in Fig. 4.1.3 (a). 
 
 Fig. 4.1.3: (a) SEM cross-sectional morphology of gold-sputtered Cr-9 steel after oxidation at 750°C 
for 75 h and (b) XRD spectrum of the oxide layers formed. 
After combining both EDX and XRD results of the oxide layers formed on this steel, the 
oxide structure can be identified as an outer layer consisting of Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 and an inner 
layer which consists of Fe3O4 and FeCr2O4. Comparing the phase diagram shown in Fig. 
4.1.1, the formation of oxide phases is following the thermodynamic prediction of phase sta-
bilities, i.e., the oxide formed on the oxide/gas interface is Fe2O3 at higher oxygen partial 
pressures, and the formation of Fe-spinel and Fe-Cr spinel internally indicates the decrease of 
partial pressure of oxygen. However, the thermodynamic prediction of Cr2O3 formation at 
higher partial pressure, in this case at the oxide/gas interface, was not confirmed because of 
kinetic reasons. The kinetic aspects of oxidation could be explained on the basis of the diffu-
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sion of Cr to the oxidation front to form chromium oxide on the surface which was not possi-
ble in this steel due to the little amount of Cr in the alloy matrix. From previous research it is 
known that adding Cr in an appropriate amount to the alloy helps in forming protective Cr2O3 
or FeCr2O4 on the surface [23]. 
Isothermal oxidation tests were carried out for all the three alloys for 120 h at 750°C. Fig. 
4.1.4 illustrates the weight change data of the steels during the oxidation tests which are used 
to discuss the kinetics of oxidation. The data can be fitted into the relationship Δm=kta, where 
Δm is the specific mass gain [mg/cm2] and t is the oxidation time while k and a are constants. 
 
Fig. 4.1.4: Mass gain versus oxidation time for alloys studied at 750°C for 120 h. 
From the Fig. 4.1.4, it is evident that the mass gain for the Cr-9 steel is higher than the 
mass gain for the Cr-12 steel. The Cr-18 steel exhibited the slowest oxidation kinetics. The 
oxidation kinetics of Cr-12 and Cr-18 steels found to be parabolic, whereas Cr-9 is exhibiting 
para-linear behaviour. The improvement in the oxidation behaviour increases as the Cr-
content in the alloy content increases. Investigation of the oxide surfaces formed on these al-
loys was done by SEM. The corresponding microstructures are presented in Fig. 4.1.5. 
 
Fig. 4.1.5: SEM surface analysis of the oxides formed on (a) Cr-9, (b) Cr-12 and (c) Cr-18 steels oxi-
dised at 750°C for 120 h.  
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Fig. 4.1.5 (a) and (b) document a similar oxide morphology. Some outwardly grown ox-
ide grains (marked by arrow marks) are present on the surface. EDX spot analysis confirms 
that the oxide formed on the surface of both Cr-9 and Cr-12 exhibits similar oxide composi-
tion. It is confirmed as Fe2O3 by XRD. Phase analysis of the multiple-scale layers was done 
by carefully removing the layers in steps and performing separate diffraction measurements. 
The X-ray spectrum obtained on the surface of oxidised Cr-12 at 750°C is given in Fig. 4.1.6. 
The two patterns shown in Fig. 4.1.6 resemble the outer scale which comprises of Fe2O3 and 
the scale underneath the outer scale which was analysed by removing the outer scale by pol-
ishing consists of Fe3O4, FeCr2O4 and traces of Fe2O3. 
 
Fig. 4.1.6: XRD spectra taken on the surface of oxidised Cr-12 at 750°C. The spectrum shown on top 
was taken on the outer layer and the spectrum shown below was taken on the layer beneath 
the outer layer. 
Fig. 4.1.5 shows different oxide morphologies of Cr-9, Cr-12 and Cr-18. A non- uniform 
porous white oxide formed at the surface on a rather continuous dark oxide. The white oxide 
formed on Cr-18 is confirmed as CuO whereas the dark oxide comprises FeCr2O4 which was 
confirmed by XRD. The cross-sectional analysis of all oxides formed on the three alloys was 
done by SEM and is presented in Fig. 4.1.7. 
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Fig. 4.1.7: SEM Cross-sectional morphologies of (a) Cr-9, (b) Cr-12 and (c) Cr-18 oxidised at 750°C 
for 120 h. 
From Fig. 4.1.7, it is observed that the thickness of the oxide scales formed on the steels 
is decreasing with increasing amount of Cr in the alloy. The oxide scale morphology near the 
oxide/metal interface is also found to be different in the three alloys. In case of Cr-9 the total 
thickness of the oxide scale is about 125 µm. The thickness of the outer scale is about 70 µm 
which formed due to the outer diffusion of Fe. The oxide scales formed on Cr-12 is around 50 
µm. In case of Cr-18 steel the thickness of the scale is found to be about 16 µm. The quantifi-
cation of the elemental composition present in the oxide scales was done by using EDX line 
scan measurements and the results are presented in Fig. 4.1.8. 
The line scans start from the innermost point where the metal/oxide interface is present 
and ends at the oxide/air interface. Negative x values indicate positions in the metal matrix. 
The results from the scans explain the enrichment or depletion of Cr near the oxide/metal in-
terface and give direct information about the Fe/Cr ratio in the inner scales. 
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Fig. 4.1.8: EDX line scans of three different iron-chromium alloys oxidised at 750°C for 120 h. (a) Cr-
9, (b) Cr-12 and (c) Cr-18. 
Fig. 4.1.8 (a) gives the elemental composition of the oxide scale grown on Cr-9. 
Throughout the oxide scale the Fe/Cr ratio is high indicating a higher presence of Fe than Cr 
in the scale. The presence of Cr near the subsurface zone, i.e., in the metal matrix next to the 
oxidation front, indicates possible depletion of Cr near the oxidation front. The amount of Cr 
present in the alloy decreases to 5wt.% from the actual composition of the alloy (9wt.%) indi-
cating that the Cr is depleted during the oxidation. The Cr presence in the outer part of the 
scale is almost zero. These line scan results lead to the confirmation that the outer scale is 
predominantly Fe-oxide and inner layer is a mixture of Fe rich Fe-Cr spinel and Fe3O4. 
In case of Cr-12 as shown in Fig. 4.1.8 (b), the situation is quite different. The oxide scale 
is grown externally as well as internally, but the presence of Cr in the internal scale is slightly 
higher than in the case of Cr-9. The thickness of the external scale is comparatively less than 
on Cr-9. This gives a significant indication that the higher presence of Cr in internally grow-
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ing Fe-Cr spinel reduced the outward diffusion of Fe through the scale and resulted in a thin-
ner outer scale. The depletion of Cr near the subsurface zone is also observed for this steel. 
Fig. 4.1.8 (c) represents the line scan on Cr-18. Here, the oxide scale is thin as can be 
seen from Fig. 4.1.7 (c) and the scale at the oxide/gas interface consists of a Cu-rich oxide 
which was confirmed as CuO by XRD. Next to the CuO, an iron rich oxide is formed along 
with a Cr-rich Fe-Cr spinel. At the oxide/metal interface Cr is present in a very high amount 
possibly showing the Cr2O3 formation. At the subsurface zone, not much depletion in Cr is 
seen. At exactly the oxide/metal interface traces of Fe show possible diffusion of Fe-through 
the scale for the formation of the external oxide layer. 
 
4.1.2 Discussion on the effect of Cr content on the oxidation behaviour 
From the above results, it can be seen that as the Cr concentration in the alloy increases the 
oxidation kinetics of the alloy decreases and the amount of Cr in the Fe-Cr spinel increases. 
The Fe-Cr spinel formed in all these three alloys experienced a change in its composition 
from a Fe rich Fe-Cr spinel to Cr-rich Fe-Cr spinel. From a thermodynamical point of view of 
the Fe-Cr alloying system the critical Cr-concentration required to stabilise Cr2O3 is 0.04 at.% 
[23]. However, the experimental observations showed that the critical concentration is much 
higher [105-107]. According to a kinetic point of view, Cr at the surface tries to form a con-
tinuous protective Cr2O3 scale, but as it begins to form Cr2O3, the surface region gets depleted 
of Cr at the surface [108]. If the Cr from inside does not diffuse fast enough to the surface 
compared to the rate of oxidation, then the oxide becomes rich in Fe. As the scale–metal inter-
face advances, Cr2O3 is incorporated in the scale and transforms into spinel [84, 86]. In case 
of Cr-9 and Cr-12 the depletion of Cr can be explicitly seen as the outer scales are iron rich 
and the inner scales comprise of Fe3O4 and an iron rich Fe-Cr spinel. Comparing to Cr-9, Cr-
12 exhibits better oxidation resistance as the Cr concentration in (FexCr2-x)1-δO4 is present in 
higher amounts. From the literature it is known that as the Cr concentration in (FexCr2-x)1-δO4 
increases, the diffusivities of Fe and O decreases in the spinel and hence the oxide scale 
growth is decreased [89]. The thickness of the outer and inner scale is further reduced. The 
scale which is formed on Cr-18 is stoichiometric FeCr2O4 which is more protective as com-
pared to (FexCr2-x)1-δ O4. In this case the depletion of Cr is not so high but still high enough to 
decrease the concentration of Cr near the subsurface area suppressing a continuous Cr2O3 lay-
er on the surface. From the EDX line scan shown in Fig. 4.1.8 (c) it can be stated that FeCr2O4 
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grows on top of the Cr2O3 layer due to the high solubility of iron in chromia permitting its 
outward diffusion and formation of spinel on the surface.  
Concluding the above results, it can be said that when the alloys investigated form a scale 
under steady-state conditions, the identity of the oxide in contact with the alloy is determined 
by the metal composition at this interface. This composition is related to the original alloy 
composition and found to be critical in determining the concentration of Cr at the interface to 
sustain the exclusive growth of its oxide scale. The higher the concentration of Cr in the base 
alloy, the higher the protective nature of the oxide scales formed on these alloys. Even though 
the oxidation kinetics decreased with the increase of Cr in the alloy, the formation of continu-
ous Cr2O3 on the surface of the alloy was not possible for the three alloys studied. However, 
the formation of this protective layer depends on the supply of Cr from the alloy matrix to the 
oxidation front. If matrix Cr does not diffuse fast enough to the surface compared to the rate 
of oxidation, then the oxide begins to be enriched in Fe. In the next section the main emphasis 
is kept on improving the diffusion behaviour of Cr to the oxidation front to form a continuous 
Cr2O3 on the surface of the alloy. 
 
4.2 Effect of shot-peening on the oxidation behaviour 
The surface finish applied to the alloys before placing them into service can affect the diffu-
sion mechanisms of the diffusive elements and, hence, can change the oxidation kinetics of 
these alloys [23]. Any low temperature cold work of the surface such as machining, grinding, 
blast cleaning and shot-peening deforms the substrate material and introduces a large number 
of dislocations. As the alloy is heated, the deformed metal may recrystallise, forming a gener-
ally finer grain and a sub-grain structure. These defects are present during the transient stage 
of oxidation and persist for long time at low temperatures. Cr-12 and Cr-18 steels were shot-
peened and the effect of shot-peening on the oxidation behaviour is studied in this section. 
These steels are denoted as SPCr-12 and SPCr-18 from now onwards. 
 
4.2.1 Effect of shot-peening on the microstructure of the sample 
Shot-peening causes defects and deformation near the surface hence it changes the micro-
structure.  The dislocation density in the surface layer of shot-peened materials changes in a 
characteristic way with the distance from the surface and the hardness of the material [109]. 
However, the determination of dislocation density by means of TEM is extremely difficult. 
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Hardness was used as a measure of the dislocation density in this study. The hardness values 
of SPCr-12 and SPCr-18 are presented in Table 4.2.1. The hardness values were considerably 
higher near the shot-peened surface (10 µm from the surface) compared to the bulk of the 
alloy.  The hardness values presented in Table 4.2.1 were the average values of three individ-
ual measurements taken on each side of the tube. It can be seen from Table 4.2.1, that the 
hardness value of SPCr-12 increases by 55 HV0.1 whereas in the case of SPCr-18 the in-
crease is 220 HV0.1. This hardness clearly indicates the presence of dislocations near the 
shot-peened side [109].  
Table 4.2.1: Vickers microhardness values measured on the shot-peened side and in the middle of the 
considered steels. 
Material Hardness (HV0.1) 
SP side 
Hardness (HV0.1) 
Sample core 
SPCr-12 (BCC) 313 258 
SPCr-18 (FCC) 420 200 
 
 
Fig. 4.2.1: Optical micrograph of the Cr-12 sample. (a) Grain structure of the core material and (b) 
grain structure of the SP side. 
Microstructural investigation of the SP side of SPCr-12 steel was performed by using op-
tical microscopy. Fig. 4.2.1 represents the effect of shot-peening on the grain structure. The 
grain size in the core of the material is found to be about to 8-10 µm as can be seen in Fig. 
4.2.1 (a). The presence of smaller grains near to the shot-peened side and a gradual increase of 
the grain size towards the bulk material validates the assumed shot-peening effect. This can be 
seen in Fig. 4.2.1 (b), where dotted lines are dividing the cross-section into three parts. The 
first part consists of grains of sizes nearly equal to 3 µm, the second part consists of grain size 
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of an average of 6 µm and the third part consists of grain size nearly equal to 8 µm. The width 
of the first two parts is observed to be equal to 36 µm where the effect of shot-peening is con-
siderably effective and resulted in changing the grain size to a large extent. 
The sub-surface area of the non-shot-peened side of SPCr-12 and the shot-peened side of 
SPCr-18 was investigated by TEM to investigate the influence of shot-peening on the oxida-
tion behaviour. The obtained images are presented in Fig. 4.2.2. A close observation of TEM 
images in Fig. 4.2.2 reveals information about the presence of dislocations in non-SPCr-12 
and SPCr-18, respectively. The non-SPCr-12 sample in Fig. 4.2.2 (a) shows a small disloca-
tion density near the metal subsurface (area next to the surface). It is known that the shot-
peening influences the microstructure by introducing dislocations in the affected area. TEM 
studies showed the high dislocation density at the subsurface of SPCr-18 as shown in Fig. 
4.2.2 (b). However, quantitative data on dislocation density cannot be obtained by this meas-
urement. 
 
Fig. 4.2.2: STEM BF micrographs of the (a) non-SP side of SPCr-12 and (b) SP side of SPCr-18. 
 
4.2.2 Effect of shot-peening on the oxidation behaviour of Cr-12 martensitic steel 
at 700°C and 750°C 
 
4.2.2.1 Results 
The SPCr-12 and non-SPCr-12 samples were oxidised at 750°C and 700°C for 75 h. The mass 
gains of both shot-peened and non-shot-peened steel are plotted in Fig. 4.2.3. Fig. 4.2.3 illus-
trates the weight change data of the steel during the oxidation test and represents the oxidation 
kinetics which is observed to be parabolic in nature. The parabolic rate constants calculated 
from the kinetic curves shown in Fig. 4.2.3 are summarised in Table 4.2.2. 
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In addition to the 75 h continuous isothermal oxidation tests, SPCr-12 was isothermally 
oxidised at 750°C for different oxidising times (20 min, 1 h, 5 h, 25 h, and 72 h) in a furnace 
in order to carry out time-dependent microstructure investigations. Also the non-SPCr-12 
steel was oxidised at 750°C for the same oxidising times in the same furnace. The weights of 
the samples were measured by means of a microbalance before and after the oxidation. Dis-
continuous sample weight gains of both SP and non-SP samples are additionally shown as 
black spots on the plotted curves as given in Fig. 4.2.3.  
 
Fig. 4.2.3: Mass gain versus oxidation time for SPCr-12 and non-SPCr-12 studied at 700°C and 750°C 
for 75 h. Black spots on the isothermal curves indicate the superimposition of the specific 
mass gains of the respected samples measured after oxidising at 750°C for 20 min, 1 h, 5 h, 
25 h and 72 h separately in a furnace.  
 
Table 4.2.2: Parabolic rate constants calculated for non-SPCr-12 and SPCr-12 at both temperatures.  
Material kp at 700°C (g2 cm-4 s-1) kp at 750°C (g2 cm-4 s-1) 
non-SPCr-12 7.89 × 10-12 2.64 × 10-11 
SPCr-12 2.43 × 10-11 2.22 × 10-11 
 
When considering mass gain, it should be noted that this measurement is from the whole 
six sided sample and not just the inner shot peened surface. However, all the four flat sides 
were subjected to grinding prior to the oxidation procedure. Grabke et al. [110, 111], have 
shown that the surface finish plays an important role in the oxidation behaviour of steels. 
They have shown that the mass gain of the steel samples which are subjected to the surface 
polishing and grinding was very low compared to the non-ground and unpolished (or untreat-
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ed) samples. In the present experiment, it was also noticed that the oxide layer developed on 
the ground sides was very thin. The mass gain of these sides can be neglected in calculating 
the mass gain of pure shot-peened surface in extracting the shot peening effect on oxidation. 
The mass gain of the shot-peened surface is calculated as below. Fig. 3.1.1 shows the photo-
graph of a sample used for the oxidation studies. The total area of the sample A was calculat-
ed by adding the areas of all the six sides. This value is used for calculating the specific mass 
gain of the oxidised samples and is equal to 3.55 cm2.  
If ቀ∆௠౤౥౤ష౏ౌ࡭ ቁ	is the specific mass gain of the non-SP sample, then total mass gain of the 
non-SP sample ∆݉୬୭୬ିୗ୔ is given by equation 4.1 
                                       	∆݉୬୭୬ିୗ୔ ൌ 	 ቀ∆௠౤౥౤ష౏ౌ࡭ ቁ 	ൈ ࡭.                                                     (4.1) 
As per the above assumption that the mass gains of all the four flat sides is neglected, 
then the mass gain of a single non-SP side,	∆݉ᇱ, can be obtained from equation 4.2 
                                              ∆݉ᇱ ൌ 	 ቀ	∆௠౤౥౤ష౏ౌଶ ቁ.                                                                 (4.2) 
If ቀ∆௠౏ౌ࡭ ቁ	is the specific mass gain of the SP sample, then total mass gain of the SP sam-
ple ∆݉ୗ୔ is given by equation 4.3 
                             															∆݉ୗ୔ ൌ 	 ቀ∆௠౏ౌ࡭ ቁ 	ൈ ࡭.                                                                 (4.3) 
SP sample has one non-SP surface and one SP surface. Mass gain of the SP side of SP 
sample ∆݉ᇱᇱ is calculated in equation 4.4 
                                               ∆݉ᇱᇱ ൌ 	 	∆݉ୗ୔ െ ∆݉ᇱ.                                                           (4.4) 
Specific area of the SP side and non-SP side is 1cm2 as these sides are 10 mm in length 
and 10 mm in breadth. Specific mass gains of SP side and non-SP sides are calculated in 
equation 4.5 
                                 ቀ௱௠࡭ ቁ୬୭୬ିୗ୔ ൌ
∆௠ᇲ
ଵ	ୡ୫మ	 and ቀ
௱௠
࡭ ቁୗ୔ ൌ
∆௠ᇲᇲ
ଵ	ୡ୫మ	.                                          (4.5) 
Specific mass gains of the SP and non-SP sides of the SP and non-SPCr-12 samples 
(which are oxidised at 750°C for 75 h) from Fig. 4.2.3 are calculated using the above equa-
tions and presented below.  
Total mass gain of the non-SP sample ∆݉୬୭୬ିୗ୔ = 2.6 × 3.55 = 9.23 mg. 
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The mass gain of a single non-SP side,	∆݉ᇱ = 9.23/2 = 4.61 mg. 
Total mass gain of the SP sample ∆݉ୗ୔= 2.4 × 3.55 = 8.52 mg. 
Mass gain of the SP side of SP sample ∆݉ᇱᇱ = 8.52-4.61 = 3.91 mg. 
Specific mass gain of SP side ቀ௱௠࡭ ቁୗ୔= 3.91 mg/ 1 cm
2 = 3.91 mg/cm2. 
Specific mass gain of non-SP side ቀ௱௠࡭ ቁ୬୭୬ିୗ୔= 4.61 mg/1 cm
2 = 4.61 mg/cm2. 
At 700°C, values of mass gain of SP side and non-SP side are found to be 6.3 and 2.6 mg 
respectively. From Fig. 4.2.3, there exists clear evidence that, in the case of SPCr-12 the mass 
gain is low compared to non-SPCr-12 at 750°C. SEM micrographs presented in Fig. 4.2.4 (a-
f) show the oxide layers formed on the SPCr-12 oxidised at 750°C for different times. The 
oxide layer structure formed consists mainly of three main oxides: Outwardly grown Fe2O3, 
Fe3O4 and inwardly grown Fe3O4, FeCr2O4. Also the presence of traces of Cr2O3 in the case of 
shot-peened sample was confirmed.  
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Fig. 4.2.4: Micrographs of the oxidised samples oxidised at different times of heating at 750°C (shown 
as black spots in Fig. 4.2.3) showing the difference in the thickness of the oxide layers be-
tween shot-peened and non-shot-peened sides, (a) SP side after 20 mins, (b) non-SP side 
after 20 mins, (c) SP side after 1 h, (d) non-SP side after 1 h, (e) SP side after 5 h, (f) non-
SP side after 5 h, (g) SP side after 25 h, (h) non-SP side after 25 h, (i) SP side after 72 h 
and (j) non-SP side after 72 h. Grain boundary oxidation can also be seen in (g), (h), and 
(j). 
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An even more interesting difference between the shot-peened and non-shot-peened side is 
the thickness change of the oxide layers with respect to time. The corresponding results are 
shown in Fig. 4.2.5 (a), (b) and (c). In both cases a considerable change in the thickness of the 
inner zone is observed. Depending upon the oxide scale morphology the inner scale and inner 
zone was differentiated. The inner zone is considered when the oxide scale is not continuous 
and consists of uniform islands of oxide precipitates, and inner scale is considered when the 
oxide scale is more continuous and without any precipitates. In case of shot-peening the inner 
zone is present up to 25 h and from then it is gradually decreasing until it becomes very thin 
after 72 h. In case of the non-SP side the thickness of the inner zone is around 17 µm even 
after 72 h. For all oxidising times the thickness of the inner layers and inner zones is less at 
the SP side compared to the non-SP side. During the initial stages of oxidation, the outer scale 
growth in case of the non-SP side is very rapid and then the thickness of the outer scale did 
not change considerably. In case of the SP side the thickness of the outer scale is higher than 
that of the non-shot-peened one and continues to follow the parabolic growth. In non-SP side, 
internal layer growth is observed to be of parabolic nature. 
 
Fig. 4.2.5: Comparison of the thickness of the oxide layers of the samples at different oxidising times 
oxidised at 750°C. (a) comparison of outer layers, (b) comparison of inner zones and (c) 
comparison of inner layers. 
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Using FIB, the oxide layers formed on the SP side of SPCr-12 (oxidised for 75 h at 
750°C) were milled layer by layer. This process is shown in Fig. 4.2.6 (a) in which different 
levels of oxide layers are shown. The oxide surface is shown on the right side. After removing 
the upper layer (consisting of hematite and magnetite), then internal layer (consisting of mag-
netite and Fe-Cr spinel) the situation is shown as within the oxide scale and finally the process 
has reached the metal interface. Fig. 4.2.6 (b) shows the oxide scale morphology of the com-
plete oxide layers. It can be easily differentiated from the oxide grain morphology that the 
outer oxide contains a lamellar grain structure whereas the inner oxide exhibits equiaxial 
grains. A white line is drawn between the outer and inner scales as shown in Fig. 4.2.6 (b). 
The oxide grain morphology in the inner most and inner layers is presented in Fig. 4.2.6 (c) 
and (d). Presence of uniform equiaxial grains mixed with few rod-shaped grains can be point-
ed out in Fig. 4.2.6 (c). EDX measurements on these grains revealed that these grains are 
FeCr2O4 grains and the rod shaped grains are chromium oxide grains. 
 
Fig. 4.2.6: (a) The surface of the oxidised SPCr-12 at 750°C, (b) cross section of the oxide layer ob-
tained by using FIB, (c) FeCr2O4 mixed with small Cr2O3 particles inside the marked area 
and (d) FeCr2O4. 
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In order to configure the presence of Cr in the FeCr2O4 spinel, EDX is applied on each 
point along a line (of SPCr-12 after 5 h of oxidation). Points and the lines are shown in Fig. 
4.2.7 (c) and Fig. 4.2.7 (d), i.e., at each point, the element concentration is calculated on both 
SP and non-SP sides. The elemental concentration (wt.%) is plotted against the position of the 
points. Fig. 4.2.7 (a) and Fig. 4.2.7 (b) gives the graphical representation of the elemental dis-
tribution in the oxide scales. In Fig. 4.2.7 (a) and Fig. 4.2.7 (b) the area between the arrow 
marks represents the presence of FeCr2O4 spinel. From Fig. 4.2.7, it can be noticed that the 
Fe-Cr spinel formed on the SP side is rich in Cr and the spinel formed on non-SP side is rich 
in Fe. 
 
Fig. 4.2.7: Point to point EDX analysis taken on both sides of the SPCr-12 which is oxidised at 750°C 
for 5 h. (a) and (b) graphical representation of the analyses results (wt.%), (c) EDX point 
measure locations on the SP side, (d) EDX locations on the non-SP side. The area between 
the arrows in (a) and (b) represents Fe-Cr spinel. 
The oxide scale morphology of non-SPCr-12 which was oxidised for 72 h is presented in 
Fig. 4.2.8. Fig. 4.2.8 (a) shows the oxide cross-section of the concave side of the sample and 
Fig. 4.2.8 (b) shows the oxide morphology of the convex side. Both sides were not shot-
peened. The thickness of the oxide scales on the both sides is almost equal. Furthermore, the 
morphology is almost identical excluding some positions where localised shape effects come 
into act.  
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Fig. 4.2.8: SEM cross-sections of non-SPCr-12 oxidised for 72 h at 750°C, (a) concave side, (b) con-
vex side. 
By comparing the thickness of the oxide scale grown on the SP side of SPCr-12 (concave 
side as shown in Fig. 4.2.4 (i)) with the concave side of the non-SPCr-12 sample (see Fig. 
4.2.8 (a)), a difference in the thickness of the oxide scale can be pointed out. This difference is 
certainly due to the effect of shot-peening on the oxidation kinetics. The higher mass gain for 
the non-SPCr-12, which is shown in Fig. 4.2.3 is due to the equal contribution of both convex 
and concave sides of the sample, whereas the low mass gain in case of SPCr-12 is due to the 
decrease in the oxide scale thickness on the concave side due to the effect of shot-peening. 
Fig. 4.2.9 represents the oxide morphology of all oxidised specimens of Cr-12 oxidised for    
75 h. From the oxide morphology, which is shown in the above Fig. 4.2.9, it is evident that the 
total oxide thickness in the untreated non-SP case is thicker than the oxide thickness in case of 
the SP sample oxidised at 750°C. Moreover, the outer oxide scale is thicker and more uniform 
in the non-SP case. The oxide scale in the SP case is not uniform. At some places oxide scale 
is thinner as shown in Fig. 4.2.9 (b) within the arrow marks. EDX line scans were taken on the 
oxide scales formed to quantify the composition and the presence of different species in the 
oxide layers that might exist due to possible differences in their diffusion behaviour. The re-
sults are presented in Fig. 4.2.10 and refer to the cross sections given in Fig. 4.2.9(b). 
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Fig. 4.2.9: SEM micrographs of the Cr-12 samples oxidised for 75 h at different temperatures showing 
the difference in the thickness of the oxide layers between shot-peened and non-shot-
peened samples: (a) non-SP at 750°C, (b) SP at 750°C, (c) non-SP at 700°C and (d) SP at 
700°C. 
 
Fig. 4.2.10: Elemental line scans on the oxide scales formed at 750°C on SPCr-12 after 75 h of oxida-
tion. 
The line scan ranges from the metal/oxide interface to the oxide/air interface. In Fig. 
4.2.10 the high Cr/Fe ratio in the innermost oxide scale indicates a possible Cr2O3 formation 
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on the metal/oxide interface or higher concentrations of Cr in FeCr2O4. The Cr concentration 
decreases towards the oxide/air interface indicating the formation of Fe oxides. In Fig. 4.1.8 
(b) which is the EDX scan of the oxide scale formed on non-SPCr-12, Fe is always present in 
higher amounts than Cr indicating that the oxide scales are rich in Fe and only small contents 
of Cr are present in the scale.  
From the calculation shown according to equation 4.2.5, the effect of shot-peening on the 
oxidation behaviour of 12wt.% Cr steel was observed to be different at 700°C and 750°C.The 
oxide cross section morphology in case of SPCr-12 at 700°C seems to be different to the mor-
phology of non-SPCr-12. The thickness of the oxide scale in SPCr-12 is higher than that of 
the non-SP case (see Fig. 4.2.9(c) & (d)). 
 
4.2.2.2 Discussion 
From the thickness measurements of the oxide scales as shown in Fig. 4.2.5, it is clear that the 
inner zone has considerable influence on the oxidation behaviour of non-SPCr-12 and SPCr-
12. In both cases during the initial stages of oxidation the internal zone is almost of the same 
thickness. However, after 1 h and up to 5 h of oxidation there is a considerable drop in the 
thickness in case of SPCr-12. This behaviour is expected to be due to the shot-peening. Shot-
peening is changing the diffusion mechanism, i.e., in case of non-SP this zone is formed due 
to the inner diffusion of oxygen. The solubility of oxygen in the matrix yields the formation of 
a precipitation zone. As the oxidation front progresses, Fe and Cr which were readily availa-
ble at the oxidation front oxidise to form a continuous oxide layer. If the oxygen diffusion is 
faster than the oxide formation then this oxidation zone prevails for longer periods. In case of 
SPCr-12 the diffusion of Cr towards the oxidation front is influenced by the presence of dislo-
cations and starts to form a Cr-rich oxide scale which prevents the internal oxidation by acting 
as a barrier for the oxygen diffusion. Shot-peening creates easy diffusion paths such as dislo-
cations for Cr which in turn enhances the Cr diffusion to the metal/oxide surface [112, 113]. 
During heating in the initial hours, the dislocations introduced by shot-peening can serve as 
fast-diffusion paths, and later on grain boundaries are important for the supply of Cr and the 
formation of a protective oxide layer. It has already been shown by [110, 114, 115] that the 
use of shot-blasting on the inner surfaces of the tubes improved corrosion resistance. A net-
work of regions created by shot-peening near the surface is supplied directly by chromium 
which is causing a dense and compact FeCr2O4 layer at the metal/oxide interface. The experi-
mental EDX line scan results shown in Fig. 4.2.7 (a) and (b) quantify the higher presence of 
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Cr in the innermost oxide layer which is next to metal/oxide interface of the 5 h oxidised 
SPCr-12 specimen. In contrast, the oxide layers grown on non-SPCr-12 are having the high 
portions of iron content in the oxide scales. Accordingly to thermodynamics, an alloy consist-
ing of 12wt.% Cr can form a Cr2O3 scale on the surface, but iron oxides are more stable in 
these atmospheres due to kinetic reasons as explained above (i.e., high availability of oxygen) 
and grow faster than Cr2O3 and (Mn, Fe)Cr2O4 [110, 111]. This layer is less protective and 
still allows oxygen diffusion inwards and Fe cation flux outwards resulting in a Fe-rich Fe-Cr 
spinel next to the metal. This is reduced by shot-peening causing Cr diffusion through disloca-
tions into the spinel and making the layer more protective against oxidation by reducing the 
oxygen inward diffusion and Fe-outward diffusion hindering the oxidation kinetics. However, 
it is known that plastic deformation causes an increase in the volume, which may also en-
hance the volume diffusion process. As shot-peening simultaneously increases the grain 
boundary density and dislocation density in the surface layer of the steel, it is not possible to 
identify which effect is the rate determining factor contributing to the enhancement of the Cr 
diffusion [112, 113, 116]. From Fig. 4.2.5, it is noticed that, as the oxidising time increases, 
the thickness of the oxide layers increases as well allowing establishing a clear boundary be-
tween internal and external layer. The EDX results show that the thickness of the Cr-rich Fe-
Cr spinel also increases with respect to time as compared to the thickness of the spinel shown 
in Fig. 4.2.7 (a) and Fig. 4.2.10. That means the enhanced diffusion of Cr along dislocations 
continues and a Cr-rich Fe-Cr spinel continuously forms by reducing the oxidation kinetics, 
whereas for the non-SPCr-12 (see in Fig. 4.1.8 (b) ) the Fe rich Fe-Cr spinel and a thicker 
outer scale formed of pure iron oxides are still being actively oxidised by allowing oxygen 
diffusion.  
Based on the experimental observations it is clear that shot-peening the surface is chang-
ing the oxidation behaviour of the steels. However, this effect is not similar under all condi-
tions applied. In case of martensitic Cr-12, the effect of shot-peening is observed to be differ-
ent at the two temperatures studied as will be discussed in the following paragraph. 
At 700°C the SP effect is found to be increasing the oxidation kinetics rather than de-
creasing as in case of 750°C, i.e., the SP steel is exhibiting a higher mass gain than under the 
non-SP condition. From Fig. 4.2.9 (c) and (d) it can be deduced that the oxide scale grown on 
the non-SP surface is smaller than that of the SP sample side. The morphology of the scale 
near the metal/oxide interface also seems to be very different. The presence of lamellar oxide 
grains in the SPCr-12 steel indicates the outward diffusion of Fe (see Fig. 4.2.9 (d)). This ob-
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servation is in agreement with the weight gain. The thick outer scale showing lamellar Fe2O3 
grains in case of the SP surface enable enhanced Fe diffusion causing faster scale growth. 
According to the kinetic point of view, Cr at the surface tries to form a continuous protective 
Cr2O3 scale, but as it begins to form Cr2O3, the surface region gets depleted of Cr. If the Cr 
from inside does not diffuse fast enough to the surface compared to the rate of oxidation, then 
the oxide will begins to be rich in Fe. With an increase in temperature, diffusion and oxidation 
rate both increase. Depending on the activation energies, one of them shows faster kinetics 
than the other. The activation energy for oxidation cannot be changed easily. But the activa-
tion energy for diffusion can be decreased by adding dislocations to the surface region [117]. 
It can be stated that at 700°C for Cr-12 steel the thermal activation of Cr diffusion to form a 
subsequent Cr-rich scale, even in the presence of a dislocation density is insufficient. This 
means that the flux of Cr at 700°C is below the threshold which is needed to provide a suffi-
cient Cr supply for the Cr2O3 formation. 
 
4.2.3 Effect of shot-peening on Cr-18 at 700°C and 750°C 
 
4.2.3.1 Results 
The oxidation kinetics of the SP and non-SPCr-18 steel at 700°C and 750°C is presented in 
Fig. 4.2.11. The parabolic rate constants calculated from the kinetic curves shown in Fig. 
4.2.11 are reported in Table 4.2.3. Unlike in Cr-12 steels, the shot-peening effect is found to 
be similar at both temperatures in case of Cr-18 steels. 
 
Fig. 4.2.11: Mass gain versus oxidation time for Cr-18 steel at two different temperatures. 
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Table 4.2.3: Parabolic rate constants calculated for non-SPCr-18 and SPCr-18 at 700 and 750°C.  
Material kp at 700°C (g2 cm-4 s-1) kp at 750°C (g2 cm-4 s-1) 
non-SPCr-18 1 × 10-12 4.25 × 10-12 
SPCr-18 4.29 × 10-13 1.71 × 10-12 
 
Using the equations 4.1 to 4.5, the mass gains of SP and non-SP sides of Cr-18 samples 
are calculated. At 700°C, mass gains of SP side and non-SP sides of SPCr-18 are calculated as 
0.3 mg and 0.94 mg respectively. At 750°C these values are 0.55 mg and 1.93 mg. 
The parabolic rate constants shown in Table 4.2.3 indicate the decrease of the oxidation 
kinetics in case of shot-peeend steels compared to non shot-peened steels at 700°C and 
750°C, i.e., SP samples show less mass gain than the non-SP ones at both temperatures and 
therefore shot-peening improves the oxidation resistance. The surfaces of the oxide scales 
developed on both samples are shown in the SEM micrographs of Fig. 4.2.12 (a) and (b). It is 
clearly seen that the outer oxide scales which are formed on SP and non-SP samples are com-
pletely different. On the non-SP side non-uniform white oxide is formed on a dark oxide 
scale. In contrast, on the SP side uniform oxide grains are formed. Cross sectional pictures of 
all samples are presented in Fig. 4.2.12 (c)-(h). 
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Fig. 4.2.12: The oxide scale morphology of the austenitic steel studied: (a) oxide surface of the non-SP 
side of SPCr-18 oxidised at 750°C for 72 h, (b) oxide surface of the SP side of SPCr-18 ox-
idised at 750°C for 72 h, (c) cross-section of the non-SP side of SPCr-18 oxidised at 
700°C, (d) cross-section of the SP side of SPCr-18 oxidised at 700°C, (e) cross-section of 
the non-SP side of SPCr-18 oxidised at 750°C, (f) cross-section of the SP side of SPCr-18 
oxidised at 750°C, (g) cross-section of the non-SPCr-18 oxidised at 700°C and (h) cross-
section of the non-SPCr-18 oxidised at 750°C. 
EDX spot analyses were carried out on the oxide scales formed. The results are presented 
in Fig. 4.2.13. The EDX spectra reveal that the oxide which formed on the non-SP sample 
contains Cu, whereas on the SP samples it is Cr-rich.  
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Fig. 4.2.13: EDX spot analyses (a) at point 1 in Fig. 4.2.12 (c), (b) point 2 of Fig. 4.2.12 (c) and (c) 
point 3 on Fig. 4.2.12 (d). 
 
4.2.3.2 Discussion 
The SPCr-18 steels exhibited a similar behaviour at both, 750°C and 700°C after shot-
peening. The mass gain in both cases was smaller than that in the non-SP case. The oxide 
scale morphology shown in Fig. 4.2.13 (a) and (b) clearly explains the situation. A thin and 
almost uniform CuO layer is formed on the surface in the case of the non-SP and facetted 
Cr2O3 grains formed on the surface of the SP specimen. The cross section of the oxide layer 
on SPCr-18 oxidised at 700°C is shown in Fig. 4.2.12 (c) and (d). A very thin Cr2O3 oxide 
layer of about 500 nm is formed on the SP side of the SP specimen. A dual layer consisting of 
an outer CuO layer and an inner FeCr2O4 spinel layer is formed on the non-SP side of the 
same specimen as confirmed by the EDX spot analyses shown in Fig. 4.2.13. This spinel for-
mation is in agreement with the literature suggested by Wallwork [84]. The difference in the 
oxide structure on both sides confirms the difference in the diffusion mechanisms. The en-
hanced Cr diffusion through dislocations introduced by the shot-peening resulted in uniform 
Cr2O3 oxide on the surface on the SP side. On the other side this enhancement is absent and 
instead a thicker scale grows. At 750°C similar effects are observed. The thickness of the ox-
ide scale on the SP side was found to be about 1 µm, but on the non-SP side it is 22 µm. The 
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temperature increase did not influence much on the oxide thickness on the SP side, but on the 
non-SP side the oxide scale exhibits almost twice the thickness. The reason for this behaviour 
can be explained as follows. Once Cr2O3 is formed, then the diffusion of oxygen through this 
layer is very slow, and the growth of this layer depends mainly on solid state diffusion 
through this layer [94, 95]. This faster formation of Cr2O3 is promoted by the presence of dis-
locations [118]. Earlier studies on Fe-Cr-Ni alloy indicated that Cr leads to positive segrega-
tion with high concentrations in the grain boundaries [20, 118]. Shot-blasting also leads to a 
fine grain of oxide [64-66]. Moreover the large interface area and low effective activation en-
ergy of diffusion enhance Cr diffusion outwards and the oxides grow preferentially at the out-
er surfaces [45]. However, after longer annealing time the dislocation density can be drastical-
ly reduced by recovery or recrystallization [110], but the presence of a Cr2O3 layer ensures the 
oxidation protection. 
 
4.3 Dislocation engineering on the shot-peened steels 
 
4.3.1 Results  
It was shown in the previous sections that shot-peening of steel prior to the oxidation does 
have a beneficial effect. This effect is unlikely to arise from residual stresses. Instead this ef-
fect is most likely due to the introduction of a localised plastic deformation in the near-surface 
region resulting in an increase of the dislocation density as shown in Fig. 4.2.2 (b). These dis-
locations can act as fast diffusion paths for Cr in Cr-containing steels promoting the formation 
of protective Cr-oxides. However, the effect of shot-peening strongly depends on factors such 
as working temperature and microstructure. It promotes different effects on austenitic steels 
and ferritic martensitic steels as shown in the previous section. The effect of shot-peening can 
be reversed by the annihilation of dislocations during recovery and recrystallisation of the 
alloy when subjected to high temperatures for long periods. Experiments presented in this 
section focus on the type of dislocation arrangement promoting the positive effect on the oxi-
dation behaviour. From the previous result sections, it is known that shot-peening martensitic 
steels improved the oxidation behaviour at 750°C, but this improvement is not yet sufficient 
to replace austenitic steels [119]. The main intention of this chapter is to verify the effect of a 
‘dislocation arrangement and density evolution’ on the oxidation behaviour of a low Cr mar-
tensitic steel and that of a high Cr austenitic steel. It is known that the arrangement of the dis-
locations evolve during recovery, polygonisation and recrystallisation processes, which take 
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place during annealing after plastic deformation [58]. Thus in this work the modification of 
the dislocation structure is controlled by an annealing treatment in vacuum after shot-peening 
the steel. 
Hardness was used as a measure of the dislocation density in this study. The hardness 
values of the as-received SP steel were measured near the shot-peened surface (10 µm from 
the surface) and in the bulk of the material matrix. At lower temperatures and times the shot-
peened samples undergo recovery. If the annealing time or temperature increases, the material 
recrystallises and forms new grains. These changes can be identified by the variation of the 
hardness values in the plastically deformed region. In order to identify the recrystallisation 
times for SPCr-12, the samples were pre-annealed in vacuum for 1 h, 24 h, and 62 h at a tem-
perature of 750°C. The SPCr-18 steel samples were pre-annealed for 1 h and 24 h at the same 
temperature. The hardness values measured near the shot-peened surface and in the bulk of 
the material after annealing at 750°C for various times are given in Table 4.3.1. The increase 
in hardness due to shot-peening in as-received SPCr-12 steel is about 55 HV0.1. In case of 
SPCr-18 the hardness change is about 200 HV0.1 as can be seen from Table 4.3.1. After 24 h 
of pre-annealing, the samples showed a considerable decrease in hardness near the shot-
peened surface. The decrease in hardness can be attributed to the recovery and recrystallisa-
tion of the previously deformed sample. In order to employ the dislocation engineering for 
improved oxidation resistance, the samples ideally should be in a state of recovery and should 
not yet be recrystallised. From Table 4.3.1, it is evident that the SPCr-12 has undergone re-
crystallisation after 24 h (lower hardness values than the core hardness). The oxidation studies 
which were planned on steels were in the state of recovery. For this reason annealing times 
were chosen in between 1 h and 16 h. The shot-peened Cr-12 steels were pre-annealed (before 
oxidation tests) for 1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 5 h and 16 h at 750°C and SPCr-18 steels were pre-annealed 
for 1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 4 h and 5 h. 
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Table 4.3.1: Hardness measurements taken on the materials studied. 
Material vacuum an-
nealed at 750°C 
Time of annealing in h Core hardness 
(HV0.1) 
Hardness on SP edge 
(HV0.1) 
SPCr-18 (as-received) 0 200 400 
SPCr-18 1 200 355 
SPCr-18 24 200 270 
SPCr-12 (as-received) 0 258 313 
SPCr-12 1 258 303 
SPCr-12 24 258 240 
SPCr-12 62 258 240 
 
All the samples were studied regarding their oxidation resistance by continuously meas-
uring the mass gains during oxidation annealing at 750°C. The specific mass gains of the dif-
ferent pre-annealed shot-peened steels are presented in Fig. 4.3.1. Pre-annealed SPCr-18 
steels were oxidised for 120 h and pre-annealed SPCr-12 samples were subsequently oxidised 
at 750°C for 92 h. The mass gain of annealed and oxidised SPCr-18 is shown in Fig. 4.3.1 (a) 
and for SPCr-12 is presented in Fig. 4.3.1 (b). For comparison, the mass gains of samples in 
as-received condition without shot-peening (non-SP) of only Cr-12 steels are presented in Fig. 
4.3.1 (b). The mass gains of non-SPCr-18 and SPCr-18 are not shown in the Fig. 4.3.1 (a) as 
these samples were machined in a different batch where all the other pre-annealed samples 
were machined in another batch. Different techniques were used in cutting, i.e., erosion cut-
ting was used in the first batch while milling was used for the second batch. In addition to the 
shot-peening, these cutting methods will have an additional influence on the oxidation behav-
iour [110, 111]. In order to eliminate the effects due to the different preparation methods, the 
results from the two different batches are not shown in Fig. 4.3.1 (a). 
From Fig. 4.3.1 (b) and Fig. 4.2.11 it can be noticed that shot-peening decreases the mass 
gain during the oxidation. In case of SPCr-18 the shot-peening decreases the mass gain almost 
by half while the shot-peening effect in case of SPCr-12 is considerably small. The effect of 
pre-annealing on SPCr-12 steels is obvious as can be seen from Fig. 4.3.1 (b). The decrease in 
the mass gain due to 1 h pre-annealing on SPCr-12 is almost 50% compared to the non-
annealed SPCr-12. In the case of both shot-peened steels according to Fig. 4.3.1 the pre-
annealing exhibits the same trends with annealing periods. Short annealing times result in 
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lower mass gain while longer time results in an increase in the mass gain. In case of both 
samples, the 1h pre-annealed SP sample has the lowest mass gain. 
 
 
Fig. 4.3.1: Mass gain of samples exposed to shot-peening and subsequent pre-annealing treatment of 
(a) SPCr-18 oxidised for 120 h and (b) SPCr-12 oxidised for 92 h at 750°C. 
From the mass gain values shown in Fig. 4.3.1 (b), the change in the mass gain of shot-
peened surface versus pre-annealing time of SPCr-12 is calculated according to equations 4.1 
to 4.5. Mass gains of the pure non-SP surface and SP surface after oxidation at 750°C for 92 h 
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are determined to be 6.74 mg and 6.03 mg, respectively. Table 4.3.2 shows the remaining 
mass gain values for all the pre-annealed samples. 
 
Table 4.3.2: Mass gain values of SP side of SPCr-12 oxidised at 750°C for 95 h for different pre-
annealing times. 
Pre-annealing time, h Total mass gain of the sam-ple, mg 
Mass gain of the pure SP 
side, mg 
1 7.45 0.70 
2 8.34 1.60 
3 9.58 2.84 
5 9.23 2.49 
16 11.53 4.79 
 
Even though the pre-annealing procedure was performed under high vacuum conditions, 
a possible pre-oxidation of the samples cannot be ruled out. In order to verify this effect, 
SPCr-12 samples were coated with alumina-silica mixture (a protective oxide against oxida-
tion) and the samples were annealed for 1, 2, 3, 5 and 16 h under similar conditions. After the 
annealing the coating was removed and the samples were again oxidised at 750°C for 92 h. 
The resulting mass gains are plotted in Fig. 4.3.2. 
 
Fig. 4.3.2: Mass gains of SPCr-12 oxidised at 750°C for 92 h subjected to different pre-annealing 
times.  
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By comparing Fig. 4.3.1 (b) and Fig. 4.3.2, it can be seen that the change in the mass gain 
versus pre-annealing times follows similar trend, i.e., pre-annealing with and without a pro-
tective coating demonstrates the similar oxidation behaviour at the same temperature. Mass 
gain increases with the pre-annealing time. This behaviour once again proves that the mass 
change due to change in the pre-annealing times is clearly coming from the microstructural 
change in the subsurface of the shot-peened area but not from the pre-oxidation effects. The 
only difference in both cases is the least mass gain observed in case of 2 h pre-annealed SPCr-
12 in the coated sample. However the values are still within the measurement error. 
Another interesting observation from Fig. 4.3.1 is that the mass gain in case of SPCr-18 is 
lower than that of SPCr-12 under identical annealing conditions. The following micrographs 
were taken on the oxidised SPCr-18 which was pre-annealed for 1 h, 2 h and 5 h at 750°C. 
Fig. 4.3.3 shows that the oxide layer formed is chromia in all cases. The thickness is below 1 
µm and varies very little. The effect of shot-peening on this steel was extensively discussed in 
section 4.2.3. It was shown that after oxidising non-SPCr-18 at 750°C, it acquired higher mass 
gain than that of SPCr-18 steel. Fig. 4.2.12 (e) shows the oxide morphology of non-SPCr-18 
oxidised at 750°C and consists of an outer layer of CuO and a mixed Fe-Cr spinel. After shot-
peening this steel, the oxide morphology is seen to have changed to a thin and continuous 
Cr2O3 layer formed on the surface which is shown in Fig. 4.2.12 (f). In case of pre-annealed 
and oxidised SPCr-18, the oxide that formed on the SP side is again Cr2O3 layer but the thick-
ness varies very little as shown in Fig. 4.3.3. The pre-annealing in this case is not causing a 
significant change in the thickness of the oxide scale formed on the alloy, because shot-
peening itself is able to change the oxide structure from Fe-Cr spinel to a continuous Cr2O3 
layer. Pre-annealing in this case helps in a quick formation of a Cr2O3 layer which further re-
duces the oxidation kinetics. 
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Fig. 4.3.3: SEM cross sectional images of the oxide formed on the SP sides of (a) SPCr-18 + 1 h pre-
annealed, (b) SPCr-18 + 2 h pre-annealed  and (c) SPCr-18 + 5 h pre-annealed, after oxi-
dising at 750°C for 120 h. 
The chemical composition at the surface of the material is very important as this deter-
mines the early oxidation mechanisms. The compositional change that occurs over a few 
atomic layers from the surface of the sample during the pre-annealing treatment in high vacu-
um was experimentally studied by using AES. The SPCr-18 sample was introduced into an 
ultra-high vacuum chamber which contains a pressure of 1×10-10 mbar. The surface chemical 
composition was determined by retrieving AES spectra and the results are presented in Fig. 
4.3.4 (a). From the spectra it can be noticed that all the main peaks are identified as Fe and C 
and traces of oxygen. In a second step, the sample was heated in this chamber at 750°C for 1 
h under high vacuum. The AES spectra were obtained and are presented in Fig. 4.3.4 (b). The 
chemical composition changed and presence of Cr can be observed on the surface. The sam-
ple was further annealed at the same temperature for 2 h and 5 h. The corresponding spectra 
are illustrated in Fig. 4.3.4 (c) and (d). Cr is present on the surface for both annealing times. 
Small impurity elements in the alloy like sulphur and potassium are also observed on the sur-
face. The presence of Cr on the surface after 1 h pre-annealing is expected due to the diffusion 
of Cr towards the surface, i.e., in this case Cr is using the dislocations as fast diffusion paths. 
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These dislocations were present in the subsurface region of the material due to the shot-
peening treatment. They provide a short circuit path for Cr to diffuse to the surface quickly by 
increasing the Cr content of the surface region. This enables the quick formation of Cr2O3 on 
the surface instead of Fe-oxides upon oxidation. In the SPCr-18 sample, during the initial 
stages of oxidation the higher concentration of Fe on the surface first allows formation of Fe-
oxide and then the shot-peening effect comes into act by enhancing the Cr-diffusion to the 
surface, changing the oxide formation from Fe-oxides to the chromia scale. 
 
Fig. 4.3.4: Auger electron spectra on (a) surface of SPCr-18, (b) surface of SPCr-18 + 1 h pre-
annealed, (c) surface of SPCr-18 + 3 h pre-annealed and (d) surface of SPCr-18 + 5 h pre-
annealed.  
Optical micrographs of the oxidised non-SPCr-18, SPCr-18 + 1 h pre-annealed, SPCr-18 
+ 2 h pre-annealed and SPCr-18 + 5 h pre-annealed specimens are presented in Fig. 4.3.5. The 
most important observation is the presence of a zone (shown by red arrow marks) in which 
grains are mixed with some dark unidentified spots. The thickness of this zone is different for 
the different pre-annealing conditions. In Fig. 4.3.5 (b), the thickness of the disturbed zone in 
case of 1h pre-annealed + SPCr-18 is higher compared to the zones present in all the other 
micrographs. Fig. 4.3.5 (a) is showing the SP side of SPCr-18 steel in which the thickness of 
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this zone is very thin. In SPCr-18 + 2 h pre-annealed and SPCr-18 + 5 h pre-annealed  speci-
mens, the thickness of this zone varies as shown in Fig. 4.3.5 (c) and (d). These black spots 
are not present on non- SPCr-18 as shown in Fig. 4.3.5 (e). This observation may lead to the 
conclusion that these black spots are present due to the microstructural change caused by the 
shot-peening, i.e.; the disturbed zone which thickness is changing with respect to the pre-
annealing time can be linked to the change in the dislocation arrangements due to the pre-
annealing times. TEM investigation is required for clarification.  
 
Fig. 4.3.5: Optical micrographs taken from the oxidised SPCr-18 after 120 h at 750°C: (a) SP side of 
SPCr-18, (b) SP side of SPCr-18 + 1 h pre-annealed, (c) SP side of SPCr-18 + 2 h pre-
annealed, (d) SP side of SPCr-18 + 5 h pre-annealed and (e) non-SP side of SPCr-18. 
A close investigation of the SP side of oxidised SPCr-12 + pre-annealed for different pre-
annealing times was done by using SEM. The results are presented in Fig. 4.3.6. The thick-
ness of the oxide layers formed on the SP side of the annealed SPCr-12 is smaller compared 
to the non-annealed SPCr-12 steel which is shown in Fig. 4.2.9 (b). Especially the thickness 
of the outer scale is drastically reduced. The total thickness of the oxide layers formed on 
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SPCr-12 + 1 h pre-annealed, SPCr-12 + 2 h pre-annealed and SPCr-12 + 5 h changed after 
oxidation. The smallest thickness was found in case of the 1 h pre-annealed sample with 
thickness gradually increasing with the pre-annealing time. This behaviour justifies the 
change in the total mass gain of these samples which was shown in Fig. 4.3.1 (b).  
 
Fig. 4.3.6: SEM cross-sectional micrographs of the SP sides of (a) SPCr-12 + 1 h pre-annealed, (b) 
SPCr-12 + 2 h pre-annealed and (c) SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-annealed, after oxidising at 750°C 
for 92 h. 
EDX elemental mapping was carried out on the oxide which was formed on SPCr-12      
+ 1 h pre-annealed after oxidising for 92 h at 750°C and results are presented in Fig. 4.3.7. 
The higher presence of Cr compared to Fe in the inner oxide scale can be pointed out from 
Fig. 4.3.7. At the positions where Cr is present in higher concentrations, almost no iron can be 
detected.  
 
Fig. 4.3.7: EDX elemental mapping on the oxide layer formed on SPCr-12 + 1 h pre-annealed after 
oxidising for 92 h at 750°C. 
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SEM micrographs of the surface of the oxide layers formed on SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-
annealed are presented in Fig. 4.3.8 (a) and (b). The observed oxide grains which grow per-
pendicularly to the surface represent Fe2O3 grains (as concluded from EDX and XRD analy-
sis). The density of these grains is very high at the non-SP side of the specimen, while on the 
SP side the specimen exhibits a very small density of such grains.  
The oxide scale thicknesses on both the SP and the non-SP side of the SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-
annealed sample also differed as shown in Fig. 4.3.8 (c) and (d). The thickness on the SP side 
is smaller than that of the non-SP side.  
 
Fig. 4.3.8: SEM analysis of SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-annealed and oxidised for 92 h at 750°C showing (a) 
the oxide surface on SP side, (b) on the non-SP side, (c) cross-section of the SP side and (d) 
of the non-SP side. 
In the following a detailed and more thorough analysis of the oxide/metal regimes of 
three example cases, namely (1) the SP region of SPCr-12 after oxidation, (2) the SP region of 
SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-annealed after oxidation, and (3) the non-SP region of SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-
annealed after oxidation, by TEM allows better understanding of the influence of the subsur-
face microstructure on the oxidation behaviour of Cr-12 alloy. The samples from the region of 
interest were cut by using FIB and the corresponding lamellae are shown in Fig. 4.3.9. 
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Fig. 4.3.9: FIB lamellae of (a) SP side of SPCr-12, (b) SP side of SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-annealed and (c) 
non-SP side of SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-annealed, which are oxidised for 92 h at 750°C. 
The obvious microstructural difference of the three different lamellae is shown in the Fig. 
4.3.9. Fig. 4.3.9 (a) represents the microstructure of the subsurface of the SP side of SPCr-12 
after oxidation for 92 h at 750°C. The oxide layer is present on the left side of the lamella, in 
the centre the metal matrix is present and the right side of the lamella a light coloured cloud is 
present. Fig. 4.3.9 (b) illustrates the lamella of the SP side of SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-annealed 
sample.  This lamella shows a clear difference between the oxide and the metal matrix. Fig. 
4.3.9 (c) represents the lamella of the non-SP side of the SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-annealed sample. 
In this lamella the oxide precipitates are present throughout the metal matrix.  
 
Fig. 4.3.10: STEM BF micrographs of the oxide/metal regime on (a), (b) and (c) SP side of oxidised 
SPCr-12 and (d) Dark Field (DF) micrograph of the interior of the SP side of oxidised 
SPCr-12. 
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TEM analysis of the three different zones of the lamella from the SP side of SPCr-12 was 
carried out as next step. The corresponding micrographs are presented in Fig. 4.3.10. The 
TEM images in Fig. 4.3.10 reveal some important observations on the sample. Fig. 4.3.10 (a) 
and (b) show the oxide/metal interface of the SP side of the oxidised SPCr-12 sample. The 
oxide is identified as a mixture of Cr-rich FeCr2O4 and Cr2O3. The subsurface is found to be 
having a very small dislocation density. Fig. 4.3.10 (c) and (d) show the matrix that was not 
oxidised during the oxidation. The dislocation density is also very low here and the Cr-rich 
precipitates over the metal can also be seen as indicated by arrows in Fig. 4.3.10 (d). For more 
information EDX was obtained on two important regions of the oxidised SPCr-12 sample. 
The elemental compositions at the metal/oxide interface as shown in Fig. 4.3.11 (a) and at the 
interior region where some white spots were seen on the lamella as shown in Fig. 4.3.11 (b) 
are presented in Table 4.3.3. 
 
Fig. 4.3.11: EDX spot analyses of the SP side of SPCr-12 oxidised at 750°C for 120 h on (a) the ox-
ide/metal interface and (b) on the metal far from the oxide/metal interface. 
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Table 4.3.3: Elemental composition acquired in at.% on Fig. 4.3.11 (a) and (b) by using EDX. 
Position O Fe Cr Total 
01 52.97 2.37 32.04 100 
02 55.64 2.17 41.94 100 
03 0.58 88.28 8.28 100 
04 1.40 87.13 8.35 100 
05 0 63.17 36.82 100 
06 0 31.34 68.58 100 
07 0 60.64 39.36 100 
08 0 74 26.00 100 
09 0 89.39 10.61 100 
10 0 89.25 10.75 100 
11 0 89.14 10.86 100 
 
From the Table 4.3.3, it can be said that the oxide which is formed on the SP side of 
SPCr-12 is mainly Cr-rich Fe-Cr spinel or some discontinuous local Cr2O3.  A small depletion 
of Cr in the alloy, a few microns below the oxide scale, namely at points 03 and 04, was 
found. The minimum Cr content detected was 8.02wt.% reduced from the starting content of 
12wt.%. The points 05 to 11 show the elemental compositions of the species within the cloud 
and the surrounding metal area. Point 06 represents the thickest particle in the cloud and point 
09 represents the metal next to this region. The chemical composition at these points is very 
different from each other. The Cr concentration at point 06 is around 69% and at point 09 it is 
10.61%. The Cr concentrations along the rest of the positions scatter between 10 to 40%. This 
means the whole subsurface can be divided into two zones where Cr is slightly depleted at the 
oxide/metal interface and high Cr presence is observed at the interior of the metal. 
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Fig. 4.3.12: STEM BF micrographs of the oxide/metal regime on (a), (b) the SP side of  oxidised 
SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-annealed, (c) & (d) TEM micrographs of the subsurface of the SP side 
of oxidised SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-annealed. 
The TEM investigation of the metal/oxide interface on the SP side of SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-
annealed sample after 92 h of oxidation at 750°C is illustrated in Fig. 4.3.12. The left side of 
Fig. 4.3.12 (a) represents the oxide which is confirmed as Cr2O3 by diffraction measurements 
and elemental mapping. The subsurface consists of pure metal. From the micrographs given in 
Fig. 4.3.12, two major findings can be pointed out: 
(1) A high dislocation density at the oxide/ metal regime is present 
(2) The dislocations form complex networks, blocking and interacting with each other 
The area in which the clusters of dislocations are present was investigated by STEM in 
both BF and DF, micrographs are presented in in Fig. 4.3.13. 
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Fig. 4.3.13: (a) STEM BF micrographs of the subsurface and (b) DF images of the subsurface of the 
SP side of SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-annealed (oxidised for 92 h at 750°C). 
Fig. 4.3.13 (a) shows the BF image of the subsurface of the SP side of oxidised SPCr-12 
+ 5 h pre-annealed. The DF image of the same area is shown in Fig. 4.3.13 (b). The important 
observation from this investigation is the uniform presence of white spots over the cluster of 
dislocations or a group of subboundaries. These white spots are characterised as Cr using 
EDX elemental analysis. These spots appear to follow a certain order through the cluster.  
The TEM investigation of the metal/oxide interface on the SP side of SPCr-12 is present-
ed in Fig. 4.3.10. After comparing this area to the SP side of the oxidised SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-
annealed (see Fig. 4.3.12) a significant difference in the dislocation arrangement can be ob-
served: the dislocation density is very low and only individual dislocations are pinned by the 
second phase precipitates in the matrix. 
The TEM investigation on the non-SP side of the oxidised SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-annealed is 
illustrated in Fig. 4.3.14. 
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Fig. 4.3.14: (a), (b) STEM BF micrographs of the oxide/metal regime on the non-SP side of SPCr-12 + 
5 h pre-annealed (oxidised for 92 h at 750°C). 
The oxide scale morphology at the oxide/metal interface of the non-SP side is different 
from the SP side and pre-annealed SP side as shown in Fig. 4.3.14 (a) and (b). A non-uniform 
distribution of the oxidation front at the oxide /metal interface is observed. The interface is 
having some internally oxidised precipitates. These precipitates were found to be FeCr2O4 by 
EDX.   EDX elemental maps at the oxidation front of the non-SP side of the oxidised SPCr-12 
+ 5 h pre-annealed are presented in Fig. 4.3.15. The corresponding elemental compositions 
are tabulated in Table 4.3.4. 
 
Fig. 4.3.15: EDX analyses positions of the non-SP side of the 5 h preannealed + SPCr-12 oxidised at 
750°C for 92 h on the oxide/metal interface. 
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Table 4.3.4: Elemental compositions obtained from the EDX analysis carried out at the positions 
shown in Fig. 4.3.15 in at.%. 
Position O Fe Cr Total 
01 0.31 92.64 4.02 100 
02 0.72 92.23 4.04 100 
03 58.69 15.14 25.76 100 
04 0.26 92.84 3.88 100 
05 0.19 92.75 3.98 100 
06 0.66 92.30 3.87 100 
07 68.79 17.44 12.43 100 
08 82.80 0.91 16.27 100 
09 62.55 20.52 15.29 100 
10 4.91 88.10 4.17 100 
11 63.82 23.17 12.27 100 
 
The elemental composition on the subsurface at positions 01, 02, 04, 05 and 06 shows 
that the Cr concentration has been reduced to around 3 to 4wt.% (recalculated from the Table 
4.3.4) which is far below the original concentration of the alloy. The points in the oxide scale 
show that the oxide scale is mainly comprised of Fe-Cr spinel. Comparing the subsurface 
composition of the non-SP side to the composition on the SP side which is shown in Fig. 
4.3.11, drastic decrease in the Cr concentration can be observed. The depletion of Cr is high 
in case of the non-SP side which is more than 8 to 9wt.% whereas in the SP case the depletion 
of Cr is less, which is around 4wt.% from the original alloy concentration. 
 
4.3.2 Discussion  
Based on the experimental results shown above, the difference between the oxidation kinetics 
of non-SP, SP and SPCr-12 + pre-annealed in summary can be attributed to the change in the 
subsurface diffusion mechanisms, which are mainly assumed to be caused by the change in 
dislocation structure and density during different annealing times. In case of non-SPCr-12, 
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oxidation kinetics is mainly governed by the internal diffusion of O and its solubility in the 
metal matrix. At the same time the metal at the subsurface region is being depleted in Cr and a 
formation of Fe-rich oxide scales is more favoured. In turn, these oxides are highly non-
stoichiometric in nature.[88, 120-122] This allows further oxygen diffusion into the metal and 
the oxidation kinetics are drastically increased [84].  
This diffusion mechanism is changed in case of SPCr-12, as discussed in the previous 
section 4.2. The dislocations introduced by the shot-peening treatment were acting as fast dif-
fusion paths for Cr and supplying Cr to the oxidation front continuously maintaining a suffi-
cient amount of Cr at the interface to form Cr-rich Fe-Cr spinel or Cr2O3. Hence, the spinel 
phase, which is more protective against internal diffusion of oxygen, reduces the rate of oxi-
dation [25, 123]. Due to recovery and recrystallisation, after a few hours of oxidation, disloca-
tions are annealed and rearrange into cell walls, or form grain boundaries, leaving dislocation-
free regions [58]. Then the oxidation kinetics depends on the competition between the oxida-
tion rates and the rate of Cr diffusion to the oxidation front. This can be seen in Fig. 4.3.11. 
There exist two regions; one is slightly Cr-depleted and another one with high Cr-content to-
wards the oxidation front. When the internal oxidation front is moving faster than the external 
diffusion of Cr then the rate of oxidation is faster and vice versa. 
The situation at the subsurface region entirely changes when the SP steel is subjected to a 
pre-annealing treatment at higher temperature such as 750°C. The elemental mapping on the 
SP side of SPCr-12 + 1 h pre-annealed clearly shows an enhanced Cr diffusion probably due 
to the prevalent dislocation arrangement and formation of a Cr2O3 layer which in case of the 
as-received condition would not have been formed (see Fig. 4.3.7). This explains smaller 
mass gains and thinner oxide scale. The difference in the oxidation behaviour due to pre-
annealing the SP sample can be attributed to the difference in the dislocation arrangements. 
The surface analysis of the oxide layers formed on SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-annealed sample 
was presented in Fig. 4.3.8. The difference between the density of the Fe-oxide grains on non- 
SP side and SP side can be explained as follows. In general, the outer scale formation is fa-
voured by outward diffusion of Fe-ions through the oxide scales. If the internal scale is rich in 
Cr then the diffusion of the Fe-ions is very slow in this oxide scale and, hence, the growth rate 
of the outer scale slows down. The presence of a Cr2O3 scale at the metal/oxide interface on 
the SP side makes the inner oxide layer more protective resulting in a reduction of Fe-ion 
transport (which was already shown in Fig. 4.3.7), whereas in the case of the non-SP condi-
tions the inner layer is less protective, allowing Fe transport through the layer. 
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The subsurface region undergoes microstructural changes like a deformed material does 
during recovery. Polygonisation by dislocation climb is possible in all materials, where the 
dislocations are not too widely split, but only at higher temperatures, where self-diffusion can 
occur [124]. During this process dislocations undergo transformations, which are accompa-
nied by a decrease of energy and considerably affect the diffusion process. Dislocation climb-
ing requires mass transport by diffusion of vacancies or interstitial atoms. A lattice vacancy 
can diffuse to the dislocation and similarly interstitial atoms can also diffuse to the disloca-
tion, i.e., atoms from the surrounding crystal could join the extra half- plane leaving vacancies 
to diffuse away. Thus a dislocation is both a source and sink for vacancies as well as intersti-
tial atoms [125]. Therefore the process of climb and annihilation of such dislocations accom-
panied by vacancy emission is the characterstic of the relaxation process. 
The dislocations are dispersed randomly after shot-peening that some annihilate each oth-
er. Those which remain rearrange into walls of dislocations, thus forming small energy ‘sub-
boundaries’ between rather perfect but misoriented ‘sub-grains’. Sub-boundaries can be seen 
as regrouping of infinitesimal dislocations into a finite number of dislocations of the lattice 
separated by zones of perfect matching [124]. This process is schematically shown in Fig. 
4.3.16. 
 
Fig. 4.3.16: Schematic representation showing dislocations before and after climbing and formation of 
subboundaries. 
It is known that diffusivity in these sub-boundaries is proportional to the density of dislo-
cations. The dislocation lines contribute as tubes with a diameter of 5*10-8 cm for diffusion, 
with diffusion coefficients near to the grain boundary diffusion coefficient [44, 45]. The mate-
rial is transported along the dislocation line in such a way that the total number of excess va-
cancies corresponding to the initial area of dipole is kept constant [126]. Sub-boundaries with 
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dislocations which do not have a common glide direction can only move by diffusion. As for 
annealing, this process will be regulated by the emission or absorption rate of vacancies on 
the dislocation jogs, or by the diffusion velocity of vacancies [45]. 
Diffusion coefficients controlled via the vacancy mechanism (which is usually the most 
efficient mechanism) is given by the relation 
                                              ܦ= ܦ଴exp (െܧ௩௠/࢑ܶሻexpሺെܧ௩௙/࢑ܶሻ,                                    (4.6) 
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, D0 is a constant, and ܧ௩௠ is 
the activation energy for the vacancy migration. The factor expሺെܧ௩௙/࢑ܶሻ characterises the 
equilibrium concentration of vacancies in a solid. In the vicinity of climbing dislocations the 
vacancy concentration exceeds the equilibrium concentration as explained above. This effect 
is characterised quantitatively by the change in energy for the vacancy formation ܧ௩௙ into ܧ௩∗௙ 
expressed in equation 4.7. 
                         																																								ܧ௩∗௙= ܧ௩௙- ఔܹሺߣሻ,                                                        (4.7) 
where λ is the screening radius of the stress fields of the dislocations and ఔܹሺߣሻ	is the de-
crease in the dislocation dipole energy caused by the emission of one vacancy. Applying the 
linear theory of dislocation density according to Ovid’ko and Reizis [127] gives:  
                                                 ఔܹሺߣሻ = ௔ଶௗ೗ ሺߣ ൌ 2ܽሻ ൌ ࡳܾ
ଶܼܽ/ߨሺ1 െ ߥሻ,                        (4.8) 
where a is the average interatomic distance, ݀௟ is the dislocation length, ࡳ is the shear modu-
lus, ߥ is the Poisson ratio, ܾ is the Burgers vector of the dislocations and ܼ is a factor taking 
into account the contribution of the dislocation core to the dislocation energy. 
The change in the corresponding diffusion coefficient ܦ∗	 in the vicinity of climbing grain 
boundary is calculated as ܦ∗	 value near to 3×105D, where ܦ	is the diffusion coefficient in the 
pure crystal. The average diffusion coefficient in a solid with climbing dislocations is ܦ~	ൌ	
݂ܦ∗, where ݂	 is the fraction of the regions of climbing. The shot-peened region (which is 
strongly in non-equilibrium state) during the relaxation period practically contains excess dis-
locations, whose climbing process enhances diffusion. In this case f can be approximated to 
the volume fraction of the subboundaries; i.e., it is assumed to be 0.1-0.5 depending on the 
average grain size. Hence average diffusion coefficient can be calculated as is ܦ~	= (0.1-
0.5)ൈ3×105	ܦ which is approximately to (3-15)×104	ܦ. Hence, during the rearrangement of 
the dislocations, the climb of dislocations substantially enhances the diffusion process, which 
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manifests itself in the average diffusion coefficient changing by four to five orders of magni-
tude. 
As dicussed above this enhancement of Cr in these dislocation networks can be seen as 
Cr-rich precipitates in Fig. 4.3.13. This indicates possible enhancement in the Cr diffusion 
through this dislocation network and supplying enough Cr to the metal/oxide interface and 
forming Cr2O3 at the interface without being depleted in Cr at the surface. 
From the experimental results and hardness profiles shown in Table 4.3.1, it is evident 
that the annealing times for the SP steels are not sufficient to undergo recrystallisation, rather 
going through the recovery state in which dislocations try to annihilate and form small angle 
grain boundaries which can be regarded as a series of dislocations. These patterns or arrange-
ments are different for different annealing times. The main question is, if the dislocations ar-
range in a random manner or in some specific patterns (which would be best for an oxidation 
resistance). During the polygonisation process, Cr diffusion is enhanced by an order of 4 or 5 
compared to the lattice diffusion through the walls of dislocations to the metal/oxide regime 
and forms a rather continuous Cr2O3 layer which protects the alloy against further oxidation. 
The highest protective nature is obtained in case of smaller annealing times and gradually 
decreases as the annealing time increases. This can be attributed to the fact that the dislocation 
arrangement changes during the annealing times and best oxidation resistance is achieved by 
the higher density of these walls which happened in case of SPCr-12 + 1 h pre-annealed sam-
ple. At the same time shot-peening this alloy is attaining good oxidation resistance by enhanc-
ing the Cr diffusion through the randomly distributed dislocations and forming a high Cr-rich 
Fe-Cr spinel and Cr2O3 formation at some sites. Pre-annealing the shot-peened steel showed 
better oxidation resistance by forming a continuous Cr2O3 layer all over the metal/oxide re-
gime promoted by the Cr diffusion through the dislocation network. In case of non- SP sam-
ple, a continuous oxide layer is not formed over the region thus allowing more oxygen getting 
soluble in the metal matrix and forming an oxidation zone. Comparing Fig. 4.3.10 and Fig. 
4.3.14 it can be stated that shot-peening has changed the oxide nucleation mechanism near the 
oxide/metal regime by supplying Cr to the oxidation front and forming a rather continuous 
oxide. 
      In the case of SPCr-18 the shot-peening itself has proven to be very effective in protecting  
the alloy by forming a very thin chromia scale on the surface. Shot-peening here comple-
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tely changed the diffusion mechanism by promoting Cr to the surface to form a stable layer. 
Although the oxidation kinetics showed a considerable change in the mass gain due to the 
annealing process, this effect is not as strong as in SPCr-12. The dislocations introduced by 
the shot-peening were promoting enough enhancement in Cr diffusion thus changing the 
oxide scale morphology from dual layer of external CuO and internal FeCr2O4 into an exter-
nal single Cr2O3 layer, and the annealing process enabled a very quick formation of Cr2O3 
layer on the surface. 
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5 Modelling and simulation 
 
5.1 Background 
For a long time simulation of the oxidation processes has been challenging task for the re-
searchers. The reason is that the effects of thermodynamics of the system and kinetic aspects 
of oxidation play important roles in defining the final oxidation products. A major initial step 
was taken in simulating the carburisation behaviour of steels by solving Fick’s second law 
using the solubility product by applying the finite difference method and successfully simulat-
ing the thickness of the carburised zones [128]. The most realistic approach for a simulation 
of high-temperature corrosion processes under near-service conditions was obtained by a 
mathematical description of the diffusion kinetics in combination with thermodynamic equi-
librium calculations to predict phase stabilities for given conditions. The technique was firstly 
applied to internal nitridation processes of Ni-based alloys [129].  Later on, the model was 
further developed as to combine a two-dimensional approach of the solution of Fick’s law 
using Matlab and the chemical equilibrium calculator ChemApp. This allowed for successful 
simulation of internal oxidation phenomena [129-132]. The approach used in the programme 
InCorr is presented as follows [133]. 
The commonly used equation to describe the time- and location-dependent change in 
concentration is the diffusion differential equation known as Fick's 2nd law, which is given in 
its one-dimensional form in equation 2.31, with ܦ	being the diffusion coefficient and c the 
concentration of a diffusing species. For two-dimensional problems and concentration-
independent diffusion coefficients ܦ௫ and ܦ௬ in x and y direction, equation 2.31 can be sim-
plified as: 
                                        డ௖డ௧ ൌ ܦ௫ 	
డమ௖
డ௫మ ൅	ܦ௬	 	
డమ௖
డ௬మ                                                                  (5.1) 
In the program InCorr equation 5.1 is solved numerically for all relevant species (metal-
lic and non-metallic solutes) taking into account that the diffusion coefficient may vary within 
the microstructure, i.e.,	ܦ ൌ ݂ሺݔ, ݕሻ. Since analytical methods and solutions to treat solid 
state diffusion are generally restricted to simple geometries [134], a numerical approach was 
chosen to treat complex high-temperature corrosion phenomena. With the further develop-
ment of high speed computers, the chances to get very close to flexible experimental and 
practical situations have been improved dramatically. As a first step to transform the differen-
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tial equation 5.1 into a difference equation, the first derivative of the concentration c after the 
time t at the location x and y can be approximated as to be the difference quotient of the con-
centrations at ݐ	and ݐ ൅ ∆ݐ. The second derivatives of the right-hand side of equation 5.1 are 
replaced by the mean values of the second derivatives at the time t and the time ݐ ൅ ∆ݐ. 
ቀడ௖డ௧ቁ௫,௬ ൌ
௖ሺ௫,௬,௧ା∆௧ሻି	௖ሺ௫,௬,௧ሻ
∆௧ ൌ 	
ଵ
ଶ ൜ܦ௫ 	ቀ
డమ௖
డ௫మቁ௬,௧ ൅ ܦ௬	 	ቀ
డమ௖
డ௬మቁ௫,௧ ൅	ܦ௫ 	ቀ
డమ௖
డ௫మቁ௬,௧ା∆௧ ൅
ܦ௬	 	ቀడ
మ௖
డ௬మቁ௫,௧ା∆௧	ൠ .                                                                                                                  (5.2) 
By substituting the second derivatives in equation 5.2 by the corresponding difference 
quotients of the concentrations at the positions ݔ െ ∆ݔ௟, x, and ݔ ൅ ∆ݔ௥, as well as at ݕ െ ∆ݕ௟, 
ݕ, and ݕ ൅ ∆ݕ௥, respectively, at the times ݐ	and ݐ ൅ ∆ݐ one obtains the implicit Crank-
Nicolson scheme [134] of the finite difference approach for two-dimensional diffusion. 
௖ሺ௫,௬,௧ା∆௧ሻି	௖ሺ௫,௬,௧ሻ
∆௧ 	ൌ
	஽ೣሺ௫,௬ሻଶ 	 .
௖ሺ௫ି∆௫೗,௬,௧ሻିଶ௖ሺ௫,௬,௧ሻା	௖ሺ௫ା∆௫ೝ,௬,௧ሻ
∆௫೗ሺ௫,௬ሻ	.		∆௫ೝሺ௫,௬ሻ ൅
	஽ೣሺ௫,௬ሻଶ 	 .
௖ሺ௫ି∆௫೗,௬,௧ା	∆௧ሻିଶ௖ሺ௫,௬,௧ା	∆௧ሻା	௖ሺ௫ା∆௫ೝ,௬,௧ା	∆௧ሻ
∆௫೗ሺ௫,௬ሻ	.		∆௫ೝሺ௫,௬ሻ ൅
஽೤ሺ௫,௬ሻ
ଶ 	 .
௖ሺ௫,௬ି∆௬೗,௧ሻିଶ௖ሺ௫,௬,௧ሻା	௖ሺ௫,௬	ା	∆௬ೝ,௧ሻ
∆௬೗ሺ௫,௬ሻ	.		∆௬ೝሺ௫,௬ሻ ൅
	஽೤ሺ௫,௬ሻଶ 	.		
௖ሺ௫,௬ି∆௬೗,௧ା	∆௧ሻିଶ௖ሺ௫,௬,௧ା∆௧ሻା	௖ሺ௫,௬	ା	∆௬ೝ,௧ା	∆௧ሻ
∆௬೗ሺ௫,௬ሻ	.		∆௬ೝሺ௫,௬ሻ                                                             (5.3) 
The concept of the finite difference equation 5.3 with locations of variable step widths 
∆ݔ௟ and ∆ݔ௥ at the left- and right-hand side of ݔ and ∆ݕ௟ and ∆ݕ௥	at the left- and right-hand 
side of ݕ	is illustrated schematically in Fig. 5.1.1. 
 
Fig. 5.1.1: Schematic representation of the two-dimensional finite difference mesh applied within the 
implicit Crank-Nicolson approach. 
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If applied to an area of the size ݊ ൈ ∆ݔ	 ൈ ݉	 ൈ ∆ݕ equation 5.3 can be rewritten as a ma-
trix equation, valid for the concentrations ܿሺݔ, ݕሻ	at each location, which can be expressed as 
concentration vectors ܿሺݐሻ and ܿሺݐ ൅ ∆ݐሻ for successive time steps ݐ and ݐ ൅ ∆ݐ. Since the 
right-hand side of equation 5.3 consists of elements of the concentration vectors at different 
locations according to Fig. 5.1.1, it can be expressed by using the complete concentration vec-
tors ܿሺݐሻ and ܿሺݐ ൅ ∆ݐሻ multiplied with the corresponding matrices ۻܠ and ۻܡ. The product 
of the matrix ۰ܠ	and ۰ܡ	with the boundary concentration vectors ܿ௕ሺݐሻ and ܿ௕ሺݐ ൅ ∆ݐሻ  is re-
quired to establish the boundary conditions in equation 5.3, e.g., at locations ahead of the 
boundary ݔଵ no valid concentration value for ݔଵ െ ∆ݔ within the finite difference mesh does 
exist, therefore, it has to be defined by ܿ௕	ሺݔଵ െ ∆ݔ, ݕ, ݐሻ. Finally, the location-dependent dif-
fusion coefficients ܦሺݔ, ݕሻ and the flexible step widths ∆ݔ௟	and ∆ݔ௥, and ∆ݕ௟	and ∆ݕ௥ are ex-
pressed by the matrices ܀ܠ and ܀ܡ, respectively: 
                     ܀ܠ ൌ diag	 ቂ஽ೣሺ௫,௬ሻଶ∆௫೗∆௫ೝቃ and ܀ܡ ൌ diag	 ቂ
஽೤ሺ௫,௬ሻ
ଶ∆௬೗∆௬ೝቃ .                                               (5.4) 
Then, the matrix equation representing equation 5.3 for each location step of the finite 
difference mesh can be written as follows: 
ଵ
∆௧ ሾܿሺݐ ൅ ∆ݐሻ െ ܿሺݐሻሿ ൌ 	܀ܠሾۻܠܿሺݐሻ ൅ ۰ܠܿ௕ሺݐሻሿ ൅	܀ܠሾۻܠܿሺݐ ൅ ∆ݐሻ ൅ ۰ܠܿ௕ሺݐ ൅ ∆ݐሻሿ ൅
܀ܡൣۻܡܿሺݐሻ ൅ ۰ܡܿ௕ሺݐሻ൧ ൅ ܀ܡൣۻܡܿሺݐ ൅ ∆ݐሻ ൅ ۰ܡܿ௕ሺݐ ൅ ∆ݐሻ൧.                                            (5.5) 
When the boundary concentrations are assumed as (i) to be homogeneous and (ii) to ex-
perience only small changes, i.e., ܿ௕ሺݐሻ ൎ ܿ௕ሺݐ ൅ ∆ݐሻ, and the matrices in equation (5.5) are 
multiplied according to ۻ ൌ ܀ܠۻܠ ൅ ܀ܡۻܡ and ۰ ൌ 2ሺ܀ܠ۰ܠ ൅ ܀ܡ۰ܡሻ one obtains the fol-
lowing governing equation for the concentration vector ܿሺݐ ൅ ∆ݐሻ as a function of the concen-
tration vector at the preceding time step ܿ௕ሺݐሻ and ܿሺݐሻ: 
                          ሾ1/∆ݐ		۳ܝ െ ۻሿܿሺݐ ൅ ∆ݐሻ ൌ ቂ ଵ∆௧ 	۳ܝ ൅ۻቃ ܿሺݐሻ ൅ 	۰ܿ௕ሺݐሻ                          (5.6)     
with the unit matrix	۳ܝ. 
Implemented in the commercial simulation design environment MatLab, equation 5.6 is 
solved for all species participating in the corrosion reaction and stepwise for the complete 
reaction time ݌ ൈ ∆ݐ according to the schematic representation in Fig. 5.1.2 (simplified for 
one-dimensional diffusion). 
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Fig. 5.1.2: Schematic representation of the implicit finite difference technique in combination with the 
thermodynamic program ChemApp. 
To accommodate for the possible chemical reactions of the ongoing corrosion process, 
the calculated concentrations ܿ௜,௝ሺݐ ൅ ∆ݐሻ (ܿ௜,௝௞ାଵ in Fig. 5.1.2) must be corrected according to 
the local thermodynamic equilibrium. This is done by means of the thermodynamic subrou-
tine ChemApp as integral part of InCorr. More details of on InCorr can be found [135]. The 
biggest advantage of InCorr is, that the programme includes the grain boundary diffusion of 
the corrosive species, as the effect of grain boundary diffusion is a very important factor in 
determining the final thicknesses of the oxidation products. As discussed earlier in section 
2.2.4.1, the grain boundaries are considered as fast diffusion paths for elements such as oxy-
gen and chromium. Schematic representations of the enhanced diffusion coefficient were al-
ready shown in Fig. 2.2.6 and Fig. 2.2.7. In the program the grain boundaries were considered 
as fast diffusion paths in which the diffusion coefficients along grain boundaries can be sepa-
rately given in addition to the volume diffusion coefficients. The geometry of the desired al-
loy can be distributed along both X and Y axis, the spacing between the two nodes can be 
freely chosen accordingly to the desired accuracy. Total length of the mesh is considered in 
µm. If two grains are considered in the mesh for simulation, one grain boundary can be intro-
duced in between these grains as shown in Fig. 5.1.3. 
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Fig. 5.1.3: (a) Geometry of the discretised mesh, (b) example of a mesh point distribution with varia-
ble spacing between the nodes. Close to the surface and along the grain boundary, a fine 
mesh can be used, in order to get a more accurate representation of the diffusion behaviour. 
 
5.2 Physical modelling of the effect of shot-peening on the oxidation behav-
iour of steels 
The effect of shot-peening on the oxidation behaviour was discussed in detail in section 4.2. 
From the experimental results shown, it can be emphasised that the dislocations introduced 
due to the shot-peening, act as fast diffusion paths for Cr to enhance its diffusion coefficient. 
This results in the formation of a Cr-rich Fe-Cr spinel internally in case of SPCr-12 and a thin 
Cr2O3 scale on the surface of SPCr-18 steel. A schematic representation of the effect of shot-
peening on the microstructure of the alloy is shown in Fig. 5.2.1. 
  
 
Fig. 5.2.1: Schematic representation of the effect of shot-peening on the microstructure of the steel. 
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Fig. 5.2.1 illustrates that the bombardment of the surface of the material with a high 
speed steel ball eventually changes the subsurface microstructure by introducing defects such 
as dislocations. There can be even grain refinement which was already shown in Fig. 4.2.1 
(b). From the experimental section it is known that SPCr-12 contains one non-SP side and one 
SP side. The oxidation mechanism on the non-SP side can be modeled as follows. When the 
oxidation starts, the inward diffusion of oxygen and then outward diffusion of Fe and Cr initi-
ates the oxide layer formation. Later the external scale formation is mainly governed by the 
outer diffusion of Fe whereas internal scale formation is governed by the internal diffusion of 
oxygen and the diffusion of Cr towards the oxidation front. This process is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 5.2.2. 
 
Fig. 5.2.2: Physical model of the oxidation process of the non-SP side of SPCr-12. 
Fig. 5.2.2 shows the oxide scale grown on the surface and underneath the original sur-
face. The black line is separating the outer and the inner scale. The diffusion along grain 
boundaries in addition to the bulk diffusion is also shown in Fig. 5.2.2 (oxide formed along 
grain boundaries internally). At the oxide/metal interface no continuous oxide layer formed 
rather discontinuous oxide along grain boundaries can be seen.  
The oxidation mechanism on the SP side is schematically shown in Fig. 5.2.3. Note that 
the dislocations introduced by shot-peening are uniformly distributed over the microstructure 
of the material down to a certain depth which is defined by the extent of shot-peening. These 
dislocations are not aligned in one direction, rather they are aligned randomly. As the oxida-
tion progresses, the diffusion of Cr along dislocations comes into act in addition to usual bulk 
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and grain boundary diffusion. With the internal oxidation, the area which contains initially 
dislocations will also be oxidised. The dislocations present in the rest of the area which is not 
yet oxidised will annihilate and climb. The enhanced Cr diffusion due to the presence of these 
dislocations help to form a thin Cr2O3 layer at the oxidation front.  
 
Fig. 5.2.3: Physical model of the oxidation process of the SP side of SPCr-12. 
The size of these dislocations are of orders of atomic displacements. It is very difficult to 
construct a mesh with both nano-sized dislocations and grains of micrometer range due to the 
mathematical uncertainty with this method and the time consumption for the simulation. So in 
the simulation individual dislocations were not considered. Rather for a certain depth of the 
material a high dislocation density is assumed, and in this zone the diffusion coefficient of Cr 
is enhanced by a factor which is taken from the literature.  
 
5.3 Physical modelling for the simulation of external scale formation 
Simulation of the internal corrosion phenomenon was successfully performed by using In-
Corr. Based on the experimental results by Trindade et al. [132, 136], the internal oxide scale 
growth was modeled by using following assumptions. 
(1) The inward oxide growth itself is governed by an intercrystalline oxidation mecha-
nism 
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(2) Oxygen atoms that have reached the scale/substrate interface by short-circuit diffu-
sion through cracks, pores or O anion transport, penetrate along the substrate grain 
boundaries leading to the formation of Cr2O3 and consequently FeCr2O4 
(3) The model does not consider the individual diffusion of Cr and Fe in the alloy rather 
than the effective diffusion coefficient of oxygen calculated on the base of experi-
mental results by using Wagner’s theory of scale growth 
(4) The self diffusion of Fe and diffusion of Cr in the alloy does not play any role in de-
fining the final oxide thicknesses as this model mainly dealt with the internal oxida-
tion phenomenon 
In the presented simulation work, the whole mesh is divided into two parts as shown in 
Fig. 5.3.1. 
 
Fig. 5.3.1: The distribution of alloy and atmosphere into a mesh. 
The black line which is dividing the atmosphere from the material matrix is drawn at the 
alloy original surface. The honey comb grain structure shown in Fig. 5.3.1 refers to the ideal 
grain structure which is very difficult to establish by using finite difference method due to 
mathematical stability restrictions. This problem was solved by creating a mesh with honey 
comb grain microstructure by using a more advanced finite element method, which will be 
discussed in the next section. In fact, the grain microstructure was considered as rectangular 
grains as shown in Fig. 5.1.3. Then the diffusion equations for the elements diffusing out-
wards such as Cr, Fe and elements diffusing inwards such as O are solved by using the finite 
difference method as explained above. Parts of Fe and Cr reach the outer atmospheric region 
depending on their diffusion coefficients and meet the oxygen which is already present. They 
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form the stable phase accordingly to the thermodynamics predicted by ChemApp. The simula-
tion of the diffusing species without thermodynamic calculations using the mesh divided into 
two parts in which the outer part contains oxygen and the inner part is Fe-Cr metal was also 
done and is presented in Fig. 5.3.2. The simulation results are plotted three dimensionally in 
which the X-axis represents the total length of the available surface, the Y-axis is the penetra-
tion depth of the oxidising species and the Z-axis is the amount of species formed in mole. 
From Fig. 5.3.2 (a), at position Y = 80 µm the separation of the metal and atmosphere can be 
seen. The outer area in which the oxygen value is 0.2 bar refers to the atmospheric pressure of 
oxygen. Then a gradual decrease in the oxygen value refers to the diffusion of oxygen into the 
metal. Fig. 5.3.2 (b) and (c) show the iron and chromium profiles which they have higher 
amounts inside the metal and a gradual decrease in their amounts towards the atmosphere 
indicates the outward diffusion of these species. The simulations were performed for 50 h 
using arbitrary diffusion coefficients of the species to illustrate the simulation scheme used for 
the outward scale growth. It should be noted that the simulation profiles presented in Fig. 
5.3.2 are only diffusion profiles of individual elements without any thermodynamic calcula-
tions. This simulation was performed only to demonstrate the mesh division into metal and 
atmosphere part and the possible internal and external diffusion. Consideration of thermody-
namical calculations along with diffusion calculations will be present in the next section. 
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Fig. 5.3.2: Diffusion profiles of (a) oxygen, (b) iron and (c) chromium in a Cr-12 steel at 750°C with-
out equilibrium calculations. 
From the gold marker experiment in section 4.1.1, it is known that the outer oxide scale 
grows by the outward diffusion of Fe leading to the formation of hematite (outermost) and 
magnetite and that the inward transport of O leads to (Fe,Cr)3O4 formation. As a consequence 
of the Cr content in the substrate, a gradient in the Cr concentrations establishes reaching 
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from the outer/inner scale interface (cCr = 0) to the inner scale/substrate surface, where the Cr 
concentration corresponds to the formation of the spinel phase FeCr2O4 or Cr2O3. Hence, it is 
proposed that the internal oxide scale growth is mainly due to the oxygen transport via pores, 
cracks and anion diffusion through the hematite/magnetite, establishing an oxygen concentra-
tion at the scale-substrate interface that corresponds to the Fe3O4 equilibrium patial pressure. 
The situation after few minutes of oxidation is drawn schematically in Fig. 5.3.3 in which an 
outer scale of hematite is growing on the original surface, grain boundary oxidation leads to 
formation of a Cr2O3 on the grain boundaries and an inner layer consisting of magnetite and 
FeCr2O4 is formed.  
 
Fig. 5.3.3: Schematic representation of the oxide scale evolution after a few minutes of oxidation.  
The following assumptions are made for the simulation of oxide growth: 
(1) A thin Fe2O3 oxide layer is already present on the alloy surface as an external scale 
(2) The oxygen partial pressure at the original alloy surface is fixed to the equilibrium 
partial pressure of Fe2O3/Fe3O4 
(3) The partial pressure of the oxygen in the atmosphere is kept constant 
(4) The maximum amount of Fe2O3 (thermodynamical equilibrium calculations per-
formed by FactSage) formed as a result of alloy composition and oxygen partial 
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pressure for a particular alloy is used as a threshold for the amount of Fe2O3 which 
could be formed on the surface as an external layer 
(5) Moving boundary condition is applied here not from the mathematical rather the 
thermodynamical point of view, i.e., when Fe, which diffuses outwards, reaches the 
point, where it meets oxygen, Fe and O may react forming hematite (According to 
Fig. 4.1.1, at higher partial pressures of oxygen hematite is the thermodynamically 
more stable phase). Once the amount of hematite formed equals the threshold amount 
of hematite for that alloy composition, then the reaction at that point stops and Fe 
diffuses through the hematite layer  
5.4 Simulation results 
 
5.4.1 Simulation of external scale formation 
Diffusion coefficients of the diffusing species in the alloys or in the oxide scales are very im-
portant for the simulation of the oxidation product formation kinetics of the alloys. The fre-
quency factors and activation energies of the mobile species were taken from the published 
literature and are presented in Table 5.4.1. 
Table 5.4.1: Diffusion data of the species in oxide scales as well as in the alloying systems taken from 
literature. 
Bulk diffusion D0(m2/sec) T [°C] E(kJ/mol) Source 
Fe in Fe3O4 5.2*10-4 750-1100 230.11 [137] 
Fe in Fe2O3 4.0 940-1270 469 [138] 
Fe in FeO 1.18*10-5 750-1100 124.3 [137] 
O in Fe3O4 10-5 480-1100 264 [139] 
O in Fe2O3 10-7 1150-1250 611 [138] 
O in FeO 0.117 720-1180 375 [140] 
O in α-Fe 2.8*10-4 750-850 92.1 [141] 
Fe in α-Fe 3.78*10-7 500-900 251 [25] 
Cr in α-Fe 3.59*10-6 500-800 179 [142, 143] 
O in γ-Fe 5.8*10-4 1173-1573 168.8 [141] 
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Fe in γ-Fe 7.1*10-3 500-1160 311 [144] 
Cr in γ-Fe 0.17 1110-1344 263.90 [145] 
Cr in 12CrMoV steel 1.5*10-1 870-1078 301 [146] 
Cr in 18-8 steel 5.38 881-1277 230.4 [146] 
O in Ni 4.9*10-6 800-1100 164 [147] 
Ni in Ni 1.9*10-4 700-950 284.5 [148] 
Al in Ni 1.85*10-4 800-1100 260.78 [149] 
Cr in Ni 5.2* 10-4 1050-1375 289 [148] 
Fe in Cr2O3 4.95*10-6 1000-1200 44 [150] 
Cr in Cr2O3 5*10-7 1100-1700 245 [150] 
O in Cr2O3 1.59*10-3 1100-1450 422.6 [150] 
O in Al2O3 6.3*10-12 1200-1600 57.6 [25] 
 
The simulation of the external scale formation is complex and gets more complicated 
when the oxide scales are multi-layered, where the diffusion coefficients of the species have 
to be changed in every oxide layer due to different phases in different layers. To avoid more 
complications from multi-oxide layers, the simplest case of a Ni-based alloy which was oxi-
dised at 900°C for 100 h (as a model alloy for the simulation) was chosen for the simulation. 
The SEM micrograph of the oxidised Ni-base alloy is presented in Fig. 5.4.1. From the XRD 
and EDX analysis, it was confirmed that a thin continuous Cr2O3 oxide layer was formed on 
the surface which is a result of external diffusion of Cr. Internal precipitates of Al2O3 are 
formed due to the inward diffusion of oxygen into the alloy. Fig. 5.4.1 (a) shows the surface 
of the oxidised specimen, in which grain boundary oxidation can be explicitly seen, where 
Cr2O3 (arrow marks) formed on the surface and as well as on the grain boundaries. 
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Fig. 5.4.1: SEM micrographs of the Ni-based alloy which is oxidised for 100 h at 750°C: (a) oxidised 
surface and (b) cross-section.  
To simulate the oxide layer growth which is shown in Fig. 5.4.1, two basic diffusion pro-
cesses should be considered in the simulation. They are the outward diffusion of Cr and in-
ward diffusion of O. As alumina formation is mainly due to the inward diffusion of oxygen 
there is no need to consider the diffusion of Al in the simulation.  In addition to this, the diffu-
sion coefficients of Cr and O have to be changed in metal and formed oxides accordingly. 
One more important thing is the difference between the densities of the formed oxides. How-
ever, the density of an oxide also defines the thickness of that oxide layer, densities of the 
oxide layers could not be implemented in this simulation as the considered mesh parameters 
are constant. If the densities of the oxides have to be included in the simulation, mesh should 
be refined after each iteration step. This increases the complexity of the problem. 
 
Fig. 5.4.2: Simulated concentration profiles of the oxide layer formed on the Ni-based alloy after oxi-
dising for 100 h at 900°C (a) internally formed Al2O3 and (b) externally grown Cr2O3 layer. 
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The simulation of the external layer and internal oxide formation on the Ni-based alloy 
was performed accordingly to the previously explained model. Before starting the simulation 
a very thin Cr2O3 layer is assumed to be initially present on the metal surface instead of Fe2O3 
as in the case of steel. The diffusion coefficients were used from Table 5.4.1: Diffusion data 
of the species in oxide scales as well as in the alloying systems taken from literature., and the 
resulted simulation profiles are presented in Fig. 5.4.2. The original metal surface is chosen at 
position Y = 23 at the initial state of the simulation and then four to five µm thick Cr2O3 scale 
has grown after 100 h of oxidation time externally (see Fig. 5.4.2 (b)). Internally grown Al2O3 
oxide of thickness three to five µm is shown in Fig. 5.4.2 (a). The amount of Al2O3 in mole 
which is formed internally is found to be very small compared to the externally grown chro-
mia scale, which indicates the possible precipitation of alumina internally. The simulated and 
experimental thicknesses of the formed oxide layers are found to be in reasonable agreement 
accordingly to Fig. 5.4.1 and Fig. 5.4.2. 
Complications involved in the simulation of multi-layered oxide scale growth on Fe-Cr 
steels are discussed here. Three diffusing elements such as Fe, Cr and O should be considered 
in the simulation unlike as two elements in the Ni-based alloy. In addition, the oxides which 
usually grow on Fe-Cr steels such as FeO, Fe3O4, and FeCr2O4 have variable stoichiometric 
compositions [23, 83]. As discussed in section 2, when Cr starts dissolving in Fe3O4 a big 
change occurs in the stoichiometry of Fe3O4 towards FeCr2O4 [87-89]. Furthermore, the phase 
changes from Fe2O3 to Fe3O4 and vice versa was discussed in the literature [151]. The thicker 
the oxide scale grows on the surface the longer the distance for Fe to diffuse for the formation 
of oxides, meanwhile the Fe3O4 which was already formed on the surface transforms into 
Fe2O3. This makes simulation more complicated as both Fe3O4 and Fe2O3 were found to be 
externally formed according to the gold marker experiments shown in section 4.1.1. From the 
existing literature, diffusion coefficients of the mobile species in FeCr2O4 are not available. 
Thus, the difference in the diffusion coefficients of the mobile species (Fe, O and Cr) in mag-
netite and Fe-Cr spinel can be negligible as spinel type magnetite and Fe-Cr spinel possess the 
same crystal structure [89]. 
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Fig. 5.4.3: The chemical equilibrium calculation of the Cr-12 reacting with oxygen at 750°C. 
Chemical equilibrium calculation of the Fe-Cr-O system for Cr-12 steel at 750°C is per-
formed by using FactSage and is presented in Fig. 5.4.3. On the X-axis oxygen partial pres-
sure is varied and on the Y-axis the equilibrium amounts of formed phases are plotted. In Fig. 
5.4.3, it can be observed that at higher partial pressures of oxygen, Fe2O3 is the most stable 
phase and with the chemical composition of Cr-12 steels 0.79 moles (recalculated from mole 
fraction) of Fe2O3 can be formed as shown in Fig. 5.4.3. At the same partial pressure Cr2O3 is 
also stable but the amount is very low compared to the Fe2O3 because of the chemical compo-
sition of the alloy. As the partial pressure decreases Fe3O4 and FeCr2O4 phases are more sta-
ble and at very low partial pressure of oxygen Cr2O3 formation is again possible. 
Based on the diffusion data given in Table 5.4.1 the diffusion coefficients of all the dif-
fusants are calculated at 750 °C for Cr-12 steel and are presented in Table 5.4.2. 
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Table 5.4.2: Diffusion coefficients calculated for the diffusing species in Cr-12 alloy at 
750°C. 
Diffusing element Diffusion coefficient in m2/sec 
O in Fe2O3 6.37 × 10-25 
O in Fe3O4 3.34 × 10-19 
Fe in Fe2O3 4.56 × 10-24 
Fe in Fe3O4 9.49 × 10-16 
O in FeO 8.40 × 10-21 
Fe in FeO 5.9 × 10-12 
O in Cr2O3 4.22 × 10-25 
Cr in Cr2O3 1.55 × 10-19 
O in α-Fe 6.50 × 10-12 
Fe in α-Fe 4.31 × 10-17 
Cr in α-Fe 2.61 × 10-15 
 
From the diffusion coefficient values shown in the Table 5.4.2, the following conclusions 
can be drawn which are very important in simulating the growth of formation of external ox-
ide scale on the steels. 
(1) The diffusion coefficients of O and Fe in Fe2O3 are different only by one order of 
magnitude 
(2) The diffusion coefficient of O in Cr2O3 is almost of the same magnitude as the diffu-
sion coefficient of O in Fe2O3 
(3) The degree of non-stoichiometry in both chromium oxide and hematite is small and 
both are protective against rapid diffusion of the diffusion species 
(4) Diffusion of Fe in Fe3O4 is 3 orders of magnitude higher than the diffusion of O in 
Fe3O4 
(5) Diffusion of Fe in FeO is several orders of magnitude higher than the diffusion of O in 
FeO 
Based on the above points, it can be expected that Fe2O3 is as protective as Cr2O3, thus, 
the internal oxidation growth should be very slow in the steels at this temperature. However, 
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the experimental results showed a thicker internal oxide scale in the studied alloys (Fig. 4.1.3 
and Fig. 4.1.7). This gives support to the idea that oxygen availability at the oxide original 
surface underneath the externally grown hematite layer is not due to solid-state diffusion of 
oxygen through hematite, rather the oxygen is using fast diffusion paths such as cracks and 
voids which are always present to a large extent in hematite layer. That means oxygen is al-
ways available at the interface so that internal oxide grows rapidly.  
Simulation results of the thicknesses of both the external and internally grown oxide lay-
ers on Cr-12 after oxidising for 120 h at 750°C are presented in Fig. 5.4.4. The alloy original 
surface was considered at Y= 60 at the initial state before the simulation begins. 
 
 
Fig. 5.4.4: Simulated oxide scale thicknesses formed on Cr-12 oxidised for 120 h at 750°C. 
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The hematite which was assumed to be present on the surface grows outside and its 
thickness is found to be about 20 µm. It was already mentioned that the main transport mech-
anism in wustite/magnetite is cation motion [75, 76]. As it is aforementioned the diffusion of 
Fe in internally grown magnetite is faster than incoming oxygen, Fe cations reach the ox-
ide/metal interface and reacts with the oxygen (it is assumed that the oxygen is always availa-
ble at the interface due to the presence of cracks and voids in hematite). This enables the 
growth of hematite externally. Magnetite is present on the original alloy surface as well as 
underneath the surface and its thickness is found to be 9 µm. Fe-Cr spinel is found to have 
grown internally and its thickness is 10 µm and it formed along the grain boundaries as well. 
Chromium oxide was formed along the grain boundaries. The simulation results of the oxide 
scales were found to be consistent with the experimental observation as shown in Fig. 4.1.7 
(b). 
 
5.4.2 Simulation of effect of shot-peening 
The oxide scale formation on Cr-18 when it is oxidised at 750°C for 120 h was simulated and 
the resulting oxides are presented in Fig. 5.4.5. The diffusion coefficients were taken from 
Table 5.4.2. The mesh is divided into two parts as shown in Fig. 5.3.1. The original surface of 
the alloy was chosen at position Y = 25. The oxygen partial pressure is set to atmospheric 
pressure as an initial condition. As the oxidation time increases, the inward diffusion of oxy-
gen and outward diffusion of Fe and Cr starts and forms the oxide phases as the thermody-
namic equilibrium predicts. The individual diffusion coefficients of the diffusing species were 
then changed from the diffusion coefficients in the alloy to the diffusion coefficients in the 
formed oxide scales. From Fig. 5.4.5, it can be seen that the formed oxide scale has a three 
layered structure. The formation of Fe3O4 and FeCr2O4 on the outer surface can be observed. 
The position of the FeCr2O4 is found to be exactly on the original alloy surface and the Fe3O4 
is formed as an outer scale. The internal formation of Cr2O3 can also be identified as a result 
of internal diffusion of the oxygen through the outer scale. The experimental results on this 
alloy as shown in the Fig. 4.1.7 (c) and Fig. 4.2.12 (e) confirms that the Fe-Cr spinel which is 
formed externally is rich in Cr at the interface and then iron-rich spinel is formed on the top. 
A thin CuO was also observed in the experimental results, which was not simulated here be-
cause of the insufficient database of Cu in the alloying system. The total thickness of the ox-
ide scale from the simulations is found to be 10 µm which is less than the experimental obser-
vations. The reason for the difference in the simulated and experimentally observed thickness 
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can be explained as following. The presence of cracks and pores in the oxide scales was not 
considered in the simulation. The estimation of the grain boundary diffusion coefficient of 
oxygen in the alloy can be smaller than that of reality. The simulation results are found to be 
in good agreement with the experimental results. 
 
Fig. 5.4.5: Simulation results of the oxide scale formation on Cr-18 subjected to oxidation at 750°C for 
120 h. 
Simulation of the effect of shot-peening on the oxidation behaviour of Cr-18 is done as 
follows. According to the modelling in section 5.2, the thickness of shot-peened area is con-
sidered as 30 µm based on the hardness profile measured on SPCr-18 sample which is shown 
in Fig. 5.4.6. Even though the hardness change due to the shot-peening is observed about 150 
µm deeper into the sample, maximum change is confined to 30-40 µm. 
 
Fig. 5.4.6: Hardness profile of SPCr-18 sample. Measurements were taken starting from the SP side 
and continued towards the centre of the sample  
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 From the literature it is known that the enhancement in the diffusion coefficient of Cr re-
sulting from the presence of dislocations is three orders of magnitude as compared to the bulk 
diffusion of Cr [48]. The diffusion coefficient of Cr in Cr-18 steel as given in Table 5.4.1 is 
increased by three orders of magnitude. The diffusion coefficients of Fe and O are taken from 
the literature data which are given in Table 5.4.1. From the annealing experiments done on the 
SPCr-18, it is known that the recovery occurs between 1 h and 24 h of pre-annealing at 750°C 
which is equal to the oxidation temperature (see Table 4.3.1. Hardness value has dropped to 
270 HV0.1 after 24 h of annealing ). Based on this fact the enhancement in the Cr diffusion 
coefficient was considered in the simulation for the initial 5 h of oxidation only. After 5 h of 
oxidation, bulk diffusion coefficient of Cr is introduced in the simulation. As the simulation 
progresses, a Cr2O3 scale forms on the surface. At the places where chromia forms the diffu-
sion coefficients of Fe, O, and Cr are changed to the diffusion coefficients in chromia as given 
in Table 5.4.1. The simulated profiles are presented in Fig. 5.4.7. No Fe-oxide formation can 
be seen. Once the oxidation initiates, due to the higher diffusion coefficient of Cr than the 
internal diffusion of oxygen, Cr reaches the surface faster and forms the chromia layer. Once 
the chromia forms, the diffusion of oxygen slows down drastically, resulting in a slowly 
growing chromia layer of 2 µm thick. 
 
Fig. 5.4.7: The simulated profiles of the oxide scales formed on SPCr-18 which is oxidised at 750°C 
for 72 h. 
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The experimental observation of this oxidation profile was presented in Fig. 4.2.12 (f). 
The comparison of the simulated thicknesses with the experimentally observed thicknesses 
shows that the simulation results for the shot-peening effect are in good agreement with the 
experiments. 
 
5.5 Simulations using finite element method (FEM) 
These simulations using FEM method were developed in collaboration with Max-Planck- 
Institut für Eisenforschung, Düsseldorf. The basic idea of using chemical equilibrium calcula-
tion along with diffusion calculations of the species simultaneously at every reaction step is 
used as it is, and only the algorithm for solving the diffusion equations and the mesh creation 
is changed according to FEM. 
 
5.5.1 Modelling using FEM 
In the previous subchapters, it was shown that the Fick’s law was solved by using the Finite 
difference method. Regarding the finite difference method, there exist always problems with 
the mathematical stability as the solution is determined by solving a system of linear equa-
tions; the number of unknowns is equal to the number of known values. To obtain a reasona-
bly accurate solution, thousands of points are usually needed, but the computing time and 
hence the costs also increase. Hence, the solution of partial differential equations for a com-
plicated geometry such as a honeycomb structure of grains in an alloy is almost impossible by 
using the finite difference method. This problem can be solved by using the Finite Element 
method [152]. This work was developed in collaboration with MPIE, Düsseldorf. The basic 
idea of FEM is to divide the body into finite elements, often called elements connected by 
nodes, and obtain an appropriate mesh, which represents the near-real microstructure as 
shown in Fig. 5.5.1. 
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Fig. 5.5.1 Microstructure and boundary conditions used for the simulations [153]. 
The oxygen concentration at the surface (right boundary) is set to a constant concentra-
tion, according to the maximum solubility of oxygen in pure iron at given temperature and 
oxygen partial pressure. This corresponds to the constant source model, firstly proposed by 
Fisher [53]. 
Migration of the atomic species (i.e. iron, chromium and oxygen) is derived from the set 
of partial differential equations shown in equation 5.1, by means of the numerical simulation 
programme COMSOL (COMSOL Inc., USA). The formed oxide phases were considered to 
be immobile. Hence their movement was not taken into account in this step. 
Enhanced element migration, according to Fisher’s model, occurred in the grain boundary 
domains assuming a grain boundary thickness of 50 nm. This value corresponds to the thick-
ness of the experimentally observed grain boundary oxides [154]. Due to the lack of reliable 
data for the oxygen diffusion coefficient along the grain boundary domain, its value was as-
sumed to be 100 times faster than in the bulk material to fit experimental observations. 
The calculation of the diffusion was carried out for small time intervals. The results ob-
tained after each calculation step were transmitted into the thermodynamic sub-routine Che-
mApp (GTT-Technologies, Germany) for recalculating the phases in chemical equilibrium. 
The amount of each phase from the equilibrium calculation was set as the starting value for 
the diffusion calculation in the next time step. 
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After the last simulation step, the results were displayed as a 2D concentration map of 
each phase individually – similar to a cross-section of the specimen – as well as the element 
concentration distribution in the sample. 
 
5.5.2 Simulation results using Comsol 
Simulation results of the inner oxidation products of Cr-9 steel when oxidised at 750°C for 
120 h are presented in Fig. 5.5.2. The distribution of the oxidation depth was derived from the 
steepest decrease in the innermost presence of the chromium containing oxides, since Cr2O3 is 
the first thermodynamically stable oxide phase which is formed. As can be seen from Fig. 
5.5.2, the evolution of the total oxidation depth undergoes drastic changes during the initial 
stages of the oxidation. Whereas after 16 h, chromium oxide precipitates can be formed at 
30 µm below the sample surface, the oxidation depth at 72 h is 55 µm. For longer time spans, 
the total oxidation depth increases slightly, as the oxygen flux towards the bulk material gets 
lowered due to iron oxidation. The calculated oxidation depths correlate nicely with the ex-
perimentally observed values, which can be found in Fig. 4.1.7. The peaks in graph on the 
bottom side of Fig. 5.5.2 are the result of the periodicity in the simulated microstructure and 
originate from the different amounts of the oxides, both inside the grains and along the grain 
boundary domains. A maximum oxidation depth of 60 µm including grain boundary oxidation 
was calculated for 120 h. 
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Fig. 5.5.2: Computed 2D-distribution (top) and line scan representation (bottom) of the weight fraction 
of oxidised chromium (Cr2O3 and FeCr2O4) in Fe, Cr, oxidised at 750°C for various times 
[153]. 
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The sequence of the formed oxides follows the predictions from the thermodynamic sta-
bility diagram in Fig. 5.4.3. Initially, at low oxygen partial pressure (meaning inside the non-
oxidised bulk material) the formation of chromia could be observed, which is then converted 
into the spinel compound FeCr2O4. At a later stage, the remaining iron matrix gets oxidised 
into the wustite phase, which then converts into magnetite. Thus the pure iron oxides are only 
present, when the chromium has already been fully converted into the spinel (Fig. 5.5.3). It 
can clearly be seen that due to the elevated diffusion of iron, chromium and oxygen along the 
grain boundary domains, the spatial distribution is changed, but the sequence of oxide for-
mation remains the same. 
 
Fig. 5.5.3: Detailed phase distribution of all occurring phases in the alloy Cr-9 after oxidation at 
750°C for 120 h [153]. 
Differences between the experimentally determined phase distribution and the results of 
the thermodynamic calculations occur in the case of Cr2O3. Thermodynamically, chromia has 
to be the first oxide to be formed, whereby it should be present between the spinel type 
FeCr2O4 precipitates and the non-oxidised bulk material. However, only minor amounts of 
chromia could be detected in the measured samples. This finding is in agreement with the 
results of Kuroda et.al. [154], who argued that the formation of a hexagonal chromia nucleus 
is kinetically hindered compared to a cubic spinel-type oxide. Therefore, chromia is mostly 
not observed in experimental samples. 
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Enhancements in the computing speed, as compared to the initial programme InCorr, 
enable a better resolution of the spatial phase distribution and allow the consideration of dif-
ferent diffusion coefficients of the newly formed (oxide) phases. 
 
5.6 Discussion of the simulation results 
The simulation results presented in the previous section showed that the modelling of the 
simultaneous external/internal oxide scale formation and the effect of shot-peening was con-
vincingly matching the experimental results. However, as the simulation results were based 
on certain assumptions, the modelling of the external scale formation in addition to the inter-
nal oxidation is discussed more elaborately in the following. 
The theory of internal oxidation under the presence of an external oxide layer was exten-
sively discussed in the literature [155-158]. The transformation from internal oxidation to 
external scale formation was also reported in the literature [159]. However, all the existing 
theories are limited to a binary alloying system AB, in which B is the reactive element and 
forms BO internally. If the alloy forms a stable BO on the surface of the alloy then the con-
centration of B in the alloy has to be large enough to make BO more stable than AO. Thus, 
the concentration of B at the alloy surface during oxidation must not fall below the critical 
value. The more reactive element B must not be oxidised internally, because this process pro-
duces isolated particles of BO dispersed in the metal matrix, which grow as a non-protective 
scale. A transition from internal to external oxidation of B occurs at sufficiently high concen-
trations of B in the alloy, as discussed by Wagner and Rapp [41, 160]. According to them the 
development and maintaince of a continuous external scale requires that two criteria are satis-
fied. First, the solute concentration in the alloy must exceed that necessary for outward diffu-
sion to prevent internal oxidation. Second, once a continuous external scale is formed, diffu-
sion in the alloy must be rapid enough to supply the solute at least that fast that the rate of 
scale growth is satisfied. Using these two criterions for the Fe-Cr alloys Essuman et al. [161] 
estimated the amount of Cr required to form a chromia scale on the surface and the amount of 
Cr supply at the interface. They found that the minimum amount of Cr required to form a con-
tinuous chromium oxide layer on the surface of a ferritic Fe-Cr alloys, varied between 9 and 
14wt.% in the temperature range of 900-1200°C. For austenitic Fe-Cr alloying systems the 
value lies between 2.6-3.2wt.% for the same temperature range.  
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For the alloys used in this study, the Cr concentration in the alloy was around 12wt.% for 
Cr-12 and 18wt.% in Cr-18. According to the mentioned theories all the alloys would have 
formed a chromia scale on the surface. However, from the experimental results it was shown 
that neither of the alloys used were able to produce a chromia layer on the surface externally. 
The oxide scale morphology formed on the alloying systems used is represented schematical-
ly in Fig. 5.6.1. 
 
Fig. 5.6.1: Schematic representation of oxidation mode of Fe-Cr alloying systems used in this study. 
A: Fe, B: Cr. 
Fig. 5.6.1 shows that both alloying elements oxidize simultaneously to give AO and BO, 
the oxygen partial pressure in the atmosphere being greater than the equilibrium dissociation 
pressure of both oxides. In this case different oxide scale formation mechanisms are possible.  
(1) AO and BO react to form a compound 
(2) AO and BO form a solid solution (A,B)O. In practice, some internal (A,B)O richer in 
A can be formed in the alloy 
(3) A double oxide is formed, often as spinel, which may give a complete surface layer 
of variable composition 
In the alloying system used in this work, under conditions where Fe (A) and Cr (B) oxi-
dise as shown in the Fig. 5.6.1, the transient oxidation of Fe must be considered for the reac-
tion in order to predict the minimum amount of Cr to form a single continuous external layer 
of Cr2O3. In addition, the compositional changes from FeO, Fe3O4 and Fe-Cr spinel should 
also be considered in the model. Moreover, the diffusion of Cr in short circuit paths such as 
grain boundary diffusion and diffusion through dislocations must be considered in the model. 
In the literature no such kind of model exists which considers all the factors as explained 
above to predict the external scale formation. 
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To take into account the complexity of the alloying systems investigated, the simulations 
required experimental observations as input parameters. The simulations performed in the 
present work were based on the experimental observations. If the alloy is found to be oxidised 
simultaneously (both internally and externally) then a very thin outer oxide is assumed to be 
formed on the alloy surface as a starting point for the simulation. The equilibrium partial pres-
sure of oxygen (calculated by FactSage) at the interface between the external/internal oxide 
scales is given as initial condition for the growth of the internal oxidation. If the inner oxide 
scales are Fe rich, then the diffusivity of oxygen is smaller than the Fe diffusion through these 
oxide scales and Fe reaches the outer surface by means of diffusion to form an outer scale. If 
the formed oxide scales are rich in Cr then the diffusivities of all elements are slowed down in 
the scales and the final thickness of internal and external scales are reduced. The formation of 
a chromia oxide layer on the surface due to shot-peening was modelled on the basis of oxida-
tion kinetics. The criterion is that under given atmospheric pressure the diffusivity of Cr is 
enhanced in an effective area where dislocations are assumed to be present during the oxida-
tion so that the internal diffusion of oxygen can be hindered and a chromia scale forms on the 
surface. 
The change from the finite difference method to FEM by means of Comsol showed better 
simulation results in terms of mathematical stability (using small time steps and mesh dis-
cretisation of the mesh), good spatial resolution, phase distribution and capability of handling 
the honey comb grain structure.   
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6 Concluding discussion 
The goal of the presented work was to verify and understand the influence of Cr-content on 
the oxidation behaviour of boiler steels as explained in the introduction chapter. The effect of 
microstructural change induced by the shot-peening treatment on the oxidation behaviour was 
also studied experimentally. The concept of dislocation engineering was further applied to the 
chosen steels and its effect on the oxidation behaviour was studied systematically with the 
help of TEM. Based on all the experimental results, a model for a simultaneous outward and 
internal oxide scale growth was proposed and oxide thicknesses were calculated. A model for 
the effect of shot-peening was also implemented and the corresponding results were present-
ed. A concluding discussion on the performed work is presented as following.  
 
6.1 The mechanisms of internal and external layer formation 
The majority of studies on high temperature oxidation of steels are based on the assumption 
that oxides on low-alloy steels grow only by Fe outward diffusion, since the lattice diffusion 
coefficient of O anions in iron oxide is very small [137, 162, 163]. On the other hand, few 
studies discuss a mechanism for inward oxide scale growth which is correlated with the fast 
oxygen diffusion along oxide grain boundaries [164-166]. Elsewhere, the possibility of mo-
lecular oxygen permeation through micro-cracks and pores in the oxide scale is proposed 
leading to inward oxidation [75, 167, 168]. To understand the mechanisms of the oxide layer 
growth in the studied steels, a gold marker experiment was conducted on Cr-9 steel and the 
results were presented in Fig. 4.1.3 (a). The oxide morphology reveals that the iron oxides 
which grow on top of the gold marker are a result of external diffusion of Fe and the oxides 
present underneath the marker are due to the inward diffusion of oxygen. The uneven met-
al/oxide interface and the preferentially oxidised grain boundaries in the bulk are indications 
of an internal/intergranular oxidation mechanism by which scale grows inwards. Obviously 
inner scale grows by advanced grain-boundary oxidation, i.e., oxygen penetrates along the 
substrate grain boundaries leading to the formation of the stable oxide Cr2O3. In the case of 
inward oxidation, grain boundaries serve as short-circuit diffusion paths for O-diffusion. From 
the literature it is known that the relation between the diffusion coefficient along grain bound-
aries and in the bulk lies in the range of 104-106 [48]. Hence, the internal oxides firstly nucle-
ate and grow on the grain boundaries. The higher thermodynamical stability of Cr2O3 com-
pared to the Fe-oxides enables easy formation even though the oxygen content is rather low. 
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Therefore, the observed formation of Cr2O3 at the intergranular reaction front is reasonable. 
The depletion of Cr due to the reaction process cause Fe to take part in the oxidation process, 
as soon as the oxygen concentration has increased to a level of thermodynamical stability of 
the FeCr2O4 spinel phase. With increasing oxygen potential and Fe to Cr ratio a part of the 
spinel phase (Fe(Fe,Cr)2O4) will be transformed into magnetite, spreading from the grain 
boundaries into the grain interiors via oxygen bulk diffusion. 
The layered structure of the oxide scale formed on these steels was predicted by thermo-
dynamic calculations which were shown in Fig. 4.1.1. Hematite and chromia were present at 
high oxygen activities, while with decreasing oxygen activity magnetite and spinel become 
stable. Only Cr2O3 exists at lower oxygen potential. It is reasonable to assume that the outer 
layer was predominantly composed of hematite and magnetite basically resulting from the 
outward diffusion of Fe. The inner layer is mainly composed of spinel with limited Cr2O3 
distributed at the front and results from the inward oxygen diffusion. From the present work 
and previous reports, it is noted that both outward and inward transport of iron and oxygen are 
involved in the scale growth of the steels studied. 
 
6.2 Effect of Cr content on the oxidation behaviour 
In this section the influence of alloy chemistry on the oxidation behaviour is discussed. Grav-
imetric measurements during oxidation of all the three steels studied showed that they were 
oxidised parabolically (see Fig. 4.1.4). Depending on the alloy composition and on the oxida-
tion temperature three different behavioural patterns were observed. Growth of a thin protec-
tive oxide scale with a corresponding small mass change with the lowest parabolic constant 
was observed in case of Cr-18. An accelerated attack with a high parabolic rate constant was 
observed in Cr-9 which was noted by a large mass gain corresponding to the fast growth of a 
non-protective oxide scale with pores at the inner and outer scale interface as shown in Fig. 
4.1.7 (a). Cr-12 also exhibited a parabolic behaviour with a parabolic constant in the range 
between the values of Cr-18 and Cr-9. 
The beneficial effect of increasing the Cr content is a well-known fundamental of oxida-
tion science. Increasing the Cr content in the alloy would lower the Cr-depletion at the inter-
face for a given exposure time. When increasing the Cr content in the steel, the inner scale 
becomes more enriched in Cr leading to a better protection of the substrate. As shown in Fig. 
4.1.8, the Cr distribution in the oxide scales formed on the studied steels reveals an enrich-
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ment within the inner scale with a gradual increase in the Cr concentration from a low value at 
the outer/inner scale interface towards a high value at the inner scale/substrate interface. XRD 
analysis on all three steels showed that the inner scale is a mixed Fe-Cr spinel phase. Based 
on the experimental results, a schematic representation of the three alloys after the oxidation 
at 750°C for 120 h is presented in Fig. 6.2.1. 
 
Fig. 6.2.1: Schematic representation of the oxide morphology of the studied steels. 
From Fig. 6.2.1, it can be seen that at the reaction front in case of Cr-9 and Cr-12 Cr2O3 
forms along the grain boundaries. The outer scale comprises of an outer Fe2O3 scale and an 
inner Fe3O4 layer. The Cr content in the inner scales of Cr-9 steel was found to be smaller 
than that of Cr-12. In addition to these oxide scales, the internal oxidation zone consists of an 
oxide film and precipitation of oxide particles in the grain interior, which was observed for 
Cr-9 and Cr-12. From the EDX measurements as shown in the result sections, the oxide parti-
cles were found to be iron rich precipitates. The inner scale in case of Cr-18 mainly consists 
of Cr-rich Fe-Cr spinel and a very thin chromia scale formed at the oxide/metal interface 
which acts as a barrier for internal oxygen attack and, hence, it decreases the oxidation kinet-
ics.  
For the three steels studied, it can be said that the Cr concentration was not sufficient to 
develop a slow growing Cr2O3 scale on the surface of the alloy that would protect the sub-
strate. In the cases of Cr-9 and Cr-12 the outer layer contains Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 while the inner 
layer is a spinel phase of Fe(Fe,Cr)2O4 type. The Cr enrichment in this spinel phase changed 
considerably from small amounts to large amounts depending on the original Cr concentra-
tion.  
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6.3 Effect of shot-peening on the oxidation behaviour 
The oxidation behaviour of the Cr-alloyed steels depends on many variables in which an im-
portant factor is the diffusivity of Cr in the alloy, with differences expected between alloys 
with different grain size, or with different amounts of surface deformation to alter the density 
of fast diffusion paths. Fast diffusion of Cr along extended defects play an overwhelming role 
by increasing the chromium flux towards the surface and thereby promotes the formation of 
protective oxides. The surface of the Cr-12 and Cr-18 steels was treated by means of shot-
peening. The microstructural features of the shot-peened surface are significantly different to 
the bulk material. The microstructure of the shot-peened and non-shot-peened surface of Cr-
12 and Cr-18 are presented in Fig. 4.2.1 and Fig. 4.2.2. Shot-peened region contain a large 
number of grain boundaries and dislocations. In addition to the microstructural examination, 
hardness measurements were carried out on the surface to verify the effect of shot-peening. 
Higher hardness near the surface of the shot-peeened sample compared to the non-shot-
peeened surface is shown in Table 4.2.1. The change in the hardness explains the difference in 
the microstructure caused by the plastic deformation. The schematic representation of the mi-
crostructural change caused by the shot-peening is presented in Fig. 5.2.1. The grain refine-
ment and presence of dislocations near the shot-peened surface can be identified from Fig. 
5.2.1. The gravimetric measurements on the shot-peened Cr-12 and Cr-18 at the studied tem-
peratures are presented in Fig. 4.2.3 and Fig. 4.2.11. Both SPCr-12 and SPCr-18 exhibited 
parabolic behaviour. The parabolic rate constants which are presented in Table 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 
explain the effect of shot-peening on the oxidation behaviour of SPCr-12 and SPCr-18. The 
shot-peening effect on SPCr-12 is not as strong on the oxidation behaviour as it was observed 
on SPCr-18 at 750°C. At 700°C the shot-peening effect is more pronouncing in case of SPCr-
18 as the parabolic constant drops by one order of magnitude. In case of SPCr-12 the effect is 
reversed and it enhanced the oxidation kinetics by promoting the formation of non-protective 
Fe-oxides. It is assumed that at this temperature the activation energy for the Cr diffusion was 
not sufficient to diffuse faster than Fe even under presence of dislocations. The discontinuous 
oxidation measurements done on SPCr-12 at 750°C reveals that during the initial stages of 
oxidation both shot-peened and non-shot-peened surfaces oxidises similarly and after some 
time the shot-peening effect comes into act by creating a higher number of nucleation sites for 
the oxidation (see Fig. 4.2.4). The Cr diffusion is enhanced along the dislocations and forms a 
protective chromia layer at the oxidation front. As the original concentration of Cr in the alloy 
is 12wt.%, the depletion in Cr during the oxidation causes a drop in the concentration levels 
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of Cr up to 8.28% as shown in Fig. 4.3.11 and Table 4.3.3. This depletion in the Cr concentra-
tion at the oxidation front permits the diffusion of Fe into chromia and it forms a Fe-Cr spinel. 
EDX analyses reported in Fig. 4.2.10 reveals that the Cr concentration within the inner oxide 
scale is higher than that of Fe. It can be said that the inner oxide which formed here is a Cr-
rich Fe-Cr spinel. The formation of chromia at the oxidation front was also seen but it is not 
thick and uniform. The presence of Cr2O3 particles in a Fe-Cr spinel is shown in Fig. 4.2.6. 
The presence of dislocations at the oxidation front vanishes as the time of oxidation increases 
by means of recovery and recrystallisation. One other important factor is the depth of the af-
fected zone due to the shot-peening. If the depth of the affected zone is in the range of a few 
micrometers, the internal oxidation occupies this zone completely and the beneficial effect of 
dislocations diminishes. The microstructure of the oxidation front of the SPCr-12 is shown in 
Fig. 4.3.10. Presence of a low dislocation density near the shot-peened surface can be ob-
served. This gives rise to the idea that the dislocations which were present during the initial 
stage of oxidation vanish by means of recovery. It must be noted that a quick formation of a 
chromia layer and the continuous supply of Cr to the oxidation front is needed to maintain 
Cr2O3 formation to prevent internal oxidation and decrease the oxidation kinetics. This has 
occurred in case of SPCr-18, where a multi-layer oxide comprised of an outer CuO, inner 
FeCr2O4 and Cr2O3 was transformed into a single layer of Cr2O3 by the shot-peening treat-
ment. A summarizing scheme of the shot-peening effect on these steels is given by means of 
the schematic diagram which is presented in Fig. 6.3.1. 
 
Fig. 6.3.1: Schematic representation of the shot-peening effect on the oxide scales developed on SPCr-
12 and SPCr-18 after oxidation at 750°C. 
The comparison of the schematics presented in Fig. 6.2.1 and Fig. 6.3.1 explain the dif-
ference between the oxidation mechanisms of non-SP and SP sides of Cr-12 and Cr-18. Mi-
crostructural differences at the oxidation front of SP and non-SPCr-12 reveal some interesting 
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phenomena. Firstly, the internal precipitation zone in case of non-SPCr-12 is absent in SPCr-
12. The grain boundary oxidation which was observed in case of non-SPCr-12 was not pre-
sent in case of SPCr-12. The thickness of the oxide scale in case of SPCr-12 was found to be 
smaller than that of non-SPCr-12. EDX spot analysis performed at the oxidation front of the 
non-SPCr-12, which is presented in Fig. 4.3.15, confirms that the Cr concentration at the met-
al/oxide interface reduced to 4wt.%. This indicates the depletion of Cr at the interface which 
in turn promotes the internal diffusion of oxygen to form an internal oxidation zone. The situ-
ation at this interface in case of SPCr-12 is improved as the Cr concentration is around           
8wt.%. This is due to the enhanced diffusion of Cr along dislocations. As the Cr content in the 
alloy is too low to supply continuous flow to the oxidation front, even shot-peening could not 
help to form a chromia layer at the oxidation front. In contrary SPCr-18 showed better oxida-
tion resistance by forming a thin homogeneous chromia layer on the surface. It should be not-
ed that the presence of dislocations is not helpful alone to develop a chromia layer and that the 
Cr content in the alloy is also an important factor. In order to improve the oxidation behaviour 
of shot-peened steels a new concept named dislocation engineering is applied to the shot-
peened steel which is discussed as following. 
 
6.4 Dislocation engineering 
It was already shown and discussed that the dislocations introduced by shot-peening can help 
in enhancing the Cr diffusion to the surface which in turn promotes the chromia layer for-
mation. However, dislocations are not stable at high temperatures as already observed, and 
there is a need to stabilise the dislocations. Vacuum annealing prior to the oxidation can stabi-
lise the dislocations into cells with fine spacings (recovery), but too high a temperature or 
time can cause recrystallisation. It is important to determine the optimal heat treatment before 
the oxidation so that a protective oxides scale formation results. Based on this idea, SPCr-12 
and SPCr-18 were pre-annealed in vacuum at 750°C for different annealing times. It was 
found from the hardness measurement results which are shown in Table 4.3.1 that both shot-
peened steels have undergone recovery during the annealing process. From the experimental 
observations, the shot-peened steels which were in a state of recovery were chosen for the 
oxidation measurements (depending on the fact that the change in the hardness profiles of the 
annealed SP steels is not so high as they will be after recrystallisation). After oxidising the 
SPCr-18 and SPCr-12 which were pre-annealed for different annealing times, the mass gains 
determined. The results are presented in Fig. 4.3.1 (a) and (b) respectively. The oxidation be-
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haviour of SPCr-12 was found to be changed considerably as a consequence of the pre-
annealing treatment. The lowest mass gain was observed in case of SPCr-12 + 1 h pre-
annealed and the mass gain was increased as the pre-annealing time increased. In case of 
SPCr-18 the pre-annealing effect seems to be less influential. The in-situ pre-annealing and 
AES measurements performed, which are presented in Fig. 4.3.4 for SPCr-18, reveal that the 
pre-annealing was enhancing the Cr diffusion through the dislocations and surface becomes 
enriched by more Cr. It was shown that the shot-peening was successful in forming a chromia 
layer on the surface of SPCr-18 after oxidation due to the high Cr concentration in the base 
alloy. In the pre-annealing case a quick formation of chromia layer was expected by means of 
point defects created during annihilation of dislocations, which enhances the diffusional 
growth. The Cr oxide grows basically by means of outward cation diffusion. The cation de-
fects such as vacancies/interstitials can be annihilated/created by dislocation climb in the met-
al when the shot-peened steel is subjected to heating.  
Results from the TEM investigation of a SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-annealed sample which was 
oxidised for 92 h is presented in Fig. 4.3.12 and Fig. 4.3.13. The presence of a high disloca-
tion density shows dislocations being arranged in a network was observed in this examination. 
That means even after pre-annealing and oxidising for 92 h, still the dislocations were present 
at the subsurface region. A schematic representation of the subsurface microstructure of the 
SPCr-12 + 5 h pre-annealed sample is presented in Fig. 6.4.1. A network of dislocations 
which forms a group of subboundaries during the annealing procedure results in a reduced 
dislocation density as compared to the original shot-peeened surface.  
 
Fig. 6.4.1: Schematic representation of the microstructure of the subsurface of the pre-annealed and 
oxidised SPCr-12 sample. 
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Fig. 6.4.1 illustrates that the thickness of the outer oxide scale and the inner scale de-
creased comparatively to the oxidised SPCr-12 shown in Fig. 6.3.1. Another important obser-
vation was that a thin chromia layer formed at the oxidation front in case of SPCr-12 + pre-
annealed. The subsurface was filled with a network of dislocations (probably a group of sub-
boundaries) as shown in Fig. 6.4.1. These networks were assumed to be formed during the 
recovery process by means of dislocation climb often called polygonisation. These networks 
last for a longer time as the dislocation density was reduced. It can be stated that the disloca-
tions were stabilised and serve as a network of fast diffusion paths for Cr for a longer time. 
The Cr-rich precipitates as shown in Fig. 6.4.1 are using these networks to diffuse faster to the 
oxidation front and maintain a sufficient amount of Cr to form a continuous chromia layer at 
the oxidation front.  
 
6.5 Simulation of the external scale formation and effect of shot-peening 
Based on the experimental observations, a few changes were made in the existing software 
InCorr. As InCorr simulates the internal oxidation processes, it excludes the transport of Fe 
and oxygen through the outer oxide layer. In the present work, no effective diffusion coeffi-
cient of oxygen was considered for the oxide scale growth. However, the model for the outer 
oxide scale growth was based on strong assumptions. One of those main assumptions was that 
a very thin outer scale was considered on the surface before the simulation starts. This enables 
to consider the diffusion coefficient of oxygen and iron through the outer scale. Another as-
sumption was that underneath the outer scale and on the alloy original surface oxygen was 
assumed to be present as per the equilibrium calculations performed by FactSage (the partial 
pressure of oxygen at the outer/inner scale interface, i.e., equilibrium partial pressure of the 
Fe2O3/Fe3O4 interface as predicted by Fig. 4.1.1). By sticking to the boundary conditions, the 
simulations were performed on Cr-12 and a Ni-based alloy. The results were found to be in 
good agreement with the experiment, although, the simulation results did not consider the 
effect of microcracks and pores that formed in the oxide scales. 
The shot-peening effect was modelled on the basis of experimental observations. A 
change in the diffusion mechanisms of oxygen and chromium was observed due to the shot-
peening. Shot-peening allows Cr to diffuse faster than the internal diffusion of oxygen. An 
individual presence of a dislocation could not be implemented in the mesh, rather an effective 
area which was assumed to have a high dislocation density with an enhanced diffusion coeffi-
cient of Cr by a factor of 103 was introduced in the model. The depth of this zone was estimat-
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ed by means of the hardness profile of the shot-peened steel. This enhancement in Cr diffu-
sion increases the Cr flux to the surface and the Cr concentration at the surface increases. It 
enables the transition of an internal and external oxide structure into a single layered chromi-
um oxide in case of SPCr-18. As for the experimental observations showed that the disloca-
tions annihilated or disinegrated by means of recrystallisation after some time when the sam-
ples were subjected to oxidation. This time was estimated according to Table 4.3.1 and after 
this time the enhancement factor in the diffusion coefficient of Cr was deleted from the calcu-
lation. The simulated thickness results in case of SPCr-18 are found to be in reasonable 
agreement with the experimental results. 
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7 Conclusions and future aspects 
The aim of this work was to study the influence of Cr-content on the oxidation behaviour of 
boiler steels and to model the oxidation kinetics based on the experimental results. Further, 
the effect of the surface modification techniques such as shot-peening and dislocation engi-
neering were studied and the modelling was extended to include the effect of shot-peening on 
the oxidation behaviour. 
Several oxidation tests were performed on the 9, 12 and 18wt.% Cr steels at both 700°C 
and 750°C. From these results it can be concluded that the Cr concentration in the base alloy 
severely influences the oxidation kinetics. It was found that the austenitic steels having 
18wt.% Cr showed good oxidation resistance compared to the 9 and 12wt.% Cr steels at both 
700°C and 750°C. None of the alloys succeeded in forming a compact Cr2O3 scale on the sur-
face of the material which is required to provide guaranteed protection against oxidation.  
From the gold marker experiments shown in the same section, the mechanisms of the outer 
scale and inner scale formations were understood.  
To improve the oxidation kinetics of the alloys, shot-peening treatment was applied on 12 
and 18wt.% Cr steels and the effect was experimentally verified on these alloys and dis-
cussed. It was found that the shot-peening treatment was very efficient in decreasing the oxi-
dation kinetics on the applied materials. It was seen that the shot-peening effect on the austen-
itic steel was more pronounced than on the 12wt.% Cr steel. A compact Cr2O3 layer was able 
to form on the surface of the 18wt.% Cr steel whereas in case of 12wt.% Cr steel an enrich-
ment of Cr in the inner scales was observed and non-uniform Cr2O3 was observed at the met-
al/oxide interfaces. 
It is shown that the shot blasting effect is associated with a microstructural change of the 
metallic surface, which changes the oxidation mechanism in the transient state. Dislocations 
created by shot-peening near the surface resulted in enhanced permeation of chromium which 
helped in the formation of a protective Cr-rich layer near the metal/oxide interface in case of 
12wt.% Cr steels. After longer periods of oxidation, the dislocations could disappear by 
means of recovery and recrystallisation. At 700°C the enhancement of Cr was not enough to 
form a Cr-rich spinel whereas at 750°C a Cr-rich Fe-Cr spinel was formed as inner scale and 
the spinel slows down the oxidation kinetics. In addition to the extent and uniformity of shot-
peening effect, reliability of this method depends on the Cr-content in the base alloy. Efforts 
to quantify the degree of shot-peening by measuring dislocation density proved difficult. As 
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this entire process was an integral effect of grain boundaries, subgrains in addition to the re-
sidual stress effect of shot-peening the effect of sample preparation techniques such as erosion 
cutting, milling and sample shape especially at the corners of the concave and convex shapes 
had shown considerable influence on oxide morphology and kinetics. The quantification of 
the enhancement in the diffusion coefficient of Cr could not be carried out as it requires some 
very carefully controlled diffusion measurements. In case of 12wt.% Cr steel the difference in 
the oxidation behaviour due to shot-peening at 700°C and 750°C could be investigated in 
more detail by measuring the temperature dependence of the kinetics of oxidation, and using 
this data to calculate the effective activation energy for diffusion of Cr in the shot-peened 
steels. 
To study other means of enhancing oxidation resistance of these alloys, the effects of dis-
location engineering were studied. The dislocation engineering concept was applied on both 
12wt.% Cr and 18wt.% Cr steel which was discussed in detail. The main idea was to form 
stable network of dislocations at higher temperatures for longer time. This was achieved by 
pre-annealing the shot-peened steels in vacuum (at the same temperature where the oxidation 
tests will be performed) until the samples undergo a certain extent of recovery where the pro-
cess of dislocation climb was active and resulted in the formation of a network of subbounda-
ries. The density of dislocations decreased with the duration of annealing treatement, as would 
be expected from recovery and recrystallisation. Considerable change in the oxidation kinetics 
of shot-peened 12wt.% Cr steel was found when a preannealing treatment was given follow-
ing shot-peening. 
Dislocations formed a network at the metal/oxide interface as expected initially and they 
still retain after 92 h of oxidation. The diffusion of Cr from the metal to the subsurface region 
was continuously enhanced without being depleted. This helped to form a uniform chromium 
oxide scale at the metal/oxide interface in case of 12wt.% Cr steel. In case of high Cr austenit-
ic steel this effect was found to support a quick formation of a chromium oxide scale on the 
surface as the shot-peening itself was able to change the diffusion mechanisms at the subsur-
face. A detailed analysis of dislocation structure evolution using FIB and TEM was beyond 
the scope of this work.  
A more systematic study of the effect of shot-peening can be conducted by varying the 
shot-peening pressures and the extent of shot-peening as a part of future work. One such sug-
gestion for future work is to pre-anneal the shot-peened steels in ultra-high vacuum for shorter 
times and check the dislocation evolution at each annealing time and then to oxidise the sam-
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ples in-situ in AES and measure the depth profiles of elements in oxide layers. This would 
give more information about the diffusion mechanisms in the subsurface area. It is proposed 
that this dislocation engineering must be applied to the alloys and examine the oxidation be-
havior in water vapour environment to commercialise this process.  
Based on the experimental results a model for the simultaneous oxide scale growth was 
developed. A model for the effect of shot-peening was also proposed. It must be noted that 
this model did not consider the effect of the individual contribution of the dislocations to-
wards enhancement in the diffusion coefficient of Cr as it requires a much more complex 
mesh which was not possible with the used finite difference method technique used. The 
depth of the shot-peened area calculated from the hardness profiles and the microstructural 
investigation was used as a source for an effective enhanced diffusion coefficient for the Cr 
diffusion. The simulation results were found to be satisfactorily closer to the experimentally 
obtained results. 
The modification of the mesh from a square shaped grain structure to the honeycomb 
shaped structure was implemented by using a more advanced finite element method. As a 
future aspect the grain shapes of inner oxides and outer oxide scales can be introduced in the 
mesh as the outer oxide grains look more lamellar in shape and inner oxide grains are coaxial 
in nature. Introduction of mobilities and chemical potentials instead of using diffusion coeffi-
cients and concentrations of the species would solve non-Fickian diffusion problems, where 
diffusion occurs from low concentration to high concentration especially in oxide scales, even 
though lack of mobility data along grain boundaries and in many oxides is a major obstacle. 
As an initial point this approach can be implemented on a simple Fe-oxidation and later can 
be applied to more complex alloying systems. 
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